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MILLER RESIGNATION RESCINDED
Cantata
Set For
Thursday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mrs. Hosford's
Father Expires

Superintendent Is
Rehired By Board

Tolley Elvin Alexander, father
of Mrs. Joe (Evanee Hosford of
Murray, died Tuesday at seven
The Calloway County Board of
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Education unanimously reCounty Hospital. He was 79 years
elected William B. Miller
Confucius say: man who smoke
of age.
A cantata, "We Thank Thee,
superintendent of county schools
In bed should sleep on water
The deceased was a retired
God," will be presented at 7:30
at a recessed board meeting
mattress.
fanner and resided on Route
p.m. Thursday, July U, at the
Monday, July 19.
One, Puryear, Tenn. He was a
First Presbyterian Church in
been
Miller, who has
Speaking of water the city's new
member of the Puryear
Murray by a 45-voice choir.
water tank is in operation. That's
superintendent of county schools
Primitive Baptist Church and a
Making up the choir will be
the one out on Johnny Robertson
since 1969, submitted his
veteran of World War I. He was
members of the chancel choir of
Road. It holds a million gallons of
resignation to the board at its
born March 12, 1892, in Henry
the church, the Murray State
June 7 meeting. The resignation,
water. The one on North 18th
County, Term., and his parents
University Chorus and selected
which would have been effective
street also holds a million gallons
were the late Joe Alexander and
singers from the community.
August 1, was at that time acso this gives the city two million
Mary Elizabeth Gore Alexander.
They
will
be
directed
by
Carl
D.
cepted by the board.
gallons of water above ground.
Mr. Alexander is survived by
Mowery, Jr.
It was reported that at MonThe city also has an underground
his wife, Mrs. Pearl Cooper
The soloists will be: Elizabeth Alexander of
reservoir on East Elm street
day's meeting, each member of
Route One,.,
Newnam,
soprano;
Kathy
Elliott
which holds a million gallons so
the board expressed a desire for
Puryear, Tenn.; one daughter,
HOME ECONOMICS WORKSHOP. Miss Edna Page (standing), assistant professor of home alto; Henry Bannon, tenor, and Mrs. Josford of Murray; one
this makes a total of a little over
Miller to return to work with the
step
11tree million gallons of water in economics education at the University of Arizona, conducts a Seminar in Gainful Employment at Carl Rogers, bass. Making up the daughter, Mrs. Emma Lee Long
board and the county schools.
be:
orchestra
will
Murray
State
University
June
28-July
H.
With
her
are
six
from
Calloway
County:
Yenette
Chow,
beerve.
"After a good discussion, all
of Chattanooga, Term.; one son,
Leo Blair and Robert Bear
MSU graduate student; Dortha Bailey, MSU graduate student; Glinda Tutt, MSU graduate student;
felt that we could work together
Joe Lee Alexander of Paducah;
The new water pump is in Sally Crass, home ec-nomics instructor at Murray High School; Lucy Lilly, home economics in- violins; Leonard Jenkins and Kt one step son, Will Ed Orr of
for the building of a better school
William B. Miller
Mason, violas; Neale Mason
operation too which puts out structor at MRS; and Pam Cook, MSU graduate student.
system," a spokesman said.
Warren, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
cello;
David
Sutherland,
David
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
about 1200 gallons a minute.
"We all feel that this is the best
Alice Gore of Puryear, Tenn.,
Tucker, and Keith Haney. and
move that could be made for the
Mrs. Jane Morehead of
trumpets; Edwina Mills, organ Winchester,
With such a good water supply
entire school system and we need
Tenn.; two brothers,
and Cheryl Sackrnan and Linda Berry
and water distribution system,
and solicit the cooperation of
and B. S. Alexander, both
Stalls, oboes.
the ordering of two new fire
every citizen in our entire
of Puryear, Tenn.; six grand"We Thank Thee, God" was
trucks, and an adequate training
county," Bill Stubblefield,
children.
first performed in 1731 in Leipzig,
program for regular and A special event for men and
chairman of the school board
A bus, owned by the Western Germany to celebrate the Funeral services will be held
volunteer firemen, the city ex- boys will be held at the Jonathan
said.
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Kentucky Stages, had damage to
pects to get a lower fire insurance Creek Baptist Assembly on Vacation Bible School will be the generator after a fire on the election of a new town council. chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
In offering his resignation in
rate. This lower rate applies only Saturday, July 24, starling with held at the First Christian Church bus yesterday at 5:20 p.m. by tbt The sinfonia is an orchestration Home, Paris, Tenn., with burial
June, Miller told the school board
the
1st
movement
of
the
Third
of
from 9:00 - 11:30 each morning
to business and civic buildings, recreation at one p.m.
he was doing so for "personal
Murray Home and Auto Store. Violin Pantita in E. This sinfonia in the Foundry Hill Cemetery in
Rev. Larry Gilmore, Assembly during the week of July 26-30.
not to homes.
reasons." It was announced at
Pat Rowland of the bus com- Is often extracted from the Henry County, Tenn. Friends
Camp minister, will bring the
that time that he would assume
may call at the McEvoy Funeral
pany said this morning that the
Fellow says it is dangerous to missionary message at the Rally
the position of principal of Almo
This school is sponsored by the bus had already been repaired cantata and performed alone.
Home, Paris.
send a husband shopping, "like program to be held at 6:15 p.m. First Christian Church, Im- and was back in operation. The Its most keyed, isgnificant
Elementary School.
who else would take advantage of A barbecue supper will be manuel Lutheran Church, St. Murray Fire Department was performance is as the first
Stubblefield said this morning
a special on 25 pounds of pep- serried from five to six p.m. with John's Episcopal Church,and the called to the scene, but the fire selection on the recording
that a principal for Almo School
"Switch On Bach," where the
the cost per person being $1.50. First Presbyterian Church.
has not yet been hired but that the
was out on arrival of thalinsonen. pc/Antral
sounds are reproduced
An men and bees are Stetted to
board has some interviews
Earlier at 11:45 ale. on' on a Moog Synthesizer.
Home grown tomatoes are attend, a camp spokesman said.
scheduled with applicants for the
called
were
firemen
Tuesday,
the
The music from the chorus was Lynn Solomon, son of Mr. and
The theme of the school is
coming in in quantity now.
position.
"Created By God." Classes will to another car fire at 1401 Vine used as No. 6 and No. 2 in the B Mrs. W. H. Solomon, and Pam
Miller has had over twenty six
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
already
was
fire
Street.
The
Stone,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Good fresh home grown tomatoes Ricky Horton, age thirteen, of be offered for children of kin- extinguished when the firemen Minor Mass.
years experience in the field of
Rev.
Roger
Joseph
Charles Stone, all of Knoxville,
are difficult to beat and represent Murray Route Three was treated dergarten age through the sixth
education beginning his career in
arrived.
Tenn., formerly of Murray, left
one of the plusses we look for- at the emergency room of the grade.
1945 at Golden Pond Elementary
Knoxville,
Term.,
on
Thursday,
ward to each summer.
School.
FREE ill:0G
Murray-Calloway County All members of the parJuly 15, with eighty other
He has taught at Kirlcsey, Almo
one-year-nit german
A
Hospital on Tuesday afternoon.
teenagers and their adult leaders
We have two stalks of corn that He suffered a laceration to the ticipating churches and other shepherd female at win be
and Calloway County High School
Interested
af
Young
Life
for
a
week
at
persons
are
invited
to
just came up. We just let them right great toe in a mini-bike
given away by the owner who A service of worship will be Young Life's Silver Cliff Ranch The annual homecoming will and was assistant superintendent
be held at the Mt. Carmel United of the Calloway system for three
grow. Who knows, we may get accident, according to hospital attend. Transportation can be says the dog is very gentle and conducted
First
the
at
provided by calling any of the
near Buena Vista, Colorado.
Methodist Church, located north years before being named
some corn from them.
pet. Interested Presbyterian Church at 7:30 p.m.
will
make
a
good
officials.
sponsoring churches.
on Thursday, July 22.
Persons should call 753-3579.
On July 17, the group spent the of Kirksey, on Sunday, July 25. superintendent.
Mrs. Pullen out early the other
This service is offered day sight seeing in Colorado Rev. Roger Joseph, pastor of Miller is affiliated with a
morning picking Blackberries.
especially for anyone in the Springs and then on to their ranch the Temple Hill and Russell's number
of
educational
United
Murray community who desires for a week. The group will return Chapel
Methodist organizations and has served as
There seems to be a bumper crop
Churches, will speak at the an officer of several of them.
a worship opportunity but who is home on Monday, July 26.
morning worship service at He is a member of the Flint
this year.
unable to attend church on
Young • Life is a non- eleven a.m.Sunday School will be Baptist Church where he is
Sunday morning.
Having been gone for two
The service this week will be denominational religious group held at ten a.m.
songleader, deacon and men's
weekends, our mowing problem
under the direction of Mike and their Knoxville director is A basket lunch will be served at Sunday School class teacher. He
noon followed by gospel singing is a member of the WOW and
multiplied. We get some of it done
Woodrum, a sophomore student Dave Frye.
in the afternoon. All singers and Temple Hill badge, No. 276 F &
yesterday and will have to pursue
at Murray State University.
listeners are invited to attend, a AM.
it with vigor or disappear in a
forest of grass.
church spokesman said.
He is married to the former
WMU Association To
Mary Sue Miller and they have
The spokesman said it was
By HERBERT L. SPARROW
three children : Billy, Ken and
anyone's guess when the water Meet Next Monday
HONG KONG LUCY
MOREHEAD, Ky. (UPI)— would spill over the dam.
MANILA (UPI) — Typhoon Jim.
By United Press. lateruational
Army engineers abandoned
The Woman's Missionary
Miller's term as Calloway
(Continued on Page Twelve )
Flash floods poured from the Lucy aimed 120-mile per hour
Union of the Blood River Baptist
efforts to shore up a temporary
Cove Mountain in south central winds at Hong Kong today after County school superintendent
earthen dam today and hoped
Association will hold its quarterly
Utah into the towns of lashing the northern Philippines ends June 30, 1974.
slowly rising flood waters would
meeting at the Sinking Spring Glenwood, Annabelle and Austin with torrents of rain and high
Funeral services for Mrs.
crest below the top and not spill
Baptist Church on Monday, July
Bessie Rebecca Holland will be
Tuesday. Winds gusted up to 50 winds.
Now You Know
28, at ten a.m.
held today at three p.m. at the
miles per hour in a thunder- Floods spawned by the By United Press International
(Photo On Page 12)
Wingo Methodist Church with
There will be a missionary
typhoon caused a landslide in In his will, William Shakestorm at Biloxi, Miss.
Rev. John Boyd, Rev. H. E.
speaker and the youth will have
the Philippines northern-most speare left his wife, Anne
over into tobacco growing
Choate, and Rev. Sam Simon
part of the program. Installation
communities.
The Murray Chapter of of new officers is planned. Those The Utah flood began after a island of Luzon, killing three Hathaway, the "second best
officiating.
half-hour rainstorm. Residents persons.
bed with the furniture."
About 1,700 residents over 80 National Secretaries Association
attending should bring a sack of the mountain-base towns
square miles in the valley mst Monday, July 19, at the
Burial will be m the Wingo
lunch with drinks being furnished moved themselves and their
below the darn were evacuated Southside Restaurant for a
Cemetery.
by the host church.
goods out of the water's reach.
Tuesday night for the second dinner meeting.
Boulders fell 300 to 400 feet in
night after the Army Corps of The program "You Ask For It"
Mrs. Holland, age 73, died,
the area, stopping just short of
Engineers expressed fears wa- was conducted by Mrs. FBA
Monday at four p.m. at the
By United Press International
one house, acting as a dam and
Convalescent Division of the
ter would spill over the dam. Wells, program chairman.
saving it from flooding. Mud
Murray-Calloway County
Army Engineers reported at Questions on office problemS
was two to three feet deep over WARREN URGES UN ADMISSIONS
Hospital.
9:00 a.m. this morning that water and procedures were submitted
UNITED NATIONS—Former Chief Justice Earl Warren today
croplands, and the Monroe
Survivors are one daughter,
had crept within four inches of in advance by chapter members.
called
for the admission to the United Nations of Communist
covered
Cemetery
was
County
Mrs. Addle Beth Johnson of
Seven
groups
of
five
persons
the top of the dam and was rising
each
China,the two Germanies,the two Vietnams and the two Koreas.
with two feet of mud.
Memphis, Tenn.; one son, Dan
at the rate of .02 inches every half were formed and given a set of
In remarks prepared for delivery at a lawyers conference in
Marvin Holland of Wingo; one
questions to discuss. After each
hour.
More than an inch of rain fell Belgrade, Warren also urged U.N. member states to provide
sister, Mrs. Ruby Smith of
The engineers were concerned group reported their opinion and
in Biloxi and at McComb, standing armed forces for the world body.
Wingo; one brother, William
not only about a possible spillover advice, general discussion
Miss., in six hours.
Noble Austin of Nashville, Term.;
but that seeping water would followed.
Showers also soaked Daytona US INFANTRY BATALLION PULLS OUT
five grandchildren; one niece;
Questh,ns
were
on
proper
loosen
the
earth
and
create
a
office
Rev. Joe C. Gardner, Sr.
Beach, Fla., Augusta, Ga., and
SAIGON—The last U.S. infantry battalion in South Vietnam's
three nephews
attire
whether or not pant suits,
breakthrough.
Tallahassee, Fla. The rain northermost province pulled out today, amid predictions the
The Hopkins and Brown
mini's,
middi's
and
hot
pants
Revival services will be held at
extended from the Carolinas South Vietnamese would have difficulty holding this area. In the
Funeral Home at Wingo has
MASON'S CHAPEL
were acceptable, how to handle
the Beech Grove Cumberland
and Florida to north Texas.
air, U.S. B52 bombers hit suspected North Vietnamese troop
charge of the arrangements.
Douglas
Shoemaker
will
speak
an
irate
client, how to protect
Presbyterian Church near Lynn
Temperatures during the day concentrations near the Demilitarized Zone.
at
the
Mason's
your
Chapel
United
boss
from
unwelcome
Grove starting Monday, July 28,
climbed to 108 degrees at the
and continuing through Saturday, Methodist Church on Sunday, visitors, telephone etiquette, and
north end of the Sacramento FTC HITS DEPARTMENT STORES
July
25,
at
eleven
a.m.
His
subhow
to
get
along
with
fellow
July 31.
Valley in
California, and
WASHINGTON—The Federal Trade Commission FTC filed its
Oct will be "Dedication". All emnlovees.
Yakima, Wash., reported 107 first case today alleging widespread price-fixing by big departSeaman Hal Edward N
The
Chapter
members
and
voted
to
visitors
are
invited
assist
Gardner,
Sr.,
of
C.
Joe
Rev.
degrees.
ment stores. The FTC complaint alleges the department stores,
other civic organizations in the sea of Mr. and Mrs. Joe W.Smith
evangelist to attend.
In Morehead, Ky., the Army by insisting on veto powers over other tennants when they moved
Mostly sunny today and clear Paducah will be the
Murray,
Minerva
Place,
of
1162
Arthritis
Drive
on
September
14.
each
held
be
to
services
for
the
HICKS CEMETERY
tonight. Increasing cloudiness
graduated from "Class A" Radar Corps of Engineers said water into shopping centers, froze out discount stores, thus keeping
Bobby
The annual meeting of the Miss Linda Farley was appointed school Friday, July 16, at the. from the rain-swollen Licking prices higher.
Thursday with widely scattered evening at 7:30 p.m.
coordinator.
the
charge of
Hicks Cemetery will be held on
thunderstorms north portion. Jetton will be in
Naval Training Center, G re-at River was likely to spill over a
Saturday, July 24, from seven Mrs. Patsy Dyer, president, Lakes, Ill. Seaman Nance is a temporary coffer dam, and ASTRONAUTS UNDERGO PHYSICIALS
Little change in temperatures song service.
a.m.to 12 noon for the purpose of presided at the business meeting. Murray High School graduate police urged about 1,700 resthrough Thursday. High today
CAPE KENNEDY—The three Apollo 15 astronauts underwent
The August meeting will bra
and Thursday in the mid 70s to The church and the pastor, collecting funds for the upkeep of
and attended Murray State idents of the mountainous area their last major prelaunch physicals today in preparation for
Enix
Interiors.
In
Sep.
tour
of
public
the
invite
Bond,
Bill
the
graveyard. All interested
mid 805 Lows tonight mid 508 to Rev.
ternber, a "Style Show for the University. He is now awaiting to evacuate. Almost all left the liftoff Monday The 12-day, 7-hour mission will be the longest
persons are urged to attend.
to attend the revival.
area
mid 80s
orders for a new assignment.
American spaceflight in 51
/
2 years.
Working Girl" will be given

Special Event Is
Planned Saturday

Bible School
Is Scheduled

Firemen Called To
Bus Fire Tuesday

Former Murrayans
On Colorado Trtp

Homecoming Will Be
Held At Mt Carmel

Service Planned At
Church On Thursday

Engineers Fear Water Will
Spill Over Dam on Licking
River; 1,700 Evacuated

Mrs. Holland Dies
At Local Hospital

Rev. Joe Gardner
Speaker For Beech
Grove Church Meet

Floods And Rain
In Weather Scene

Mrs. Faye Wells
Conducts Program
For Secretaries

World News In Brief . ..

The Weather
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The outstanding civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Newspaper people and radio-TV newsmen
frequently get in each other's way. Their
techniques are different and their functions are
not exactly the same. But most writing people
will support CBS President Frank Stanton in
resisting the efforts of a congressional
subcommittee to obtain CBS' raw material, the
material not used, in the controversial
broadcast, "The Selling of The Pentagon."
In the writing field that would be
comparable to subpoenaing the reporter's raw
notes, and inquiring into his sources. It would be
making Rep. Harley 0. Staggers, D-W. Va., the
editor instead of the professional editor chosen
by CBS. No endorsement of the specific
broadcast is required to show that this is bad
procedure and probably unconstitutional.
Subcommittee chairman Staggers may have
an itch to be an editor, just as editors almost
every day show an itch to be in Congress. But in
this world some division of labor is required. If
Mr. Staggers returns to being a congressman
and if the CBS news people go along with their
news and documentaries, all will make
mistakes. But each will be better off, and the
country will be better served, if each sticks to his
own specialty.—Roanoke (Va.) Times

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The from any source. Every air
Kentucky Air Pollution Control contaminant source in Kentucky
Commission (KAPCC) has is required to obtain a permit tn
received a $428,240 grant from
and a separate permit
the federal Environmental construct
There are an
operate.
to
Gov.
(EPA),
Agency
Protection
25,000 sources. The
Louie B. Nunn announced estimated
commission expects about 500
recently.
to file for permits by late
sources
this
bring
grant
the
Funds from
year's KAPCC budget to $764,142. September.
Increased enforcement of
Kentucky's beekeepers are Much of these funds will go +
11 regulations. A
KAPCC's
the
a
of
development
planning a summer =defence TA toward
statewide implementation plan major focus has been reduction of
be held at Berea July 22-24.
matter from fuel
The conference is being for air pollution control in the particulate
process operations,
and
burning
control
quality
air
nine
state's
sponsored by the Kentucky
elimination of open burning.
Beekeepers Association. Helping regions. The federal agency and
regional offices-Ashland,
with the program are personnel requires completion of the im- Five
Owensboro, Paducah
Covington,
30,
Jan.
by
plan
plementation
from the State Department of
planned. With
Hazard-are
and
Agriculture and the University 1972.
Kentucky's air pollution funds these offices, the KAPCC expects
of Kentucky. Persons with an
speed up investigations of
interest in beekeeping, whether are earmarked for the following: to
About 500 cases are
complaints.
to
activities
Increased
it be as a hobby or as a com- +
expected this year. Establishmercial producer, are urged to prevent air pollution problems.
Ashland and
The KAPCC plans to complete a ment of the
attend.
is underway.
offices
Owensboro
by
inventory
emission
A program is being planned statewide
Increase statewide air
that will offer topics of interest tc Late September as part of the +
quality monitoring activities.
those at all levels of the bee and implementation plan. The
There are presently 58 stations
determine
to
expected
honey industry. Through the ventory is
located in 30 cities and 24 councooperation of Berea college, the proportional contribution
expenses for those attending the air pollutants from all sources in ties. Plans call for a total of 84
conference will be kept to a Kentucky and allow the co such stations. The monitoring
mission to set emission contr.() network assesses pollutant
minimum.
and
levels
concentration
While beekeeping is not a priorities.
which
from
data
meteorological
continue
will
KAPCC
The
of
major industry in terms
effects on health and welfare can
dollars, it does contribute a emphasize its permit system
he determined.
surprising amount annually to prevent excessive air pollu
our agricultural economy.
Beyond the income from the sale
. . „
.open 7 p.m. &I p.m. Sat. &
:k%.•
of honey and beeswax, those
net
Suti
rtse Almanac
closely associated with the inInternational
By United Press
:!TONITE thru
dustry consider the pollination
Today is Wednesday, July 21 services of the
honey bee to be
the 202nd day of 1971.
worth several times more than is
The moon is between its last realized from the sale of honey.
quarter and new phase.
In fact, some of the fruit and
The morning stars are Venus vegetable crops depend upon
Saturn.
Mars and
for good
proper pollination
The evening stars are Mercury yields. This is particularly true of
and Jupiter.
cucumber production.
Those born on this day are
Information on the summer
Cancer.
under the sign of
is being distributed
conference
American novelist Ernest by- those working with the
Hemingway was born July 21, program. Anyone failing to
1899.
receive this information, but
On this day in history:
desires to obtain it, can write to
In 1861 the first major the Department of Agriculture,
engagement of the American Frankfort. We will be
happy to
Civil War took place at Bull supply information about the
Run in Virginia.
conference.
In 1873 the world's first train
Meetings such as this are
Adair,
at
staged
robbery was
toots to an industry,
important
Iowa. Jesse James held up the for common problems can be
Rock Island Express and made discussed and- /sowers can be
off with $3,000.
sought through Unity and unIn 1930 the U.S. Veterans derstanding. Moreover, I conAdministration was established.
sider the fellowship that comes
In 1954 Armistice agreements by attending a conference such as
French-Indo2 year
/
ended the 71
this to be a worthy benefit in
China War.
itself.

@NO

0

:110 News: Wthr : Seals News; 0110.: Starts
Mm at Lew
:301 Men From Wien

I Drown of Jeannie
Eddie's Pea*,

milokNows...

Forest management, tree growth and
harvesting take on new dimension through
the remarkable cyclical processes which take
from the earth while at the same time
creating environmental and economic
benefits.
Only solar energy is required for the
growth of trees—plus carbon dioxide and
other pollutants they absorb from the air.
Every acre of trees, the Southern Forest
Products Association points out, supplies
enotrgn oxygen to meet the needs of 18 people
while making for ackiitonal tons of wood,each
year.
What is, after all, more beautiful and
necessary than a forest of trees and the
fresheness of the air around them?—Wichita
Falls ( Tex.) Times
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Cherry Johnston, age 74, died July 19 at his home in Hazel.
Paul Jerry Lee, stationed with the Air Police Division of the U.
S. Air Force in Iceland, has been named as the "Outstanding Air
Policeman of the Month".
Ann Grogan Hart, Kathy Rowlett, Judy Jones, Diane West,
Carol Knigh Jeannie Brewer, Sammy Knight, Mike Jones,
Robert DartU, Roger Phelps, and John Darnall are attending
the Freed Hardman College Youth Camp at Lake LaJone near
Henderson. Tenn., this week.
Spencer Goard and Jerry Michel of Mansfield, Ohio, are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Olifi Moore.
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There are about I ,200
species of seaweed in Australian
seas.
••
The monarch butterfly is
one of the few insects that
migrate.

Frank Lee, age 76, died July 19 at his home on Murray Route
Six.
James B. Curd won a Tappan gas range for identifying the song,
"Yes We Have No Bananas" on the radio quiz show, "Stop The
Music". He and his wife are pictured with Curtis Wayne Doran of
the Airlene Gas Crompany as he presents the stove to them.
Mrs. Gene Garrett, the former Mao Opdyke, has been named
band director at Murray High School.
Miss Clara Jane Miller, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Miller
of Murray, and Russell Phelps, son of Mrs. Carl V. Phelps of
Mayfield and the late Mr. Phelps, were married July 19 at the
First Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Fort are vacationing at Cumberland Falls
State Park.

A thought for today: American novelist Ernest Hemingway
said, "All our words from loose
using have lost their edge."
ASTRONAUT GUN
A gun that kills sharks instantly, inflates them and
brings them to the surface will
be used to protect the Apollo 15
team after their return from
the moon.
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lawn-mowing has come a
long way from the days when it
was largely a matter of backache and perspiration.
One firm is now offering on
Its 1971 power mowers such optional equipment as a cigarette
lighter, radio, sun-shade and
chromium wheel covers.

Best-selling records of the week based on Cash Box
Magazine's nationwide survey.
"It's Too Late," King.
"Indian Reservation," Raiders.
Rey"Don't Pull Your Love," Hamilton,
nolds.
"Mr. Big Stuff," Knight.
"You've Got A Friend," Taylor.
"Treat Her Like A Lady," Cornelus Brothers & Sister
Rose.
"Draggin' The Line," James.
"She's Not Just Another Woman," 8th Day.
"That's The Way I've Always Heard It," Simon.
"When You're Hot, You're Not," Reed.
Best-selling country-western records based on the
Cash-Box survey.
"When You're Hot, You're Hot," Reed.
"Just One Time," Smith.
"Gwen Congratulations," Overstreet.
"Something Beautiful," Whitman.
"Me and You and a Dog Named Boo," Jackson
"Please Don't Tell Me How the Story Ends," Bare.
"Ruby Are You Mad," Owens.
-You're My Man," Anderson.
"She Don't Make Me Cry," Rogers.
"The Chair," Robbins.
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Open 7;30- Start ()Usk
•••'...

ENDS TONITE
'THE YOUNG GRADUATES" (GP )
and "CINDY & DONNA"

"
ONE BRAIN WANTS TO LOVE,
ONE BRAIN WANTS TO KILL!

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Another thing about politicians that scares us out
of our wits is the knowledge that if one of them
speaks long enough there are bound to be those who
will believe him; even if he says that there is no
pollution, or that the press should be controlled, or
that Spiro Agnew is a thinker, or that the earth is
flat.

And be said unto him, If they bear not Moses and the propnets,
neither will they be persuaded, though one rose from the dead.—
take 11:31.
Christ did rise from the dead and men still doubt. Listen to the
Ten Commandments!

p

Night.

* THURS. • FRI. - SAT. *

Science runs amok to create...

EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT ACT SIGNED — President
Nixon wears a pleased expression as he reaches for a
pen in San Clemente, Calif.,'to sign the Emergency Employment Act of MI. He said he was happy "particularly because our returning veterans will be favored by
the act." Unlike public works projects, the President
added, the new act will be speedy in its relief.

Pittsburgh
Chicago
Iiw York
Louis
Philadelphia
lontreal

w.

Isn't It The Truth!

"Politician—one that would chTumvent God."
—William Shakespeare
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By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Chris Speier is too young and
Willie Mays is too old.
That was the story for the
San Francisco Giants' 11-7 loss
to the Pittsburgh Pirates
Tuesday night when two errors
by Speier let in five unearned
runs and Mays struck out with
the bases loaded in the eighth
inning to foil a Giant comeback
attempt.
Pirate reliever Dave Giusti,
who struck Mays out on three
fast balls, said the 40-year-old
slugger is no longer a good
fastball hitter while Giant
manager Charlie Fox said the
"inexperience" of the 21-yearold Speier was a key factor in
the errors.
Mays swung and missed on
the first and third pitches from
Giusti while he got around late
on the second pitch and sliced
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Murray All-Stars Down
Bill Atkins
Scores In
Marshall County 11-1
WKHA Event National Tennis
The Murray Little League all-

it foul into the right-field seats. he boosted his record to 154
LA CENTER, Ky. — Young
stars swamped the Marshall
Although the steady play of with an eight-hitter to beat New
Bill Atkins had a frequent look
County Little League last night
Speier has helped the Giants York. He's pitched 18 complete
the
in
circle
winner's
at the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)— by a score of 11-1 in District
take the lead in the National games.
West Kentucky Horseman's AsLeague West, he made a key
sociation show here Saturday The form charts had their day Tournament action at Ft.
error that set the stage for a
night. He hut four wins and Tuesday in the $50,000 first Campbell.
five-run Pirate fourtt.
five places.
National Tennis Classic, as four
Lindsey Hudspeth was the
Eddie Barnhill, a Missouri seeded players, Cliff Drysdale,
With the Giants leading 4-2,
By United Press laterattised Bratkowuki and Frank Patrick rider, and the Crenshaws were
winning pitcher, giving up only
the Pirates had two on and a
Tom Okker, Marty Riessen and
The Buffalo Bills can Cant OD and rookie Scott Hunter of the only others of the more
one hit and one walk. The lone hit
run in when pitcher Bob Veale
Ken Rosewall, won their, first
Harvey Johnson to take ow as Alabama.
came in the bottom of the sixth
more
score
to
entrants
303
than
round
hit,a sure double play ball at
matches.
PRINCETON, Ky. — Pairings coach when the team is in
with two men out. Marshall
second baseman Tito Fuentes, for the 5th annual Junior Black
The Minnesota Vikings have than one win.
Opening play Monday saw the
trouble.
County's only run came in the
the
will
be
show
next
The
upsets of top seeded Arthur
who fed the ball to Speier. But Patch Golf Tournament have
quarterback problems, too, with
When the going gets tough,
second frame when Hutispeth
Show at Murray.
Gary Cuozzo refusing to sign area 4H
Ashe and second seeded rod
Speier muffed it as a run been announced by tournament
Saturdays results:
the Buffalo owner calls on his
walked the first batter. He came
Layer.
contract and indicating ne
scored and the Pirates would up champion Billy Mitchell.
1. PONT LEAD LINE—Jo Seth
Harvey. He got the call on
on home on two passed balls and
WNW Undhlty—
The
third
seeded
might play out his °anon. Chambers—Coco;
Drysdale
of
The 36-hole medal play tourwith four unearned runs in the
Gersidlass Tana ClaPP—Tinr nut;
Tuesday when John Rauch quit
a fielder's choice. Hudspeth
Jack: Robe& South Africa defeated his fellow
Cuozzo became a regul. last Trevor Codllne—Slack
Inning. He also booted a double nament will be played Thursday the Bills
4
as head coach after an
struck
out ten men during the
over
and
the
Friday
Princeton
51r—Saaan
Nance countryman, Rob Maub, and
season and led the Viku ts to 11.II.I 1r to
play grounder in the fifth to allow
esty
course of the contest.
maj Wilson—Petrie;
Golf and Country Club course. argument with Owner Ralph C. he Central Division title by --Girsid
an unearned run to score.
Little Black Ace; Okker, seeded fourth, defeated
Leslie
Murray scored first in the
Plash; David
.
Rickey
Golfers will be grouped in flights Wilson.
42-year-old Torben Ulrich of
to score.
passing for 1,720 yards and Gallew
Taking over a team with a 3opening
frame, picking up two
after
qualifyThursday's
of
20
MUNDZI4—Pattv
3.
ro
a
f
i
nxii
-43
mi
sr
l
I
Denmark by identical 6-4, 6-3,
seven TDs.
Speier has made 25 errors
Toon—P•pue; Joey Teal—Dew;
10-1 record is not every MAO
runs
before
Marshall could score.
ing
round.
Kay Goods—Roanie; Rahare
scores.
this year but Fox said, "he's
Bradley 11401211P-114•11117.
The age limit for the tourna- dream, but it's nothing new itir Running back Dick Posto of —Silver;
Fifth seeded Riessen, from Two more in the second and a
made a lot of errors but that is
4. HALTER CIASS—J. B. Crimalaew
grand slam home run in the
ment is ten through 1971 high Johnson, who was director of the San Diego Chargers said he —Saawn Jr.; Jeanette SINWIF— Evanston, Ill., struggled
to a 6deceiving. He covers a lot of
Buena MILL Ketth DeWaese—Pete
player pesonnel for the bills. Is also going to play out his Bars
school graduates.
fourth by Pittman put the game
Maril--alleaber 4, 6-7, 6-4
Babe;
RICO
ground and he gets to balls that
victory over Phil
Oho.
The pairings:
Johnson took over the bills as option unless he receives an King; Seedy Whad4-11M1Pilit
RACE—Onaills Irarei—
Dent of Austrelia. Roeewall of out of reach.
many shortstops, such as
Interim coach in 1968, succeed- acceptable salary offer. "They Chanot's Royal Sons Drake liftoss—
NO. 1 71111
The Murray All-Stars will play
Black Diamond; Nailer 11/011F4WBELT Australia, sixth seeded, turned
Maury Wills, wouldn't even get
9.50—Tons Franklin. Sonny Imam
ing Joe Collier three hours should be willing to pay for a Cooper; Jackie Wilasei-411117 kitisr;
again
tonight at Ft. Campbell at
John !enlace. Zddy
back Fred McMilan of New
their hands on. Tonight, the
Debbie Tweedale—G•W 11111010.
10 00—Brent Harris. Oral Brant. after the bills'
48-6 defeat by starting running back," he said. a FOX TROT—Jamm ElMilidib—Ead Zealand,
8:30 p.m.
Thomas, Chip Sloan.
6-2,
errors were more because of Sid10:10—Chuck
7-5.
Pew.
Foss
Thomas
144
Leortor-1111
Arra. Chad Stewart. Rauch's Oakland Raiders.
"I'm in the best shape I've ern—Andy; James lieurUnd-141227;
Brent Shockley. Bobby Clymer.
inexperience."
Ramaire—Duke.
10:20—Chost1ey Middl.. Chuck ConkRauch left the raiders in 198e ever been in and I really want N.7.S.PONY
SAIUIELS-11111 Aiktna—
In the other games, Cincinna- right, Buss Peal. Gary Gredsielanek.
10:30—Tom Carter, Johnny Camp- following a dispute with Oak- to play this year, especially Rimit Pact; Itruce Jett—Cracksr Jack;
ti drubbed Los Angeles 7-1, bell. David List. Tom Thomas.
Ketth Wicker—Black Jack; Mark
Major League Standings
land owner Al Davis.
Chambers—Topper; Brian Puckett—
10:40--.11m Woods, Sob Hicks. John
with that great offensive line Sliver.
By United Press International Montreal nipped Houston 4-3, in Cotthott,
Joe Clark.
Rauch's feud with Wilson they've got."
S. WESTERN PLZASURE—abemeni
10
50
--Steve
Kirke&
t.r
e
k.
Jim
10
innings, Atlanta ripped San Brown. Mount Dorroh. Nu 'rapier.
National League
4 years and usularl—Nod Wilamen—
stemmed from the coach's
Pose Tom Don Brerty—eiquirrel MUM
1110—Tony Ytmker, Phillip GooDiego 3-1, Chicago topped New
East
CowDallas
Elsewhere,
the
cam Deen—Plne's Pep; Jeanette EP
criticism of two former bills
ger, Kirk Jones. Den &harden'.
erly—Stiana King; Bob McDaniel.—
11.10—Brad Fabel. Jim Riddle, BM
W. L. Pct. GB York 4-2, and Philadelphia
players, Ron McDole and Paul boys announced their trade of Cindy.
Mitchell. Jim Hamilton.
downed
PLEASURE. WOMEN
St.
Louis
5-1.
Pittsburgh
63 32 .663 ...
NO. le TES
York
New
the
to
Gaechter
Mike
Maguire.
Ana Aldridge—Mr Ed: Botts
—tiesCOUNTRY
9:30—Tim Hall, Traoey Wilhelm.
The City Recreation Basketball points. Lane led the losing cause
Chicago
51 43 .543 111
Larne Nance—Dem
PoNera—Andyi
/
2 In the American League, Bob Jones. Steve Mills.
been
has
ago
weeks
two
Green Bay's rookie coach, Giants
P 5557 AtiOne—Noddlna .11au 101 tournament staged a total of six with 14 markers.
Siegfried. John Ray,
New York
48 44 .522 131
/
2 Boston nipped Chicago 5-4, BlilI40—Brad
Ratan.
Red
P1111611il. Gordon Wade.
Dan Devine, also has problems voided by mutual consent.. Pete Dottio—Red
The action continued Monday
10. WESTERN PLEASURE. JR. — games on Thursday and Monday.
9 30—Matt Aiken& Jeff Eder, Cie
St. Louis
49 46 .516 14
Washington edged Milwaukee 5- Dade.
Start Kaltk
with quarterback Bart Starr Perreault, an eight-year veter- Remade Morris. Blue
Leo Cody; Ricky Rod- The Rutledge team is in the lead night as Rutledge again gained
Wesoe—Bert
Philadelphia
10:00—Johnny Noe. Mike Hogan.
42454 .438 211
/
2 1, New York edged Minnesota Bob
on
placed
been
has
guard,
unable to pass. Starr has been an
name/ Fisher; Kathy Todd— so far in the tournament.
Anderson, Stan Hobbs
an easy victory over Lane 89-53.
pontreal
38 57 .400 25 6-5, Kansas City topped Baltir Dealer; Joey Toon—Dutcheas.
10:10—Dixon Taylor. Bob Mahan.
ordered out of passing drills waivers by the New York jets
11. COUNTRY PLEASURZ. W—
Frankie Miller. Hugh Harralmon.
Brandon and Hudspeth matched
The
first
game
Thursday
night
West
n
i
l
L
•
1021P—Mickey Brock-well, Freddy indefinitely because his arm is at his own request ...former E* Atkins—Nodding Jim
more 7-1, California blanked
Red Robins Thomas Lao- saw Rutledge crush Roney by a their Thursday night quota with
Dodds—Red
Sanders.
Buck
Foreman.
Soon
Seibert
W. L. Pct GB Detroit 2-0, and
Broncos quarterback ter—Bill; Jim Hatheeck—Luke; Tom score of 97-45. Five
1030.—Hayden Wilkins. Gres ailing, but Devine said he is Denver
Oakland
players 24 and 22 points.
Ball—Joker.
Lewis. Bobby Barriger.
pan Francisco
58 39 .598 ... downed Cleveland 6-3.
Pete Liske was named the
1010—Sob Cronin. David Hunter, "not disappointed" with
12. WEETERN 1ACK—John Canup placed in double figures.
the
aeries In the second battle, Potts
ShatiPard—LatUe Joe;
Jamas
'Los Angeles
Marty Colburn. Steve Walker
—Dusty;
51 46 .526 7
starter by tart Ne0—Trbcies william aiswan— Rutledge and
San Francisco didn't lose any
1111:1911—Tim Lambert,
Kirk. way things are shaping up Philadelphia Eagles
Hudspeth led the downed Roney 53-41. Duncan led
on
47 47 .500 9 ground in the National League [mulct. Steve Cotthoff.TOMMY
Noel Smith—Traveler.
Jett Elder. otherwise. In
Starr's absence, coach Jerry Williams...Doug A=
1100—Tommy
IL WESTIEN PLEASURE, WOW winners with 24 and 22 points the charge with 20 points followed
Garrett.
Gordon
Nichta
48 51 .485 11
Flasher;
Edwartioe-Dtamend
—Patty
linebacker
West despite the loss because ols. David Cott/toff. Pat Gomm
with
Los
passing chores are being Woodlief, a
by Alexander with 13. Hale was
11:10—Torn Fowler. Maloomb Blase,
Sandy Windt—Chalon IL Janet Widths respectively.
cin
Fnstnati
45 53 .459 13/
1
2 Cincinnati clobbered Los An- Waiter
Powell. Billy liarriser.
handled by veterans Zeke Angeles for six years, retired. —Kiss Storm IL Linda Clark—Dahl
The second game was a victory high for Roney with 14 markers.
Lange.
MEW Roily
Diego
34 62 .354 231
/
2 geles. Tommy Helms' three-run
14. THRZEGAITSD
for Potts, as they defeated Shultz
Bumpus took the third game by
Debbie Tweradale—G oi en SW;
Tuesday's Resins
double highlighted a five-run HOLZMAN STAYS
David Nance—Baby Dells lh.ade 73-38. Duncan led the night's a forfeit.
Todd—El
Cap
Laura
A
11101312011-1114
Chicago 4 New York 2
seventh inning and gave Don NEW YORK (UPI)—Ailing
scoring with 32 points.
The tournament finale will be
Tan; Susan Nance—Scarlet Itibtatin.
Its 11 San Fran 7, night
15 WESTERN PLEASURE. lerN —
Gullett his 10th victory.
New York Knicks coach and
Wednesday
In
the
third
night at 7:00, as this
game,
Bumpus
Pee Wee Whitis—Itiat Storm II; lid
5 St. Louis 1, night
Hank Aaron showed Dave general manager Red Holzman
McNeil—Combo Lamle; MD MorrisBlue Star; Orlon Parker—Girte• Twist; downed Lane 66-54. Owen was summer's basketball action
Atlanta 3 San Diego 1, night
Roberts why he's called "Bad will continue his dual role with
Bob Atkins—King Patti.
high for the winners with 20 comes to a close.
16. FLAG RACK. OPEN—Leon CrenCHIC1 7 Los Angl 1, night
Henry" by the National League the club.
diaw—Seau Quay* Handy; Herman
MU 4 Hou 3, 10 innings, night pitchers. Aaron was 0-for-3 Holzman has been recovering
Carrot—Setup; K.neth Sellars—
Cody; Bruce 13•11—Boe; Tandy Henson
against Roberts when he came from a May 16 auto accident DRY United Press Internalises, circumstances, Houk said.
—Suck.
17. BARREL RACE. JR.—B111 AtToday's Probable Pitchers
up with one on and one out in which put him in the hospital It was the night the Yankees Bert Blyleven had taken a 5-1 kins-1111as
Stardust; Bill Atkine—Band
Carrot—CH*6er;
lead into the ninth inning on Time Rood; MarkItternay
New York (Williams 3-3 or the last of the ninth and the for four days. The team's caved in on the roof.
11111; Bill
Bill Atkine—Jinea
slam
Nettle's
homer Atklne—Firoball.
grand
Gentry 7-8) at Chicago (Hands Atlanta-San Diego score tied 1- announcement Tuesday dis- Minnesota catcher Phil Roof Jim
It BARREL RACE OPEN—g sate
Spooks; Peaty Atkins —
1. He prOMPUY slugged ha 26th pelled reports he would give up didn't know what hit him and in the five-run sixth inning, but Barnhill. ?WI
Atingle—Sand Time
Dundee says. "He's too egotistiBy MAXON RICHMAN
SOD Francieco
I 104) hornee_21.the season and 618th his double responsibilities be- neither did his teammates on the Yankees combined two Fireball.
Reeds Don Byerty—Reallmatec Star.
Sellare—Cody.
Kenneth
at
saiks,
a
singles
double,
three
cal not to be in shape. He talks
UPI Sports Writer
the twins by the time the New
ins career and Atlanta had cause of his injuries.
111. POLE SENDING. 31.-11 1 1
Night.
and two fielder's choices for Atkine—StatdmiN Ricky Hunt—G ay
to people in his dressing' room,
—I
YORK
read
(UPIt
NEW
the victory.
Holzznan became coach in York Yankees were finished
Bill
Bari Edith wisase—aises Jack;
their five runs.
Philadelphia (Short 6-11) at
Chris Short pitched a three- 1967 and led the Knicks to their with them.
Alkliee—Hlaelt Darts Mark Climbers something that shook me up so then bends over to show he's
St. Louis (Cleveland 8-8), Night. hitter and John Vukovich drove first
/IL POLZ BENDING. OPEN—R&M much I couldn't sleep all night. got a pouch. I defy anybody to
NBA championship two The Yankees scored five runs In other American League Berahal-11Pookr;
Kaanath Garin—
Diego (Arlin 4-13 and in three runs with two singles seasons
This item said Muhammad bend over and not have some
Mal 81117 Carrel—Char
later. He got his second In the ninth inning Tuesday games, Boston beat the Chicago Jialea lineeni7Fewier—Glnaer;
Kennett All's sparring partner decked extra flesh at the waistline. Try
Washington Ile; Jackie
0-5) at Atlanta (Niekro and a sacrifice fly as Philadel- job in
Sox
5-4,
White
the
over
victory
6-5
for
a
night
March 1970 when he
Sellano—Joe.
16-8 and Jarvis 2-9), 2, Twi- phia downed St. Louis. Don succeeded
21- P5011111 SPEED RACK. JR.— him three times in two rounds it yourself. In All's case it is
Eddie Donovan as Twins. During the rally, Thur defeated Milwaukee 5-1, Kansas Bill
Atkine—Stardust; Bill Atkins-Night.
City
beat
5-1,
CaliforBaltimore
Fireball; Mark Carrel--Ginter; Ricks In Houston where All is busy simply the end result of being
Money had three hits including general manager.
man Munson bowled over roof
Hunt—Jesi Jell B.fl—$carlet. Los Angeles (Alexander 1-2) two doubles for the PhiLs.
nia
shut
out
Detroit 2-0 and
putting the finishing touches on 29. Don't let him kid you
to score the tying run and Ron
33, FIGURE 11 SPIED SACS.
—Kenneth Geurtn—Jna's Stormy 1111 his training for next Monday though, he's ready. I'll tell you
at Cincinnati (Nolan 7-10),
Bill Stoneman had a one- CRAMPTON FOURTY
Swoboda got across the winning Oakland beat Cleveland 6-3.
Sore;
Ba BeruhR1--Cody Pedro;
Wyatt—Fireball; Peggy Atkine—least night's 12-rounder with another one time he wasn't though and
Night.
hitter for eight innings but AKRON, Ohio (UPI)—De- run with a fielder's choice
In the National League, the Time
siosai Mama Bortoa—Pel.
Montreal (Ftenko 8-10) at didn't get the victory as the fending
one of his ex-sparring mates, this never was made public. It
westchester Classic Roof was hit on the jaw by Chicago Cubs defeated the New
was a week before his second
Souston ( Billingham
Jimmy Ellis.
5 - 8), Expos downed Houston. The champ Bruce Crampton, who the charging Munson and York Mets 4-2, Atlanta beat San
light.
All is a charming faker, but fight with Sonny Liston in
Astros tied the game with three won the Western Open last Imocked unconscious for a few Diego 3-1, Cincinnati defeated PITCHER REACTIVATED
Thursday's Games
runs in the ninth but John week, will occupy the fourth moments. He recovered in time Los Angeles 7-1, Montreal beat PITTSBURGH (UP!)—Pitch- he's still a faker nonetheless, Lewiston. Jimmy Ellis nearly
&F. at Pittsburgh
Boccabella singled in the spot in the World Series of Golf to watch the Twins coilapst Houston 4-3 in 10 innings or Frank Reberger was reacti- and even though Ellie and his put All out of commission with
N.Y. at Chicago
Pittsburgh defeated San Fran- vated by the San Francisco manager, Angelo Dundee, both a right hand under the heart."
winning run for Montreal in the at the Firestone Country Club, completely.
Phila. at S.L. night
manager
10th.
cisco
11-7 and Philadelphia beat Giants Tuesday and Steve Stone have a big stake in Monday "Now wait a minute!"
Not even Yankee
Sept. 11-12.
was optioned to Phoenix of the night's fight and certainly know
&D. at All. night
"I mean it," Dundee says.
All Ferguson Jenkins does is The other golfers, competing Ralph Houk could remember a St. Louis 5-1.
L.A. at Cinc., night
All well, I wondered what their "I've never told this to anyone
win. The Chicago Cub ace for a $50,000 first prize, are comeback quite like the one his Chuck Dobson pitched his Pacific Coast League.
tl at Howl., night
rarely gets much notice but he PGA champion Jack Nicklaus, team staged.
ninth consecutive victory, scat- Reberger has been on the reaction to all these sudden but seven days before the
second Liston fight the guy
just keeps methodically chalk- Masters winner Charles Coody "I don't remember a winning tering eight hits in 8 2-3 innings disabled list since June 23 with "knockdowns" was.
American League
ing up the 20-victory seasons. and U.S. Open and British Open rally like that—sending nine and giving up no walks for the a smashed right index finger. Their reaction was pretty couldn't spar anymore. Jimmy
East
W. L. Pct. GB He now seems assured of his winner Lee Trevino.
men to the plate and having 14th straight time, to lead Stone, 5-9, was a no. 3 starter much the same as mine. They hit him a shot to the ribs and
All suffered a rib separation.
didn't sleep all night.
58 35 .614 ... fifth straight 20-win season as
timore
such a combination of weird Oakland to a victory over the most of the season
"When Jimmy Ellis heard He fought Liston that way. The
Indians. The win snapped a
54 38 .587 3/
1
2
about those knockdowns," An- idea was not to get into the
three-game Oakland losing
49 44 .527 9
Detroit
gelo Dundee told me, "he said clinches with him. We worked
streak.
46 50 9479 13/
NASTASE LEADS SMITH
1
2
New York
Dick Bosnian drove in three NEW YORK (UPI)—Ilie Nas- 'at least I know two of mine on the rib seven days and kept
Cleveland
40 55 .471 19
runs on two of Washington's tase of Romania continues to were legitimate because I It quiet. Nobody knew. We were
38 54 .413 19/
1
2
Washington
four hits and scattered 11 hits lead in the $250,000 Pepsi Grand delivered the shots.' He meant prepared to use novocaine but
West
to beat the Brewers 5-1, but he Prix of tennis although Stan those two times he had him on he wouldn't go for it. Scared of
W. L. Pet GB
wasn't happy after the game. Smith of Pasadena, Calif..- has the floor when they sparred needles."
Oakland
59 34 .634 ...
Angelo Dundee always had a
Bosnian, 8-10 accused the closed to within 12 points of together."
4143 .577 10
Kansas City
Angelo Dundee used to handle prediction before a fight when
official scorer of calling "every- him.
California
46 52 .469 151
/
2
thing on the ground" a hit and Smith boosted his total to 107 All and this is the first time he handled All. What about one
42 51 .452 17
said he would have another five points by gaining the semi- he's working in the other for Monday night?
41 52 .441 18
Chicago
Even the weekend amateur lowest average scores per victories if the Washington finals of the Washington Star corner. All has said he "might "Jimmy Ellis gonna win," he
Milwaukee
39 52 .429 19
By FRANK MACOMBER
golfer knows that if he plais for round, as it is limited to PGA fielding was more reliable.
Copley News Service
International Tennis Champion- consider" taking Dundee back says. Then he adds, "if he hits
Tuesday's Results
no more than nickles arid members.
Rico Petrocelli hit a homer in ships last week while Nastaee after the fight providing he All with a right hand shot like
Bos. 5 Chic. 4,
For some reason most of the dimes.
Weiskopf was among the the fourth inning and singled in was involved in Davis Cup doesn't get too far "out of he hit)Cbuvalo in Toronto he'll
night
That's why Weiskopfs per- leaders in two other tour cate- the winning run with two out in competition to remain at 119 line." Wouldn't
golf journalists seemed to have
All think even knock him down. And it'll
N.Y. 6 Minn. 5,
Dundee was getting out of line be a legitimate knockdown."
night a ho-hum reaction to the formance over Charlotte's gories last year. He finished the ninth for Boston's 5-4 points.
greatest under-pressure tour- Quail Hollow Country Club among the top five in eight victory ove the White Sox.
Now with that on the record,
now with what he had to say
Wash. 5 Milw. 1,
about these knockdowns?
it's All's turn not to sleep all
night nament finish in recent pro tour course was all the more re- events, just one less than the Petrocelli, who has driven in
history and one of the finest markable.
co-leaders, Larry Hinson and nine runs in his last six games. TREVINO WINS AWARD
"He said he might hire me as night.
K.C. 7 Balt. 1,
Tommy took some months off Lee Trevino, and in the top 10 tn also drove in another run
HOUSTON ( UPII—Lee Trevi a bucket boy," said Angelo
night MST.
with
It was Torn Weiskopf's string earlier to go hunting, with the 12 events to tie with Homerc a double.
no edged Vida Blue to win
Dundee, "but if you don't
Calif. 2 Det. 0,
PELE BACK
five consecutive birdies, four knowledge that it would hurt Blancas as co-leaders.
June monthly balloting for
prepare a bucket properly, it
Cookie
night of
Rojas'
second
double,
SANTOS, Brazil (UPI)—Brahis
golf
another
to
game. And for a while it
He won $95,287 in 1970 without a two-run
to tie for the lead and
Hickok
Award.
Trevino,
wh
spills.
You
gotta
be
a
specialist.
shot off the left field
Oak. 6 Clev. 3,
zilian soccer champion Pole
win on the first hole of a sud- did. Even so, he has won more winning a tournament. That
won
the
US. Open in June I don't know if I qualify as a
wall, helped hand Baltimore's
night
will be back with the Santos
den-death playoff in the recent than $60,000 already this year was nearly $l5,000 more than
Mike Cuellar his first loss to received /57 votes to 724 for specialist."
Today's Probable Pitchers
soccer club when it leaves
$150,000 Kemper Open at Char- and competed in only about Tommy took home in 1969.
Vida,
who
has
a
17-3
record
Neither
Ellis
for
or
Dundee
pay
Minnesota (Kant 6-8) at New lotte, N.C.
half the tour events.
In 1968 Weiskopf won the the Royals after seven consecu- the Oakland
Brazil for a North American
A's.
much attention to any of the
York (Kline 8-8).
Weiskopf, despite a slender, Andy Williams-San Diego and tive victories. Dick Drago
Weiskopf reeled off birdies on
tour at the end of this month
propaganda that emanates
Chicago (Horlen 4-7) at the final four holes of the last 6-foot-3-inch frame, slams the Buick opens and carted off scattered five hits, including
Pole left the Brazilian nationfrom All's camp.
Boston (Lonborg 4-3), Night.
round with putts of 10, 10, 8 and ball further than most of the $152,946 in winnings during the Ellie Hendricks' homer, to get
al soccer team.,Sunday and
call
of
the
wild
Roll
Milwaukee (Pattin 8-10)
18 feet. Then he sank another pros. The only consistently year. It looked as though he the victory and raise his record
"What for?" says Dundee. rejoined Santos, a professional
at Washington (Broberg 1-3), eight-footer on the first playoff longer hitter is Jack Nicklaus. was becoming a superstar. to 11-5.
ROME (UPI) — Premier "It doesn't mean anything. How dub.
Tommy Reynolds doubled in Emilio Colombo's last name is does Ellis feel about these
Few except the golf writers Then something happened.
Night.
hole for a birdie to nose out
Eijiltimore (Palmer 11-5) at Gary Player, Lee Trevino and who follow the tour know that
"After I won those two in two runs in the eighth inning the Italian for "dove."
knockdowns he reads about? He
the 29-year-old native of Mas- 1968," Tommy recalls, "I and made a leaping catch in
there are parliament mem- feels it's all a bunch of baloney.
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 1-1), Dale Douglass.
Not an especially gifted sillon. Ohio, last year compiled thought I could win 'em all. I right field to preserve Andy bers named Leone (lion), Pie- Jimmy knows it doesn't mean
Night.
Detroit (Coleman 9-6 and putter, Weiskopf displayed the the best scoring average on the started pressing to shoot a 68 or Messersmith's three-hit shutout doni (pigeons), Bo (dialect for anything. He knows that on
Gilbreth 2-1) at Celifornis kind of "charge" that made Ar- tour —70.843 strokes per round 69 every round. And I went into as California blanked the Os), Bufalini (little buffaloes), Monday night when the lights
Capra (goat), Cavalli (horses), go up,
nold Palmer famous in the based on the 87 rounds played a slump.
Tigers.
(Wright and Murphy 5-11),
the small gloves are on
in 6,148 strokes.
De Falco (hawk), Drago
early and mid-1960s.
"I used to try so hard that it UNSER WINS PLACE
TO
2, Twi-Night.
and the headgear is off it's an
Galli
however,
(dragon),
A
made
(roosters),
Palmer,
loner,
Tommy
would
has
Gatto
been
just
on
eat me up inside
Cleveland (Paul 1-0) at
JIBICTION,
CAMBRIDGE
entirely different ball game."
cat),
Formica
the
the
charges
(ant), Leper
tour since 1964, the year when I'd miss a shot. Now I feel Mich. (UPI)—Bobby
over
most of his
Oakland (Dobson 8-0), Night.
North Tenth & Main
Unser, of
'Mere have been some other
are), Lupis (wolves), Merli
final 18 holes of a four-day, 72- after he won the Western Ama- that I've achieved a certain Albuquerque, N.M.,
Thursday's Games
averaged (blackbirds), Moses
stories
papers.
in
Stories
the
(fly),Pavon
hole tournament rather than in teur Championship, but he maturity, or some sort of setImmediately North
Minn. at New York
193.444 miles-per-hour Friday to (peacock), Pellicano
that same
(pelican), that say All still has
the last tour, when the pres- didn't join the PGA of America tlement with myself.
Chicago at Boston
earn
had
the pole position for Torelli (bullocks), Tortoni roll around his belly he
of Memorial Baptist
:lure mounts to steam boiler until last Sept. 30. Thus he
"Now when I hit a bad shot I
Milw. at Wash., Night
levels and the name on the ball could not lay claim to the Just forget it. I concentrate on Sunday's Michigan Twin 200'$ (turtle dove), Urso (bear) and before the Joe Frazier fight and
Bait at K.C., Night
at the Michigan International Volpe (fox).
that he's not in shape.
Church on Tenth Street
looks more like a dollar sign. Vardon Trophy competition for
hitting the next shot."
Speedway.
"Don't go by the papers,"

Black Patch
Pairings Set

Johnson Takes Over
As Manager Of Bills

Classic Continues

Baseball
Standings

City Basketball
Tourney Nears End

=

Yanks Come Back
To Defeat Twins

Sports Parade

Iltan

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Weiskopf's blazing finish
is one for the golf books

HITEWAY:.
ARBER SHOP
HAS MOVED

Bailey Home Scene
Of Bessie Tucker
Circle Meeting
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Miss Deena Edmonds Exchanges Vows With
James Pat Scott In Beautiful Ceremony
In Sanctuary Of Salem Baptist Church
will

Jones-Harmon Engagement

Wednesday, Jody 21
The Oaks Country Club
have its ladies invitatiotal golf
tournament Entries bundles
the six dollar fee for the nese
luncheon should be made with
Saundra Edwards, phone 4I&•
3643, or by mail to Route 2, Bog
162, Murray, Ky.

The Bessie Tucker Curie of the
Women's Society of Christi=
Service of the First limited
Methodist Church met Nemby,
July 13, at nine-thirty Ai*
the morning in the Mao at Um
Jack Bailey we IOW XI*
Montgomery as
Mrs. James Weatherly,
the
chairman, conducted
business session. Mrs. Robert
Moyer reported on church dinners served to the adminisb-ative
board in June and July.
The group voted to make a
contrniution to the local feed for
a fun time Clwistith worker in
memory of Mrs. E. A. Tacker.
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr..
was in charge of the program
which as based on plans re the
Council on Ministries to involve
members of the church in * local
commmity service project. A
discussion period followed with
written
members making
suggestions for a project. The
program was closed with prayer
by Mrs. Dodsm.
Refreshments were served to
twelve members and their
guests: Mrs. John Miler of
Frankfort, Mrs. Rue Beale of
Louisville, Mrs. John T. hvan,
Mrs. E. W. Riley, and Master
Carl Keeslar.

Mrs. J. IL Borkose .. •

I

"We0,41

Pbase VS3-11111 se 1113-41/1/

ade

Miss Maude Nance Entertains Members Of
Murray Chapter Of The UDC At Her Home

The Murray Chapter of the
United Daughters of the ConThe Baptist Women of the Elm
federacy met with Miss Maude
Grove Baptist Church will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Brady, 203 Nance at her home hi New
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
North Hlth Syeet, Murray, are Concord for a luncheon on
the parents of a baby girl, Tuesday, July 13. Mrs. Charlie
Thursday, July 22
Bryanna Belinda, weighing seven Stubblefield and Mrs.
John
The Baptist Women of the Elm
pounds six ounces, born on Livemy assisted the hostess.
Grove Baptist Church will nl
Sunday, July 18, at 2:16 a.m. at The guests were greeted in the
at the home of Mrs. Albert
the Murray-Calloway County spacicus foyer by the hostesses.
at 1:30 p.m.
liospitat
The lovely home with its many
Both the new father and new historical and interesting pieces
nifty, July U
mother are students at Murray of memorabilia gave perfect
State University.
atmosphere for the occasion. The
The MSU Faculty Bridge will
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. meeting was also the birthday of
meet in Rooms Three and Four of
Edward Brady of Evansville and the Nance's illustrious cousin,
the Student Union Reding
Mr. and Mrs. James Phelps of Gefieral Nathan Bedford
7:30pm. All membersare
Hodgen ville. Great Grand- Forrest, born July 13, 1821:
to attend.
parents are Mr. sad Mrs. C. G
'The luncheon was served beet
Phelps of Hidgenville and Mr style from the elegantly
and Mrs. Chester Miller of pointed banquet dining
The annual meeting of
Magnolia.
which held a beautiful
Plesant Cemetery will be held
floral arrangement of
eleven a.m. Rev. Billy Csllimore
April Lynn is the name chosen roses, asters, and in
will show slides of the Holy land.
by Mr. and Mrs. Earl Horn of with miniature flags. Miss
A basket lunch will be served a
Murray Route Five for their Montgomery
gave the
noon.
baby girl, weighing seem pounds vocation.
Mille peals)
five ounces, born on Saturday, Following the hmcbeon,
A Swim Party for
July 17, at 3:46 p.m. at the guests assembled in the
At
Miss Lawanda Jones
entering fourth, fifth, and midi
Murray-Calloway County the opening of the meeting
grades
this
fall
will
be
held
for
Mr.and Mrs. Dale M. Jones of Dexter Route One announce the
Hospital.
Nance and her sister,
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, members of the Oaks Country
They have another daughter, Livesay, president to the
Lawanda,to John Lee Harmon,son of Mr.and Mrs. H. L. Harmon Club from ten am. to one p.m.
Deana Marie,age Pi.The father a beautiful flag set. This gift
Each member may invite one
of Benton Route Seven.
Is now employed by Consumer accepted by the chairman,
guest.
A
charge
of
twenty-five
Miss Jones is a 1770 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Plastics at Leitchfield, In., and Leonard Vaughn, who
She attended Murray State University and is now employed by cents vrill be made.Each one is to
the family will be moving there thanked them for their
bring a sack lunch.
Judge Robert 0. Miller.
soon.
and generous gift. She
Mr. Harmon is a 1967 graduate of North Marshall High School
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. the pledge and salute to the
(Wilma Woolley Photo)
Saturday, July 24
Charles Horn and Mr. and Mrz. flags, American, Kentucky
Another delightful courtesy and attended Murray State University. He is employed by Jim
Scott
Pat
James
Mrs.
Warren Fogle, all of Leitchfield, Confereate.
and
Mr.
intended to Miss Nancy Roberts, Bridges at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Swimming party, cookout, and
An August wedding is being planned.
Ill. Mr.and Mrs. Eugene Fogle of
July 24th bride-elect of Joe T.
Mrs. Helen Lassiter gave
yellow
of
bandueau
the
tor
inspirational
services for men
Amidst a lovely setting of
Murray are uncle and aunt of the treasurer's report and
Thurman was the breakfast held
her
in
wore
the
which
flowers
and boys of the Memorial Baptist flowers and candelabra in the
mother.
at the Triangle Jim on Sunday,
Nance read the minutes of
Church will be held at Jonathan sanctuary of the Salem Baptist hair. She carried a wicker basket
July 18 at nine o'clock in the
previous meeting. The registrar,
yellow
dropped
she
which
from
Creek
Baptist Assembly. The Church, Miss Deena Edmonds,
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Rose, 1500 Mrs. Henry Elliott, presented
MOrritng.
the
of
path
the
in
petals
rose
group will meet at the church at daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Clayshire Drive, Murray, an- certificates of membership to
The gracious hostesses for the
two p.m. The charge is $1.50 fora Edmonds of Murray, was bride.
the birth of a baby girl, Mrs. Charles Stubblefield, Mrs.
nounce
occasion were Mrs. Warden
Rodney Scott, brother of the
married to James Pat Scott, son
Kristie Suzanne, weighing six J. T. Sammons, and Mrs. billrY
Gilbert, Mrs. Louis Kerlick, Mrs. The Murray High School Class Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Rose, Mr. barbecue nipper.
man.
best
as
served
groom,
of Mr.and Mrs. James R. Scott of
4 Joe Frady, Mrs. Galen Thurman, of 1961 held its tenth year reunion and Mrs. Jimmy Rose, Gary
Groomsmen and ushers were pounds five ounces, born on Nance Jordan. Mrs. Halgne
Lynn Grove.
in Murray July 3. Graduates and Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
,Jr., and Mrs. Billy Thurman.
Darrell Clark, Michael Lovins, Sunday, July 18, at 4:36 am. at Visher and Miss Mildred HatRev. James E. Beane perCounty cher, former members, are
The honoree chase to wear classmates attended a banquet Spann,Joyce Spann Houston,Mr.
Scruggs, and Tommy the Murray-Calloway
Tim
formed the impressive double
Hospital.
from her trousseau a beige, blue, held at the Murray Woman's and Mrs. James Flanagan, Jr.
being reinstated.
Maness.
ring cererroxty at seven-thirty
and white striped bill dress. Her Clubhouse. A family get-together (Sally Sprunger).
Mrs. Edmonds, mother of the They have another daughter, A report was given of %be
on
evening
the
in
o'clock
hostesses' gift corsage was a was held earlier that day at tbe Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Watson,
bride, chose for her daughter's Kimberly, age two. The father is Memorial Decoration Day of
Saturday, June 26.
Austin cafeteria.
Mr. and Mrs. John Weatherly,
white orchid.
wedding a coat and dress en- 'employed with Standard Tex- June 3 held each year at FairDan McDaniel, organist,
LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI)
Mrs. Tax Roberts, mother of Guests of honor at the banquet Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroway
view at the Jefferson Davis Park.
.
of azare blue embossed tiles.
sesnble
a
hrte,
presented a program of nuptial
-the honoree, and Mrs. Galen were Mr.and Mrs. William Davis (Peggy Williams), Donna Wilson - Based on current knowi
which sbe wore ac- Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Thçee from.Mprray attendee,
_Kith
knit
traditional
y
the
these
reannorfor
played
Mr.
Davis was a Kelley, and Mr.sod Mrs.awns
and
Mew
• Thurman, Sr., mother-in-law to of Louisville.
Rose and Mr. and Mr*. The progtain given by Mrs
=
It/3*pp em from *Mr
matches for Tha cesserne of notching hue. Her John Shekell, all of Murray. Henry Elliott, was taken from
• be of the honoree, wore hostesses' class sponsor and is now Hoke (Anne Whither.
orchid.
butterfly
d
was
corsage'
limply because egp processional and the recessional.
associated with the Kentucky Mr. and Mrs. George Pye (Dell
gift corsages of white daisies.
The groom's mother, Mrs. Great grandparents are Mr. and the official magazine.
The church was beautifully
The bride-elect was presented Department of Education.
Rose Farrell), Mr. and Mrs. Joe contain some cholesterol. So
Miss Maude Nance gave an
a French rose silk Mrs. Clannon Gamble of Benton,
Also present for the affair were Keesaler (Suzanne Moyer), and says Dr. E. W. Cleaves, of the decorated for the wedding with Scott, wore
with a gift of crystal by the
Mrs. Sam Hettinghouse and Mr. eulogy to General Nathan Bedcombined
costume
worsted
and
Nebraska-Lincoln
Univervitl-of
Supt. and Mrs. Fred Schultz of Mr. and Mrs. Max Patter.
the altar being centered with the
hostesses.
with Venice lace. The sleeveless and Mrs. Harry Shekel', all of ford Forrest which she had benn
Extension Service.
cluster of white tapers in the
Decorating the table was a the Murray City Schools. Mr.
requested to do. Interesting
Cholesterol is often men- candelabra interspersed with coat was worn over a simple A- Murray.
gorgeous arrangement of white Schultz made a few brief
historical facts with personal
lace
featuring
skimmer
line
in
duseussions
heart
timed
on
greenery and the love birds
and yellow daisies in a Korean remarks about the new high Broil Pork Chops
Mis. Harold stories of their famous cousin,
disease. But many factors are
sleeves. A butterfly orchid was Mr. and
brass container with two smaller school and new school divisions in With Bacon-Wrapped involved with heart disease and flanked on each side with white
Pridemore of Murray Route Six known as the world's greatest
corsage.
her
standards filled with
arrangements at points on the the city.
knowledge of the influence of floor
Mrs. Lowry Parker, maternal are the parents of a baby girl, cavalry man, commander of
Class President Robert Lee Bananas for Cookout
and daisies. To further
greenery
table. Place cards in the wedding
dirt is still incomplete, Dr.
of the bride, was Regina Fay, weighing seven mounted troops. He was wounded
grandmother
Pair up two pork favorites Gleaves says.
enhance the wedding scene were
motif were marked for the ten presided over a program where
in
attired
afternoon frock of pounds four le ounces, born on four times and had twenty-nine
an
gag awards were given for the family — chops and
parsons present.
About eggs, he says their the nine branched candelabra on lace and silk splendini in Monday, July 19, at 3:36 am. at horses he was riding killed. The
classmates for such things as bacon. Thick juicy pork chops protein
County members plan a trip to near by
the Murray-Calloway
has the highest efieliNide and bouquets of daisies
most children, least hair, etc. A and bacon-wrapped bananas biolotrical value of any natural said greenery. The pews were American Beauty blue with Hospital.
Camden, Tenn., and Memphis,
wore
acmatching
she
which
bask over the barbecue lire protein. Two eggs per day will marked with greenery and yellow
patio dance was held later.
They have another daughter, Ten., to visit the parks and
bride's
The
paternal
cessories.
Graduates attending and their creating a delicious duo for satisfy 25 per cent of an and white satin bows.
2. The father monuments memorializing
1
grandmother, Mrs. Buel Ed- Tressia Kay, age 3/
spouses were: Mr. and Mrs. dinner.
individual's
Bride's Dress
daily
protein
is self employed as a tree Forrest.
piece
two
green
a
wore
monds,
Be
grill-top
the
sure
temrecture
. ment.
Mrs. Bill (Mary Anna James Donald Huie ( Martha
The bride, given in marriage
surgeon.
The Chapter will not meet in
Even though eggs are one of by her father, was lovely in a ensemble.
Robertson and children, Scott BIllingtoo),Mr. and Mrs. Dale perature is not too high, adand
Mr.
are
grandparents
The
The next meeting will be
August.
grandReba
Stagfrs. home the most perfect foods, he formal gown of white silk The groom's maternal
and Valerie, of Chelsea, Mich. Adams (Kay Bolen), Mrs. John vises
Mrs. J. H. Pridemore of Murray the third Wednesday in Septhe
of
National
economist
to
those
Boyd,
Ocus
Mrs.
mother,
continues,
Americans
consume
combined with peau de
and Mrs. Robert (Jeanette Bryant (Mary Anna Wallace)
Live Stock and Meat Board. on the average more dry coffee organza
wear a blue two piece ensemble, Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. tember. Mrs Hess Crossland read
Roehm and son, Randy, of Aim John is also a graduate but is now
sage lace. The empire bodice was
Mrs. Cora Scott, paternal Chester York of Hardin. Great an invitation from the Paducah
while
than they do egg. - 16 pounds
Broiled Pork Chops —
Arbor, Mich., are visiting their in Vietnam, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
overlaid with the peau de ange
'grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. chapter to meet with them at the
Bacon-Wrapped Bananas of dry coffee are used annually lace lace and featured a Vic- grandmother of the groom, was Chester Rurkeen of Benton Route home of Mrs. John Russell which
mother and grandmother, Mrs. Ford (Linda Collie), Robert
dress.
rompared
pink
with
a
in
attired
12
of
pounds
L. C. Hole. Mrs. Roehm is Bruce Day.
4 to 6 pork chops, cut 1 to eggs.
torian neckline and long bishop's
they voted to accept. A card was
All of the grandmothers wore Four.
secretary to the principal of the Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Weems
1 1/2 inches thick
&eves which were appliqued
signed by all present to send to
carnations.
white
of
corsages
The
Mr.
Mrs.
lace.
and
of
Hargis),
motifs
Dentistry
School
and Mrs. Joyce
Salt and pepper
cutwork
Mrs. W. Z. Carter.
Louisiana produces about with
Miss Martha Hosford kept the
Robertson is secretary
and Edward Ruse, Mr. and Mrs. Bacon-Wrapped Bananas
easy A-line skirt was also register in the foyer of the
Ninetwwn persons were
true
nation's
the
of
cent
wr
90
part-time librarian at Chelsea Edwin Jennings, Mr. and Mrs.
Place chops on grill 5 shats, sometimes called adorned with the lace appliqued
present. Guests were Mrs. Jack
was
table
register
The
church.
Danny Lampkins, Mr. and Mrs. inches ( or as high as posHigh School.
motifs which were beaded in
Bailey, Mrs. Anne Bailey, Miss
"multiplying onions."
adorned with love hubbies.
(Lynette sible) above coals. Broil at
Tadlock
Larry
pearl and rock crystal. A chapel
Erin Montgomery, and Mrs.
Reception
Mr. and Mrs. Max Outland Lessner 1.
low to moderate temperature
length train was attached at the Following the ceremooy, the Kula Marilyn Joan Wheeler, Robert Hns.
have returned to their home in Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee, Dr.
bride-elect of Jerry Riley, was
side for 4 to 5 minutcs in waist with a miniature Dior bow
for
on
minutes
side.
10
each
held in the complimented with a bridal tea
Punta Gordo, Fla., after a visit and Mrs. Richard Hutson (Nancy
on outdoor grill or on arid flowed gracefully as she reception was
pan
fellowship hall of the church.
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. McCuiston ).Mr. and Mrs. Dale Continue broiling, turning range. Wrap each banana descended the Wale.
at the home of Mrs. Harold Hill
The bride's beautifully ap- on Saturday, July 17, from oneMilburn Outland and Mr. and Maupin, Mr. and Mrs. Harold occasionally, about 20 min- with 2 of the partially cooked
illusion
imported
of
veil
Her
utes
longer
until
or
well
was
a
table
with
overlaid
pointed
Mrs. Eli Alexander.
Garner(Glenda Matrzy), Mr.and done. Season to taste with bacon strips, placing cooked was designed in bouffant tiers
thirty to three-thirty o'clock in
Mrs. Ronald Yarn (Sagan salt and pepper and serve side next to banana and se- aid fell elbow length. She carried white cloth with straings of the afternoon.
Mrs. Lowell King of bhirray Munday).
with wooden picks. a Dutcheas bouquet which con- pearls draped around the table. The gracious hostesses for the
with Bacon-Wrapped Ba- curing
broiler pan or on sisted of white tutterfly roses and The three tiered columned occasion were Mrs. Hill, Mrs.
has been dismissed from Lourdes Dr. and Mrs. George Oakley,
on
Place
nanas. 4 to 6 servings
Hospital at Paducah.
outdoor grill and broil 5 to pearls and an elegant crown of wedding cake was topped with a Leer, Gilbert, and Mrs. Rob
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Overby', Ur.
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Deer
Bacon-Wrapped Bananas 6 inches from heat for 3 pearls accented the center bouquet of yellow and white Marine.
and Mrs. Larry Bingham
minutes. Turn and continue bouquet of gardenias. A daisies and was garlanded with The honouree chose to wear a
Dunng the non-snow off season
Thomas W.Murdock of Murray (Martha Pierce), Mr. and Mrs. 4 to 6 under-ripe bananas
broiling for 3 minutes or cathedral strand of pearls added smilax and daisies. White tapers knit dress of orange and white. the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
Route One has been a patient at
Don Neale (Carol Quer- 8 to 12 slices of bacon
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
in silver candelabra flanked the
until bananas are warm and
the Western Baptist Hospital,
David
ns), Charles
She was presented a corsage of to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Broil bacon strips on one bacon crisp. 4 to 6 servings elegance to the bouquet.
cake.
wedding
apSilver
Paducah,
white carnations with an orange That's right 20 pounds in 14 days'
Ricluirdmon.
Miss Debbie Edmonds,sister of
pointments were used.
The baus of the diet is chemical food
the bride, was the maid of honor. Misses Kim Edmonds and background.
Mrs. Ralph Riley, motber of action and was devised by a famous
she wore a formal gown of maize
Charlotte Shroat distributed rice
the groom-elect, wore a gold knit Colorado physician especially for the
organza combined with maize
bags to the guests.
dress with matching accessories. U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
silk taffeta. The empire bodice
maintained (very important!) while
The couple left later for an
white
band
a
with
of
defined
Mrs. W. 0. Wheeler, mother of reducing. You keep "full", no starva
was
wedding
with
trip
unannounced
motifs,
Venice
lace
embroidered
the honoree, was unable to at- lion, because the diet is designed that
the bride wearing a floral knit
way! Its a diet that is easy to follow
and long bishop sleeves which print dress and her mother's tend.
The many gifts of the honoree whether you work, travel or stay at
were also adorned at intervals
corsage of a butterfly orchid.
with the lace blossoms. The cuff Mr. and Mrs. Scott are now at were displayed in the bedroom of home. For men. too.
This is. honestly, a fantastically
the home.
as well as the bottom of the home in Coach Estates,
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S
Murray
dirndle skirt were accented with
The refreshment table was Women's Ski Team wouldn't be perThe groom is employed at
covered with an orange table mitted to use it! Right? So,give yourbends of white satin. She wore an
Dwaine Taylor Chevrolet.
of
hat
cloth. Yellow fruit punch, cakes self the ssine break the U.S. Ski Teem
open lace cutwork picture
Rehearsal
Dimmer
decorated with yellow rosebuds, gets. Low weight the scientific, proven
white, and carried a bouquet of
Mr.
and
James
Mrs.
R. Scott
all the Other
baby's breath, daisies, and fuji
anti mints were served.. way. Even if you've tried
nuts
entertained with a dinner for
you owe it to yowlef to in
Mrs. Joan Gilbert and Miss diets,
puma designed in a "never
the U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet.(Not
their son and his fiance on Friday
lasting unbroken ring" centered
Robbie Marine assisted in the Grapefruit Dieo.Distrs, if you really
buss evening, June 25, prior to the
witha candle. da were
serving.
do want to lose 20 pounds in two
rehearsal.
11111.11111tAlf MOB CLASS OfF tell gradating and dessthelite
(Jaks) Adams, Downy Lanqediss, Glenda (bilaary) Gamer,
'The
The guest register, covered weeks. Order today. Tear this out as a
were an laid
Murray weedy for their teeth year elms
Jimmy Rose, Nosey (McClinton) Hobos Eddie Hale, Carol
,Sbeila Latimer and Miss Shelia
with a white linen cloth and reminder.
remiss. Metered siveve are, left to right: Joyce (Spain)
(Querlerneoes) Neale, George Oakley, Martha Pierre
Harrel who were attired idete Covers were laid for thirty centered with an arrangement of
Send only 11.25 (11.10 for Rush
the
at
persons
private dining yellow roses, was kept by Mrs. Service), cash is O.K., to: Ski learn
agostaa, Diens (Wises) Kelly, Linda (Collie) Ford, litery
niegnam, Jackie Rose, Dale Masan, Lyaette (Lassiter(
deafly to the maid of honor.
of
the
Southside Larry Blakely, sister of the Dien. 279 Shefrieid Dr., Dept. RC.
Am. (Wallet") Irma Jsyce (Hargis), Weems, Anew
Little Miss Kim Ectmonds was room
Tadlisek, Brest Day, Sally 18prisagen Finnegan, Edwin JenRestaurant.
Soma -*arbors. Calif. 93103. 13°0
(Wrather) Hoke. De Rise (Farrell) Pye, Suzanne 'Moyer)
nings, Ramie Wanes, Jobs Weatherly, Buddy Spann. Also
her sister's flower girl. Her dress
honoree.
order unless you espett to love 20
The bridal couple presented
the
to
identically
copied
Keener. Max Parter, Martha (Billingtos Hole. Robert Lee,
was
or
called
attesting but est pictured were Peggy
persons
Forty-five
Carrowsy
pounds in two weeks' Itecause that's
to
gifts
attendants
their
except
attendants'
Seism (Mandayi Yarns, Jet Overby. Chart Richardson. Kay
attire
adult
sad Garr Smith.
sent gifts during the afternoon. what the Ski Team Diet will do'l.)

BIRTHS

1

Bridal Breakfast
-Given In Honor Of
July Bride-elect

I

Murray High School Class Of 1961 Holds
Tenth Year Reunion At The Woman's Club

In defense
of the egg

iPeitsiwuris.\

Marilyn J. Wheeler
Honored At Tea At
The Hill Home

LOSE UP TO
20 POUNDS
IN 14 DAYS!

P GE FIVE
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COUPON

7 DAYS
A WEEK

1

COUPON
LIMIT: one Per Family

LIMIT One Per Family
Heinz
iz Hot.

KETCHUP

COUPON

)ers Of
ome
r of the
the Conis Maude
In New
heon on
. Charlie
.
John
atess.
Ied in the
eosteases.
Its many
18 Pisces
perfect
sloe. The
rthday of
I cousin,
edford
11121.
led biet
tly

LIMIT. One Per Family
Pillsbun

Betty Crocker

Gold Medal

FLOUR

5-lb bag

496 CAKE MIX 4P1

Offer Expires 7-26-71

Offer Expires 7-26-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

127750

LIMIT: One Per Family

LIMIT: One Per Family

Bounty

49' TOWELS 3rolls$1

Offer Expires 7-26-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

COUPON

'27749

Offer Expires 7-26-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

COUPON
COUPON

CAKE MIX 4P1 FLOUR
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

54b. bag

COUPON

'27751

3
49'
FROSTING

p27757

LIMIT: One Per Family

LIMN: One Per Family
Betty Crocker
Ready-To-Spread
Cans

Offer Expires 7-26-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

Offer Expires 7-26-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
AP'

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

COUPON

Limit: One Per Famil
Pillsbury

Chip*,

12-oz. box

POT. CHIPS 49'

Offer Expires 7-26-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

Offer Expires 7-26-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
11•.,

i/4 SLICED

Ends & Centers
Mixed

•

Center Cut

MORRELL MEALTIME

PK.CHOPS 791' SLICED BACON
GRND. BEEF 59b Pound Pkg.
6
Fresh - 4 lbs. or more

2,011,
At

tA

•
19

Ground Beef

Sliced

3 lbs.

SMOKED JOWL
9

$1" PATTIES

COUNTRY STYLE
city
Pyre
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ss
s of

PORK SAUSAGE

resested
'ship, to
d,
s.
Hat
ed
tI,
are

of ithe
Day of
st Fairis Park.

Lbs.
for

Hot

I

ltr

HAM

FIRST CUT

lb.

Shank
Portion

49'

1 LOIN
lb 59' PORK ROAST

lb 59'
GIZZARDS

lb.

IV

NEW RED

W DINNERS ROAST

Boneless Chuck
lb

79` CHUCK STEAK

lb 69'

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

for
Except
Ham & Beef

si LUB STEAK $11 1b9

- (Limit: 6)

Boneless Beef

Helfetz Hamburger Sliced

DILL PICKELS

Qt.

RIB EYE STEAK7
9 STEW MEAT

lb

39,..ammommi.

796

Giant Size

FR. FRIE
King Size

)S

29;

2-Lb. Bag

Nestea

Qt 69' INSTANT TEA 3°z jar 89'

Borden's

3-lb. bag

294

CREMORA

20&
$

00

Folger's or Maxwell House

Yellow

ONIONS

eg

22- oz. jar

596 I FFEE

1 lb can

Country Style

OLEO
Fresh

CABBAGE

LYNN GROVE GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

$
3
Doz

BREAD 4

(Limit: 1)

10-lb. bag49
;
Heinz

Hyde Park

10

POTATOES
BABY FOOD

Mr. Dixie

JOY LI UID

794

(LIMIT. 3 DOZ.)

Home Grown

TOMATOES

lb

19'

BETTY CROCKER

White - Yellow - Fudge

1-Lb. Solid

Golden Ripe

10' BANANAS

Throw-Away Bottles

out as

fl Kuh

39,c PORK CHOPS
Fryer
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pi. RC.
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••!

lb. 89*.

Am SLICES 89,

?'
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.0 really
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PORK CHOPS
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;aye an
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elizing

IS

49

12-oz.

I

Butt
Portion

SPARE RIBS
•.-17!!"

rS
vw Dter
season
Team
m" diet
weeks.
4 days!
ml food
famous
for the
1411Y
!) while
s starvaled that
follow
stay at

$1

Breakfast

Southern Belle Fully Cooked

COUNTRY STYLE

$11

;
I
en %re.
from

!fleet in
will be
In Sepnd read
'aducah
n at the
which
ird was
seed to

10 2

Elm Hill or REELFOOT HOT DOGS

28-oz. Bottle

19; CAKE MIX
10'
lb

18-oz.
boxes

11

(With Coupon
at Top of Page)

Apollo Timetable

Blastoff Set For Monday, July 26
m; Apollo 15 makes 57th orbit.
CAPE REMEDY (UPI)
9:11 p.m.-Astronauts dart
Apollo 15 astronauts David R.
surface excursion. Scott steps Sght-hour rest period; Apollo
EitARred M. Warden and
t
on sen-face at 6:57 am. followed 1.5 is on 64th taint.
B. Irwin are scheehded
by Irwin in 14 minutes. Wednesday, Aug. 4
tiff for the moon at li:24
le
Telecast begins at 7:09 am.
5 a_m.-Astronauts wake up;
DT Monday, July S.
1:34 pm.-Scott follows Irwin Apollo 15 is making 66th orbit.
are the kry events d ship.
into spacecraft and hatch is 3 p.m.-Apollo 15 fires made
their 12-day, 7-boor missies: 3:18 p
-C-omma.od ship dosed.
for 3.4 seconds to raise
•
'All !Milli EDT, based an as piloted by Warden raises orbit 4:59 p.m.-Scott and Irwin
to 63 by 86 miles above
on-time launch and subject to to 63 to 74 miles high with a begin sevenbour sleep period.
moon.
cholite)
3...Sesecond firing tram its main 7:24 p.m.-Worden begins 4:10 p.m.-Small scientific
while
Miliday, Asfy M
engine. The craft is completing 11.25-hour rest period
tellite is ejected from Apollo
134 a.m.-Lim& from Cape its 12h orbit of the moon at the making 39th orbit of moon.
15's service module to study
Kamedy, with Apollo 15 reach- time.
11:59 p.m.-Scott and Irwin
bon and magnetic forces
module end red period.
ing a MN mile high orbit 12 6:83 pm.--Lanar
for a year.
mires later.
fires its Mile landing engine to Morley, Aug. 2
5:18 p.m.-Apollo 15 fires
12:44 p.m.-Satan top stage begin its descent toward the 3:24 a.m.-Scott and Irwinde- main engine 2 minutes 18
rocket reCwes and drives Apo& moon
pressurize lunar module to seconds to break out of lunar
15 toward the mom.
6:15 p.m.-Astronauts Scott begin third surface excursion. orbit and head back toward
12:39 p.m.-Crentnand shig and Irwin land on the moon.
Telecast begins at 3:49 a.m.
earth.
seperates from the Saturn
7:31 pm.-IAmar module top 3:34 sin.-Warden ends rest 9:34 p.m.-Astronauts begin
witt
docks
and
rowed
turns
hatdi opened; Scott stands up period in lunar orbit.
eight-Ipur rest period.
the loner module at 1:46 pm to begin 36-minute landing site 6:47 ain.-Worden fires main tresday. Aug. 5
Twenty-6w marline telecast oi surveillance.
command ship engine for 16 5:24 a.m.-Crew wakes op.
Me operaboo begins at 12:5
6:14 p.m.-Scott lowers him- seconds to adjust orbit for 8:20 a.m.-Course correction,
p.m.
self into the cabin and hatch is lunar module rendezvous.
If necessary.
1:411 p.m..-Commasel ship. closed five minutes later.
9:24 a.m.-Scott returns to 11:34 a.m.-Worden starts
boar stside ccanhination sepaby
10:25 p.m.-Scott and Irwin lunar module, preceded
spacewalk to retrieve two film
rates from the Saturn stage.
b-win. Spacecraft is pressurized casettes from the experiment
begin 7.5-hour rest period.
cor
I:311 p.m.--First course
to end third and final surface bay in the service module.
Saturday, July 21
faction, if needed.
1:16 a.m.-Worden begins excursion.
Telecast begins at 11:44 am.
Taesday, July V
module The spacewalk will last a
seven-hour rest period in lunar 1:11
p.m.-Lunar
begin
-Astronauts
12:34 am
orbit.
blasts off from the moon; maximum of one hour.
10-hour sleep pericod.
5:59 a.m.-Rest period ends reaches orbit 7 minutes 15 10:04 p.m.-Astronauts begin
19:34 am.-Crew wakes up. for Scott and Irwin.
seconds later, at 1:19 p.m. nine-hour sleep period.
course
4:3 p.m.-Second
6:16 am.-Rest period ends Telecast of liftoff as seen from Friday, Aug.
cerrection, if needed.
for Warden.
the mono begins at 1:04 pin. 7:04 a.m.-Astronauts wake
7:20 pm.-Telecast begins to 9:24 m.m.-Lunar module 2:57 p.m.-Command ship
up.
lunar
tbe
entering
Irwin
show
depresstrized and hatch opened starts telecast to show final 4 p.m.-Apollo 15 stages 30
module at 7:39 p.m., followed to dart first moonwalk.
rendezvous maneuvers.
minute telecast.
five minutes later by Scott to steps an lunar surface
module 6:32 p.m.-A course correc,
p .-Lunar
3:09
inspect it. 'Me telecast last 45 minutes later, followed by docks with command ship in
Lion, if necessary.
minutes.
Irwin at 9:41 a.m. Moon lunar orbit.
.-Astronauts begir
11:04
9:34 p.m.-Astronauts return surface telecast starts at 9:34 6:29 p.m.-Scott and Irwin
to command module.
ain.
transfer to command ship;
Wednesday. July 26
4:14 pm.-Astronauts return close out the lunar module.
12:44 a.m.-Astronauts begin to their spececraR; repressurize 6:55 p.m.-Lunar module is
rane-hour deep period.
it at 4:24 pm.
jettisoned and command ship
9:34 a.m.-Astronauts end 7:39 p.m.--Scott and Irwin moves away with control rocket
deep period!.
begin 7.1-hour rest period.
Irings five minutes later.
6:05 p.m.-Third course cor- 10:43 p.m.-Worden beens
module
p.m.-Lunar
39
rection, if necessary
seven-hour rest period.
swine fired to start on collision
Irwin
and
ott
7:34 p.m.-Sc
Sunday, Aim. 1
nurse with moon: impacts at
module for
enter lunar
329 a.m.-Scott and Irwin 0:05 p.m.
inspection.
end rest period.
9:16 p.m.-The three astro9:34 p.m.-Astronauts return 6:04 am -Warden ends rest 'nuts begin nine-hour sleep
to command module.
period. The command ship is driod as Apollo 15 makes its
11:34 p.m. - Crew begins making its 32nd swing around i2nd orbit.
eight-hoar sleep period.
the moon.
Tuesday, Aug. 3
2,
Ilawsday,
module 6:30 am.-Astronauts wake
6:44 a.m.-Lunar
7:34 am.-Crew wakes up.
11:05 a.m.-Fourth cour
correction, if needed.
81:35 a.m.-Astronauts jettisda door covering service
middle recarirnents.
4:85 p.m.-Apollo 15 fires I
minute, 32-second braking bawl
to swing into orbit around the
moon, ranging from 67 to 1M
miles high.
4:47 p.m.-Spent Saturn rock.
et stages hits the moon.
8:14 p.m.-Apollo 15 lower
orbit to within nine talks at
lunar surface with a 222
firing from the main servi
module engine.
11:34 p.m.-Astronauts
7.7-hour sleep period.
Friday, July 39
7:19 a.m.-Astronauts wak
up.
10:22 a.m.-Astronauts
vise view of the landing site
seen from lunar orbit.
lasts 14 minutes.

Maternity leave
nine-bour rest period.
LANSING, Mich. (UPI) 7
Aug.
&tunny,
working woman who beA
wake
ts
11•04 a.m.-Astronau
comes pregnant would be
9Pguaranteed a leave of absence
1 32 pin.-Course correction, from her job to have her baby,
if necessary.
under a bill introduced in the
4:17 p.m.-Command module Michigan state senate.
separates from service module.
The 'measure would guaran4:32 pm.--Command module tee any woman who has worked
slices uito upper fringes of at least one year for a mm a
earth's atmosphere.
one-year leave of absence if
4-46 p.m.-Apollo 15 lands in she became pregnant. Any
the Pacific Ocean, 321 miles woman with rr e than three
meth of Oalm.
years' service with a company
would be guaranteed a two11rxioa has an area 763,
year leave of absence.
944 -quart mites.

Here & There

ruby doings

CHICAGO (UPI) - The
ampersand is a result of mixed
language & it's corrupt
cording to Encyclopaedia
rclge
Britannica, this sign for 'and"
is a combination of the letters
e and t of the Latin et. The
name ampersand is a corruption
of the English and Latin phrase
"and per or and."

MANILA (UPI) - Anti'
smuggling operatives seized untaxed items, including trantiatotized radios, stereo piton°.
playing cards, whisky
agzrha, ,
perfumes valued at about
$165,000 aboard a foreign
yr/bd. The items were contained in boxes labeled "fish."

Longshoremen's strike moves
SHIPS LIE IDLE in foggy San Francisco Bay as the
as much as $10,000 a
into its fourth week. Idleness of a ship can cost the owner
Coast ports tied up.
day San Francisco is the largest of some two dozen West

$55000 KICKBACK—Allen
Dorfman (above), president of a Chicago insurance firm and longtime associate of Ja.nes Hoffa,former Teamsters chief, is accused under federal indict- t
merit of having received a
$55,000 kickback for arranging a $1.5 million loan
from Teamsters pension
fund to Neisco, Inc., North
Carolina textile company.
Dorfman, 48, of Riverwood,
Ill., and Miami, Fla., is a
pension fund consultant.
He was acquitted in trial
in which Hoffa was convicted of jury tampering.

EVERY TUESDAY in the
Ledger It Times

HOLY BIBLE
AWARDS FEATURE
WILL BE AWARDED TO READERS OF
THIS NEWSPAPER IN THIS COMMUNITY!

Danes keep ahead
COPENHAGEN (UPI)Economic experts predict an
8 per cent increase in
for Danes duringavergnis 1971.
The average increase in prices
estimated at 5 per cent.

EAST PAKISTAN REFUGEES while away the hungry hours
in Calcutta, India, one sleeping and the others playing
cards. This is called Salt Lake City Refugee Camp.

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible,
and to make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible for reference and research before
sending in your entry each week.

THESE HOLY BIBLES WILL BE AWARDED ABSOLUTELY FREE THROUGH
THE COURTESY OF THE BUSINESS FIRMS OF THIS COMMUNITY WHO
ARE (0-OPERATIVELY SPONSORING THIS AWARDS FEATURE.
WATCH FOR THIS FEATURE EACH TUESDAY
COMMON MARKET VS. THE UNITED STATES—Bolstered by the approaching entry
of Britain and Denmaik. Europe booming.Cpmmon Market is looking forward to
the day it will rival the United States for economic domination of the Western
World. That could be when Ireland and Norway come to terms. Here is how a 10member Common Market would compare with the U.S. in total exports, steel production. gold 11•SerVeS and population

APPEARING WEEKLY IN THE

Ledger it Times
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Swift Premium ProTen 1st Cut

Government inspected

Country
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CHUCK
HAMS FRYERS
,
49
.
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4'w/7Th441789;
29'
59
TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
lb.

lb.

lb.

lien
resiuras,forac'cta
arloan
ion
orth
7.
ood,
is a
tant.
trial
conring.

Swift Premium Pro Ten

Swift Premium ProTen

Field's Chestnut

All-Meat

• Sliced into
Chops

1/4

rk
Po
a
gn
lo
Bo
BACON Loin
59
- ;
69;

.49;

ARM
SHORT RIB
of BEEF
ROAST
lb

lb.

lb.

39; ib.89;

* PRODU

* FROZEN FOODS *

E *

•

2 In A Pkg.
RITZ
vs 1 oo
IET
S---PIE SHELL
io-oz 79;
Frosty Seas
MP
BREADED SHRI
Mighty High
Vbs.
99
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE
5 . 3/35'
'
WAFFLES s""-ad
14-oz.
29'
CREAM PIES Banquet

5p

2-oz.
/
141

PALMOLIVE
LIQUID

52;

22-oz.

POWDER
Giant

69;

2 can
/
No. 21

16-oz.

Tide

59; 79;

4/$1

LUNCH
MEAT

334

49;

12-oz.

LUckfCc4

'441 144'41 II

Parkay

1

Euery Red s White product
IS guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded • REE &

Oleo

fiffe""re&

SAVE
I.
1

12;

BAG of

or ELECTRA PERK Coffee
AT JOHNSON'S
with COupon
lb.bagonly
Limit I Coupon Per Family.
'Expires Nov. 1, 1971

0

Red 8 White

SUGAR

3P1

75;

with $5 00 purchase, excluding tobacco
and dairy products.

4%-oz.

Gerber Strained

Gallon

49;

9%-oz.

10-lbs. - Only

lib.

WHITE

PINEZPPLE
JUICE
46-oz. can
39;

CHIPOS

Purex 49' Baby Food
MAXWELL HOUSE'
Fiddle
Coca-Cola
67
4/$1 Fad& 29'
A

15;
394

General Mills
"NEW"

Kelly's

DILL
PICKLES
•‘I'I I't .I

JOHNSON'S COUPON

Doz.

PEACHES

WASHING

Gt.

3 lbs.

lb.

Deerwood

Richtex

SHORT'NG

lb.
10 lbs.

RED POTATOES
Fresh Shelled
LIMA BEANS
PEACHES Fresh
COUNTRY EGGS

Rainbo Hamburger

Giant

10;
59
lb. 59;

BANANAS

Nabisco Chip Ahoy

COOKIES

11.

28-oz.

I
.

MD"'4111111:111==.""""CID
mime: ma sur
IVORY
101D

39;

"AV

JOHNSON'S
727 71

ITN THIS COUPON

OM OFFER EXPIRES
MT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

1
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1110RE BOOM

, MRS. GEORGE S. HART (Iodise), airray, receives a certificate nom Harriette Sinipsui &raw
for compiettag the third =weal Jesse Stuart Creadve Writing Workshop at Murray Moth University.
The three-week session included courses in waiting week,short stories, poetry, mid =Melee. Mrs.
*Arum taught the navels class. At left is Lee Pennington who was instructor for the poetry divides.
(Pbote by Wilma Wesley)

THOMAS R.STEWART JR. receives congratulations tram Jesse Stuart (right) for compielleg the
three-week Jaen Stuart Creative Writing Workshop Friday at Murray State University. The third
amisal modes Imehulell thanes hi novels, short stories, articles and poetry. Mr. Stuart taught the
sheet story class. With the..is Dr. L. J. Hortia, director of journalism and instructor for the articles
divides.
Photo by Wilma Woolley)
Manila's slums
MANILA (UPI)-Of metropolitan Manila's 2.5 million
population, 1,102,554 are slum
dwellers, according to studies
made by Father Wilhelm Fleiger, a demographer at San Carlos
A 1961 graduate of Murray University.
•• *
State , Stephens received his
master's degree at Michigan
State University. He returned
There are at least 1,100
there this summer to work on his species of palm trees.
Ph.D. in composition.

'Hit' Musical Directed
By University Graduate

sccrrr HORTIN,)bmmy,receives a certificate frau barthadmad Dr. L. J. Horde(center)
the complethig the three-week Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Werkdmip at Murray State University.
t. The third ammal sessile iseMded courses in writing novels, poetry,short stories, sod articles. Dr.
Bertha taught the articles class. At right is Lee Penniagton who was the instructor few the poetry
division.
(Pbsto by Wilma Woolley)

TV CAMEOS:

Wes Stern

Wes Tells Cabbie, "I'm An Actor"
originally just a week's episode for "The Partridge Faintly." Then and now, Wes plays Lionel Poindexter, a tone-deaf lyricist with no
sense of rhythm. Previewing the character.
Wes snapped his fingers and tapped his toes
totally out of time to the tune he hummed,
typical of Poindexter, he says.
• • •
WES HAS previously appeared on "The Mary
Tyler Moore Show," "Love American Style,"
and "Room 222." But this is the all important
first series for the young actor who began his
theatrical career with ABC on a somewhat
smaller scale seven years ago.
Wes at that time was working as a page, a
job he took to be near actors and in the business, even if it was only on the periphery. He
hoped but didn't count on Its leading to something bigger. As it turns out, the job led to
"hawking tickets," giving out free passes for
various shows. If just beginning now though,
Wes would do it differently. He advises young
aspirants today to become singing waiters in
Hollywood restaurants. We. says everybody is
looking for singers.
He himself didn't sing and Use 'page's job
wasn't the entree he hoped it would be. So he
left, becoming a talent scout, which proved to
be the big break he dreamed of. It all happened while arranging a movie audition for a
friend. Unfortunately the friend didn't get the

part

• • •

WEB recalls the director skid to him, -We
don't want someone like that.- Struggling to
describe the type he needed, he finally looked
at Wes and boomed, "We want someone like
you." Was got the part and soon made a film,
"The First Time," which it was for the young
Ad., Wes Dern ploys Li...lel reisileosr,
a
actor.
tone-deaf lyricist wins obsehmily no $ense
a rhythm, in the sow AIM series, "Gelting
The movie put Wes in the middle of the business he long sought admission to. But it wasn't
Together," premiering this Sopierniser 1111.
until winning him present role in "Getting ToBy bill DUNN
gether." that he really felt a part of it all. Be......g. AS FALL approaches, viewer anticipation for
fore now, it seemed to him presumptuous and
the upcoming television season builds. And one
uncomfortable to refer to himself as an actor,
•As'serticu1ar show that should be of special
interbut no longer.
jest to the young audience is ABC's "Getting
• • •
User." It will star rock and roll idol, Bobby
DURING his latest New York trip, a cab
, and co-star Wes Stern.
driver asked Wes his profession, as they drove
4,g Stern. recently in New York. talked N., ith the from the airport to the city. Happy and boi•Opress about the new show. He appearei for one
stered to be back at ABC and this time with a
nterview wearing an army fatigue jacket. blue
series, Wes confidently answered for the first
. ork shirt with an especially wide and colorful
time, "I'm an actor." The cabbie's response was
e, and the traditional faded dungarees. On his
encouraging to Was. He said it was a coinci!let he had a green and white button extol- dence. He had also driven Kirk Douglas, Gig
ng the virtues of asparagus. It had been given
Young, and Rita Hayworth on various occahim by a fan.
sions, Wes was in good company.
The clothes that Wes wore might be termed
Asked if he had theatrical aspirsUons beyond
"Atte accepted street mufti of young people tothe series, WIIS MILM he just wants to be a good
ay. Not only that, but the outfit, he saya, will performer. That alone takes up most of the
uble as his wardrobe in "Getting Together,"
time "I don't want to push my luck. I've been
. so lucky. I'm about ready to retire." Letting It
• vich seems to be an indication of the charAncter type he will be playing.
go at that, he preferred to conclude by saying,
'7 -.Getting Together," a spinoff series, Wal
m a happy person."
Distributed by X ,1 Features Syndicate

p

rh

mid iaardatioa
NEW YORK (UPI)-Wood
idiot six times better than
'irk, If times better than cont.- aid 1,000 times better
n aluminum, says the Aman Wood Council.

A good, safe min-polluting
for
en y y me
pre-soaks which are being
taken off the market is a
pre-wash soak in a sinkful of
warm water spiked with 1/3
cup of washing Rods. Soda
softens the water and loosens
oily soil.
Substitute

musical
A
production
presented recently by a group of
Port Huron, Mich., college
students, directed by a Murray
State University graduate, was
declared a hit by a newspaper
there.
The two-hour, multi-media
experience in music presented by
the College Singers at St. Clair
Community College was directed
by Charles C. Stephens, head of
the music department at St.
Clair. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.'
Claude Stephens live in Paris,
Tenn.
The concert, given on two
successive nights, was received
by standing ovations from the
audience. "Charles had 13 invitations to present his concert
after the performance," said
Mrs. Stephens, who flew to Port
Huron to attend the show.
Involving the visual as well as
the performing arts, the
production took the audience on a
two-hour trip through 2,000 years
of music, beginning with
chants
and
Gregorian
progressing through Medieval.
Renaissance and Baroque music
periods on up to the present.
Numbers highlighting the first
part of the program were
"Cantata Domino" by Heinrich
Schultz, the gospel humn
"Precious Lord," and "Pick a
Bale of Cotton" by the ensemble
from a Robert de Cormier
arrangement, "Black is the
Color," arranged by Norman
Luboff. The singers were dressed
In traditional choir robes.
The second part of the program
opened with Bach's Fugue in C
Minor, with the performers
drewwed in white bell bottoms
and fringe. A major highlight of
the show was a special
arrangement by Stephens for the
College Singers of "Scarborough
Far and Canticle." The program
was concluded with a special
concert
arrangement
by
Stephens and Moss of the Beatles'
contemporary classic "Eleanor
Rigby."
Stephens' wife, Carol, and
another member of the Port
Huron Little Theatre did the
choreography„.„ including a
featured ballet' number. They
worked with the group at
rehearsals.
The Little Theatre is affiliated
with the college through the
Continuing Education Department.
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1% Interest On Now

HOME LOANS
"Can You Qualify" You may!
Read these requirements:
RESIDENCE:
Must live in rural area, own land in rural area or be employed in rural area.

Applicant & Income Must:
(1) Be a citizen 18 years ofage or older.
(2) Not own an adequate home.
( 3) Have good credit and character rating.
(4) Have income to pay living expenses and
scheduled loan payments and other indebtedness.
(5) Have income of less than $8,000.00 per
year. Larger income may qualify if family is
exceptionally large.
If family owns an inadequate home a loan may be made
to
bring it up to acceptable standards or family may sell it.

•

(1) Not exceed 1400 sq. ft. finished living
space unless more than five in family.
(2) One bath only for family of less than five
members.
(3) Not more than three bedrooms if family is
not more than five in number.
(4) No den, TV,, or rumpus room but may
include extra space for shop if needed for
earning living.
(5) No elaborate, luxurious, expensive,
doors, windows, built-in cabinets, bars,
paneling, etC.
(6) House milk not cost more than $16,000.00
(does not include cost of lot and water
system).
(7) House must be conventional design.
(8) Must not have double carport or garage.

"Kentucky
lion whic
of a
estionnaire to
is in the
lection group.
npower req
'vidual wouli
nless the h
selection group
meet expanded
power requirem •
policy to inco
citizen but we
keep track of r:
"This letter
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but we will be
provide additio
if you will be ..

SITE REQUIREMENTS:
Where loan funds are involved in site purchase not more
than
one acre may be purchased. State Health Dept.
requires
minimum of 10,000 square feet if septic tank installed,
otherwise these are no set requiresnents as to size of
lot.

For More Information
Call or See
HAWAIIAN HONEYMOON--Fifi, 13, a 350-pound "old
maid" gorilla, is guest of honor at a bridal shower at
the Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, Wash., before leaving for Hawaii and wedded bliss. Brought from the
Congo at age 3. Fifi has been pining away. She will be
introduced to Congo and Cameroun, two eligible bachelors living in Honolulu.

.

GENE STEELY
901 Story Avenue
Office • South 9th Street
753-7850 -- After 500 Call 753-6392

00K!

Theaters •
about bootl
Due To The Success of
Our Sale last Week, We
Are Extending Our 5' Sale
thm SAT, JULY 24

Pirated copies
turning up in in.
bers in campus
a few corn/Dere
plain legitimate
ers.
"There are so
made of an im.
that it's impossi
keep track of w
are," said one
"There's just no
them being st.
printed."

Adams Shoe Store Does The Unusual Again
Drastic flock;ctIons on Women, Children and Men's Shoes

1 NICKEL SHOE SALE

July 19, 1971
ADULTS 105
NURSERY 13

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Fay Turner, 312 N. 6th,
Murray, Mrs. Millie Ann Curd,
Welfare eases off.
514 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Mrs.
In California
Karen Christine Hopkins and
SACRAMENTO(UPI) - The Baby Boy, at. 2, Murray,
Mrs.
number of Californians on wel Verba Pace, P.O. Box 52, Hardin,
first
for
the
declined
fare has
Mrs. Frances Earline Beach, Rt.
time in two years, a drop of 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Mary
Ellen
28,996 recipients in a one Boyd, 1616 Miller,
Murray. Mrs.
month period.
Bessie Holland (expired).

YOU
THE

The Southern Forest Products Accordiag to the Southern
Association recommends the Forest Products Association,
wood plank-and-beam system for wood patio decks are economical
room additions because of its home additions since they
simplicity and economy.
require neither side walla nor
Roof structure and ceiling are roof.
comprised of horizontal ceiling They're also attractive arbeams under a sweeping canopy chitectural devices which
of wood roof decking. Beams are provide comfortable vantage
widely spaced and attached to points for relaxing and enjoying
posts.
attractive scenery on pleasant
The exposed structural lumber days.
creates a feeling of the forests in Pre-shrunk, pressure treated
the room and the strength of the Southern Pine is utilized exroof system permits a large tensively for patio decks because
area
with it is immune to insect attack and
unobstructed
maximum freedom of movement the elements as well as strong
and vision.
and resistive to wear.
Plan-and-beam is an ideal
medium for jointly utilizing the
high strength and striking grair
FOR FAMILY ROOPdS
texture of pre-shrunk Southerr
Pine Lumber.
While its primary use is for
exterior walls, rough sawn
Can is culprit
Southern Pine siding has interior
NEW YORK (UPI) - The applications-such as paneling for
garbage can is one of the word family rooms where a warm,
litter offenders in residential rustic effect is desirable.
neighborhoods,reports The Lit-

HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:

Hospital Report

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Pridemore ( Mrs.
Norma Kay Pridemore, Rt. 6,
Murray, Baby Girl Lanier (Mrs.
Doralyn Beth Lanier), 1510
Glendale, Murray, Baby Girl
Collins (Mrs, Brenda Collins),
Rt. 2, Murray, Baby Girl Higgins
(Mrs. Phyllis Higgins), Rt. 1,
Dexter.
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ECONOMICAL ADDITIONS

FRENCH D
The number .
France has dot'
and quadrupled
a spokesman f.
Demographic •
lion recently.

Buy 1 Pair at the Regular Price — Select Second Pair
of Your Choice for Only 5' buy for 2 Different Members
of Family!
NONENS, CHIMERS mg MENS
Sprmg all Si...' Shoes

All Sales Final

We Have Brought Shoes From Our
Other Stores for This Clean-Up Sale

No Exchanges

No Refunds

ADAMS SHOE STORE
West Side of Square

Open Friday Nights Until 8 O'clock

"MISS OHIO" Is
America" beau
is Laurel Lee
crowned at S

Murray, Ky,

It

21, 1971
PM.E. 'NINE
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WEDNESDAY—JULY 21. 1971

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L.

DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Recently
"You and the Draft" received a
letter from an informational
medium that we believe would be
of interest to others throughout
the state. His letter and our reply
follow:
"We run your weekly story sent
to us by the Kentucky Department of Public Information.
"We had a call the other day
about a college senior-214ottary
number 179-who went in I-A in
October 1970. His draft board
clerk told him in March that he
was through with the draft, etc.
Monday they sent him a
questionnaire and demanded
return of it by July 10! WHY? If
r.
- has let the draft die
••
should she demand the
tioruiaire by the 10th? Why
•
• — she want a questionnaire
pleted anyhow IF the clerk
. ore her told the subject he was
t of the draft? Thanks for your
lp!"
"This will acknowledge your
of July 2, 1971,"we wrote.
"First we would like to express
• iation to you for using the
...lumn 'You and the Draft'.
"Secondly, if you will provide
with the name of the person
• his local board we will
• ew the file to be able to
to you in detail to the
. anion you have asked.
"For your information, the
lottery number reached
a local board in Kentucky in
970 was 170. If a young man in
; I-A on Dec. 31, 1970, and his
.ttery number had not been
• ched in his local board, be
ould be moved into a lower
'ority selection group at the
:inning of 1971. We would like
• point out that the highest
ber reached nationwide in
0 was 195.
"To maintain currency local
rds periodically mail to their
istrants a Current In'on Questionnaire. Space
.ed on the form for the
ye secretary to insert a
that the questionnaire
. be retunied to the local
"Kentucky has a stet
:tion which requires the
: of a Current Information
'onnaire to any registrant
is in the second priority
- on group. Under existing
npower requirements this
• .'vidual would not be drafted
nless the higher priority
lection group is exhausted to
meet expanded national manpower requirements It IS not our
policy to inconvenience any
citizen but we are required to
keep track of registrants
"This letter may not have
answered the questions, raised
but we will be most happy to
provide additiona miniormation
if you will be more specific."

*Coconut
Choc. Chip
*Pecan
Shortbread

SUPER VALUE

BREAD

Your Choice

20-0z. Loaf

pkg.49

with $5.00 purchase or more, excluding
tobacco and dairy products.

MEAT DINNERS
OLE SOUTH

COBBLERS
FROSTY ACRES
.
POT PIES 1'11:keret
FROSTY WHIP NON-DAIRY

TOPPING

.FROS'

BETYCE61.1 SPEARS

LEAN, MEATY
* ALMOST BONELESS BOSTON BUTT

Theaters complain
about bootleg films
Pirated copies of films are
turning up in increasing numbers in campus theaters and in
a few commercial ones, complain legitimate theater owners.
"There are so many prints
made of an important movie
that it's Impossible for is to
keep track of where they all
are," said one distributor.
"There's just no way to atop
them being stolen and reprinted."
FRENCH DIVORCES
The number of divorces in
France has doubled sipoe 1913
and ipadrupledism 1111,said
a spokawnen for the French
Demographic Study Association recently.

iyal Miracle
Whip
39
Pint

PARKER'S MKT

SAVE with this
Coupon

3 Big Rolls
with coupon $100
Offer Expires 7-28-71

Shopping Confer
31

.44

"MISS OHIO" for the "Miss
America" beauty pageant
is Laurel Lee Schaefer, 12,
crowned at Sandusky.

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Wook

PARKER'S MKT.
SAVE 30' WHEN YOU
10-oz. jar of

BUY A

INSTANT FOLGERS
COFFEE CRYSTALS
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WE
GIVE
GIME
GIVE
5th WEEK COUPONS RECEIVED IN MAIL
GOOD THIS WEEK
Tues.8 Wed.
Double Stamps All Day

WE

WE
lEIVE
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AUCTI

BAcoN

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

miRACIE With

ARMOUR STAR

DRIEP
SSING2
SALADH
Coupon
9Qt Jar

Twin Pack

Liberty

POTATO CHIPS
Old Judge
COFFEE

49c
89c

lb. can

u ento
FSRacrah
COCKTAIL
Poi CFrHeseEotsne

39

lb.

With Coupon

No. 2% can 39C

PORK LIVER

lb

2 No. 21
2 $1
/
cans

BEEF LIVER

lb.

39$
49`

kNTIQUE AU
kiturday July 24,
at old Silver War
Grounds. Will
fine walnut furni
tops) round oak
table and 6 chairs
3 curved glasses,
other furniture,
relics, old guns
any amount of
items. Travel
Murray to Mt.
and follow signs,
Landing Park o
travel on 119
Church and folio
3f shade, eats
b
conducted
Shoemaker,
Shoemaker Au
Livestock Murr
Phone 753-3375.

1st Cut PORK

Chops39;
Ends & Centers Mixed

PRIDE OF ILL

4Pork Ro
1
,
t
4.9
as
'Pork&Beans 8:0!nsl/
c
12-oz.$1 Armour Skinless
4.1 cans

Biltmore

EON MEAT
c:),$1 LUNCH
WE VIENNA SAUSAGE 4 5.
California
69c_
MACKEREL
Can
Tall
14
att#:10
1111E
WE

LS
TOWE
5 lw

CORN
OLEO

Teenie Weenie

Cans

Yellow Solids

WE
GUEEGGS

5

lbs.

$1

FRANKS
BOlod

Tall Cans

$1

[13GNA

55
39C

12-oz. pkg.

Whole or Half

lb.

°T
kItL;
Fo
lio

ROAST

Rib

In

lb.

35 BACON49$

Jumbo Rolls
Texsun

Stewing & Baking

HENS
49'
ORANGE JUICE 46-m.can
Sacramento,t 46-oz. $1 Fresh
I NECK BONES
cans
TOMATO JUICE

to

,

lb

SERVICES
PROFESSIO
PERIENCED pa
contract jobs, o
has own equipm
7287.

39

FRONTIER
SLICED, RINDLESS

KLEENEX
PAPER

49' WE
45$ GIVE

CEPTIC TANK
hoe work. Phone
5933.

lb.

Avg

Shoulder Swiss

lb

STEAK
Fresh
I CUTLETS
PlK

5

lb:

WILL BUSHH
inside city limi
rates. Phone

79

WILL TAKE care
ladies in my
formation phone
12:00 noon or after

lb.
ol

LIBERTY
GRADE "A" MED.

MS
HA
'
STEAK
BISCUITS
3 $1
98c 53c2 49c iiru
3
s
ER
FRy
9
19c
BREAD

EXPERIENCED
will keep any age
home.Phone 492-8

PLANTATION

Doz.

SOUTHERN BELLE TENDER SMOKED
Shank
Portion
Butt
lb.
Portion lb.

U.S. Prime
ROUND

lb.

FURNITURE
All work guaran
up and delivery.
Antique or natur
McCoy,753-3045.
FOR R

COUNTRY SKILLET
"A"
RAHDOELE
GW

LIBERTY

16-oz. Loaf

A

lb.

WE gerMilk Maid
GIVE FLOUR

Chunk Style 6%-oz. can

25-lb. bag $189

Friskie

CAT FOOD

19c

14-oz. box

Gal. Jug

SIVE
WE
GIVE

ROAST
C
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST
1liBonelesst
c4RUMP
Boneless

40 oz
jar

TASK 4139c JUICE

PIE SHELLS 'kg of
Minute Maid
2
JEWMADE
2

69c

3 Pkgs $1 FISH
6-oz. cans

25C

LIBERTY

1,
3/$
39C
4 45,LOPES

2 gal.
1
/

35c

* LIBERTY CO1P011 *
48 ct.
TEA BAGS
LIM
THIS COUPON WORTH 30'
No Other Purchase Necessary
Limit: 1 Coupon Per FamiOy
Void After k 11, 1911

WE
GIVE

NICE LAZE front
rent for up to
Everything
row boat, linens, e
conditioned. $60
436-5320.

$1

PLENTY TRAI
beautiful, quiet li
No. 121, Kentucky
No. 3. Write to
Murray,Kentucky

GIVEMORTN WE

Apple Peach Cherry

HOME GROWN
VINE RIPENED

Rolls

WAFERS

CRACKERS

EW TWO bed
apartment. Centre
carpet,$130.00 per
753-7850.

25°L Pr

t
29 CORN 5 29
FRESH

URA LYNN VANILLA

BLEACH

poREx

CHARMIN

WE
GIVE

29' WE

Fruit Pies

18-ez jar

TISSUE

GIVE

PUPPIES lb. Pkg.

BAMA

BROW N 'N SERVE

ONE BEDROO
apartment, al
Water and se
Available now.
No pets.

Captain Hooks n
8 bzSTICKS
nds

e li
ibS

vi ple Sauce Apple Jelly
ROLLS WHITE
29C

TWO BEDROO
central air, cen
Carpeted. Phone
Pets •

GIVE

lb

Pet Ritz

USE

6

39

25;Chuck Roast'59

COLAS
213-oz. Bottle
DEL MONTE PRUNE

SOFTEX BATHROOM

CHICKEN BREAST
CHICKEN WHOLE LEGS
BACKS & NECKS
WINGS

U.S. PRIME

COCA -

DRINKS

lb. 59c
lb. 49c
lb. 15`
lb. 29c

area. Country
2173.

1-1b. bag

LARA
LYNN
1 lb. box

WE

Home Grown

TOMATOES
PEAS

Fresh Purple Hull

29,PEACHES

FRoEm
H
SHE

dis

lb

19c

WE
GIVE

29;

RILIEVED—Ther
Iation over T
Maj. Gen. Jam
win (above) as
of the Americal
South Vietnam.
d uaytneyda4r
e
m
tourleatede00one

—Lbs.
GROWNA For

LIM WON *
SALAD

LE WMPDRESSIN
MIRAC
G
with this coupon and
Qt Jar
'7.50 additional purchase,
tob. & dairy products excluded
Void Vs kly 27, 197

MISUI
GIVE
GIVE

Eats

$1
3/

WE
GIVE

* LIBERTY COUPON
ARMOUR STAR SLICED

* LEVY COUPMI *

BACON

with this coupon
and '5.00 additional purchase,
tob. & 'dairy products excluded.
Aar Ady 27, 1971

.n. WEa WE

GIVE

GIVE

lb. can
COFFEEWithFULLER'S
This Cou0on
No Other Purchase Necessary
Limit: 1 Coupon Per Family
Void MIK kly 17, 1911

WE
GIVE

WE p WE
1GIVE
GIVE

least 18 mon
March. Commu
killed 33 Ame
wounded 76 at
base manned b
•

NOTIC
If you do not r
PaPer by six PEW between 8:
PAL

1971
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get the job done
AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

ANTIQUE AUCTION SALE
Saturday July 24, 1971, 10:00 a.m.
at old Silver War Heiman Battle
Grounds. Will sell 17 pieces of
fine walnut furniture (8 marble
tops) round oak claw foot dining
table and 6 chairs, china cabinet3 curved glasses, brass doll bed,
other furniture, bottles, Indian
relics, old guns small glassware,
any amount of small collectors
items. Travel Highway 121 from
Murray to Mt. Carmel Church
and follow signs, or from Pans
Landing Park on Highway 79
travel on 119 to Mt. Cannel
Church and follow signs. Plenty
A shade, eats and drinks. Sale
by
Douglas
conducted
of
Associate
Shoemaker,
Shoemaker Auctioneers and
Livestock Murray, Kentucky.
J23C
Phone 753-3375.

AKC TOY Poodles and Irish
Setter Puppies. Phone 753Al4C
1862.
FREEZERS-NEW 'ZS cu. tt.
chest, 1224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
upright $244.66 delivered,
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753TFC
1966.
15' ANDERSON LAP-STRIP
boat. 25 H.P. McCullough,
electric start motor and trailer,
All good condition. Phone 753372P
8861.

%%%%%

•\
•\

\%

S LOUNGE
RAY'
South Fulton, Tennessee
FRIDAY NITE
JULY 23rd
Ttie Fabulous...

c‘.t,

SATURDAY NITE
JULY 24th

ROUGH SHODS

College & Young at Heart Crowd
East State Line
••••••••••••••• \

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

LARGE THREE bedroom house;
large living room, kitchen and
utility room; living room and one
bedroom are carpeted. Air
conditioned. Phone 753-3695. J22C

PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
TFC
p.m.

NOTICE

NOTICE

South Fulton, Tenn.

NEW THREE bedroom home
with bath, overlooking Kentucky
Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
some finish work yet to be done,
includes boat ramp and beach
FURNISHED APARTMENT. area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs.
Prefer elderly lady. Close to Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, KenTFC
court square. Inquire at 301 South tucky.
6th Street or call 753-3593. J22P

TWO BEDROOM Apartment,
ceramic tile bath, air conditioner
and stove. No pets,
Phone 753-7457.
J26C

HELP WANTED
FOR SALE by OWNER
WANTED:
HOMEWORKERS
PIANOS and organs
NORGE GAS dryer, very good part-time,full-time work at home BALDWIN
Four bedroom tri-level near
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
195 FORD TRACTOR loader with condition. Phone 436-5400. J2IC
mailing our circulars. For details purchase. Lonardo
Piano new high school. Large den with
Sherman back hoe. Call 753rush self-addressed, stamped Company, across from Post fire place, two full baths, fully
J22P
6402.
GEORGE YOU tend to the kids envelope and 35c to US EnJ23C equipped kitchen, separate
office, Paris,Tenn.
and I will clean the carpets with terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
dining
carpeted
room,
1963 CHEVROLET, Gravel
new
a
rented
Blue Lustre as I
42066. TFC FURNISHED HOUSE, on( throughout. Central heat and
Dump truck with 12 foot bed. Call shampooer from Western Auto, Mayfield, Kentucky
bedroom with carport. Call 753 air, spacious closets and
J22P
753-6402.
„Home of "The Wishing
AMBITIOUS PERSON-Needed 1859.
J23( garage. Price reduced.
J2IC
conRED MALE Dachshund puppy Well."
due to expansion. Serve
AKC registered. Call 753-2777
sumers with Rawleigh Household FURNISHED APARTMENTS
SERVICUi OFFERED
PHONE 753-6690
TFC 17' THOMPSON Boat, 75 H.P. Products full or spare time. OM
after 4:00 pin.
one and two bedrooms. Washer(
PROFESSIONAL, EXEvinrude, tilt trailer, convertible earn $126 per week or mom.
PERIENCED painter, will work LARGEST VARIETY of pisto1.1. top, camping top, loaded with Write giving phone no.: Ray and dryers available. Zim
SMALL FARM; good location;
contract jobs, on hourly basis, in Kentucky. No increase in extras, $1250.00. Call Farmington Harris, Ftawleigh Co., Freeport, merman Apartments, South 16th
business or future investment.
J23(
753-6609.
Phone
Street.
J23C Minois or call 815-232-4161 bethas own equipment. Call 489prices. Country Boy Stores, the 192-2299.
mile East Murray, apOne
J21P
2287.
J2IC
ween Band 4:30.
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
proximately 10 acres pasture.
TO
WANT
BUY
Junction Ky. COCKER SPANIEL pups AKC
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back from Hopkinsville,
until 4:00 registered. Blonde, shots, SECRETARIES, MUST be good
Sundays
Open
house, modern.
164.
117&
753Camp,
Rex
Phone
hoe work.
or 1970 Cozy older 7 room
Aug30C dewormed.Phone 753-5605. J21P typist and take shorthand. Baker WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969
For appointment call 436July29C p.m.
In
=3.
Low
Mileage.
truck.
pick-up
Service,
and Baker Employment
TFC
good condition. Phone 753-6030 2173.
for pole SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M 1025 W. Broadway, Mayfield,
POLES,
CREOSOTED
home,
lots
bedroom
vacant
TFNC LOVELY FIVE
WILL BUSHHOG
J23C after 5:00p.m.
Call 247-1501.
construction, utility poles Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, Kentucky.
full basement, large corner lot,
Inside city limits. Reasonable barn
TFC
Lumber
Murray
docks.
boat
Term.
and
AlOC
rates. Phone 753-3798.
TO BUY; logs and 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
WANT
workers,
CAFETERIA
MALE
-Co., Maple Street, Murray,
building, must be experienced, 40 hour standing timber. Also have for Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
ITC SEARS STEEL storage
s,•
WILL TAKE care of three elderly Kentucky.
TFC
5'x7'. Good week. Baker and Baker Em- sale lumber and sawdust. 753-4178.
deminsions,
Inside
ladies in my home. For inLumber
and
Mill
753-6299
Saw
'Murray
Phone
$45.00
condition.
ployment Service, 1025 W.
GOODBYE, OLD WINCHESTER RICOCHET-George Nichspacious
formation phone 753-6607 before BELTONE FACTORY fresh
TFC FOUR-BEDROOM
J22C Broadway, Mayfield, Kentuelly. Co. Phone 753-4147.
or 435-5175.
ols, 12, says a sad goodbye to Winchester Ricochet, 18home on Hermitage. 2,500 square
12:00 noon or after 8:00 p.m. J22C bearing aid batteries for all make
MIC
Call 247-1501.
year-old prize-winning palomino spared from death in
car
two
plus
space
living
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC
of
feet
LOST & FOUND
10x55 Mobile Home with 10 x 10
Mass. The stallion, winner of 70 blue ribbons
Hanover,
landfully
Sitter
150x380
BABY
garage on lot
EXPERIENCED
living room, 3 IMMEDIATE
on
Extendo
OPENINGS
England shows, faced death because the
New
past
at
J24C
will keep any age children in her BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom bedrooms, carpeted, fully inLOST-BLACK shaggy poodle, 4 scaped. Call 753-7905.
Exwomen.
for
four
available
no longer could afford to keep him, but
family
Nichols
J22C house, gas heat, air conditioned,
lost in vicinity of N
borne. Phone 492-8190.
sulated, two air conditioners. cellent earnings. No experience months old,
by Dr. and Mrs. Hart Achenboch, who took
saved
was
anno
if
(80'
to
sale
205')
753753-1440
Call
for
Phone
offered.
carpet.
LAKE LOTS
7th. Set up in necessary, we train. For in. Rh, St. Reward
him to greener pastures in upper New York State.
J27C Available August
J22P frontage on all weather street753-5862.
FURNITURE REFINISHING. swer,call 753-1948.
Mobile Home Village. 12900.00 terview appointment call 753-1711 6238 or
$695 to $1395-Lake access-Central Sou& optstic
J27P or 753-9745.
All work guaranteed. Free pick753-9949.
J27(
Evergreen advice
$30.00. Phone Call
LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold water system.$10 to $14 down and
up and delivery. Free estimate. REFRIGERATOR,
NEW YORK (UPI)-A surJ23C
Street. Im- per month. Phone 436-5320. J26C
Main
West
753-5877.
near
NEW YORK (UPI)-Some
Jerry
finish.
natural
or
Antique
vey of 100 local housing anal- inexpensive evergreens may
WANTED TO REM
portant papers inside. If found
Aug24C
McCoy,753-3045.
BOAT, 50 H.P.
GLASTRON
141,2'
ysts
and
indicates
economists
160 HONDA, good condition.
grow too tall very rapidly withplease call Pat at 753-9427. TFNC TWO BEDROOM house, kitchen,
states should ex- in a short time. Agriculturak
J23c electric start Johnson motor, ADULT COUPLE wants to rein
Phone 436-5608.
den, living room, bath, hall the Southern
moving
trailer,
pect a 12,per cent increase is experts advise homeowners to
FOR RENT
skis, convertible,
reasonable small house
carpet, range, refrigirator.
FOR RENT,v-.
all otber excess. Boat apartment, furnished or
LARGR ROOM
storage. 317 new housing %tarts in 1971 over check with an experienced:
BUICK motor with 4 in cover, and
outside
lot,
Large
Phone 435- the floor transmission. Phone 753- 3 weeks old, $2041.0(1. Pbone 753- furnished,in or near Murray
area. Country1
when
1970, say Allan W. Cox, malt' reputable nurseryman
Irvan.$11,500.00. Phone 753J22C 5331 after 5:00.
J227
July290 4397 after 5:00 p.m. Will se11 6344.
2173.
J2IC keting director for Owens-Corn- selecting and placing ornamen8175.
tal plants.
J23C
ing Fiberglas Corp.
cheap.
COUPLE WITH one child would
WHIRLPOOL
FOR
* * *
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
LOT ON Peggy Ann Drive.
hard
Four
cities
particularly
two
reasonable
like to rent
J26 hit by last year a housing downafter 4:00 p.m.
753-2632
central air, central heat, fully HONDA 160, New crankshaft and REFRIGERATOR, two years
west of Murray.
carpeted. Phone 753-9741. No overhaul, $225. Honda 305 old. Looks like new. Phone 489- bedroom house,
turn-Fort Lauderdale, LouisJ22C Phone 753-5670 or 492-8656. J24C
OWNER IS selling custom built ville, Miami and Nashville-all Kitchen remodeling
J23C
$1502152.
Pets.
Scrambler. Needs repair,
Approximately 5300 sq. brick home, leaving town. Three look for substantial improveAKRON, Ohio
(UPI)323P
Call 753-2263.
large bedrooms, two full baths, ment during 1971, according About 2.5 million American
1971 YAMAHA R5-B,350 cc. 2,000
The Julie Cobb you will see
ONE BEDROOM furnished
ft, fire resistant building abudant wardrobe and storage to the survey:
families will remodel their kitapartment, air-conditioned. OUTDOOR SETTE rocker, also miles. Includes; carrier, sissy as a dedicated public defender
chens this year, reports Goodkitchen
convenient
space,
•
Water and sewerage paid. living room chair, birds eye bar, helmet with bubble. Phone in the new NBC series, "The
Call after 5:00 p.m. arrangement including many
year, which manufactures vinyl
J22P D.A.," in the fall is the daughAvailable now. Phone 753-9741. marble. Phone 753-5954.
J230 767-4997 after 6:00Pm.
floor tile widely used in houseand
Cobb
J.
Lee
star
of
kitchen cabinets, large living
ter
J23C
No pets.
753-7370
PHONE
now
is
population
China's
hold work areas such as kitIF CARPETS look dull and drear, actress Helen Beverly.
room with direct access to
estimated at 760 million.
chens and laundries.
attractive
and
reasonably
home,
1967
MOBILE
patio
with
I/
comfortable
they
appear
spots
as
remove
duplex
bedroom
sEW TWO
lawn. Located in fine area near
apartment. Central beat and air, priced. Good condition. Phone Blue Lustre. Rent electric
University, Grade School and
324C
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone Farmington, 345-2523, after 5:00 shampooer $1. Big K.
J23C
new High, School. Located 104
TFC p.m.
753-7850.
GIRL'S SUMMER and winter
North 180fStreet. Phone 753Home of -All You Can Eat"
J27C
1970 HARLEY DAVIDSON clothes. Size 7 and 9 Junior.
6527.
NICE LAKE front apartment for
J22C
miles, like new. Phone 753-5394
.
N
641
4.
Hwy.
Oysters
Select
rent for up to four persons. Sportster, 7,000
Fresh
323C
JUST LISTED a 3 bedroom brick
Everything furnished including Phone 753-6877.
200
Amp.
model
KUSTOM
USED
at 1719 Keenland Drive, has
12.50
row boat, linens, etc.-TV. & air
HUFFY riding mower. and Gibson model 330 TD guitar.
pm
4
Open
central heat and air, carpet,
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone USED
Delicious Frog Legs
Disposal,
J31C First $50.00 buys it. One 4 H.P. Leach's Music & T.V. Dixieland
4.4e0 Dishwasher, Range, Possession
Tues.-Sat
436-6320.
J23C
high wheel mower, used only 3 Strapping Center.
Den
baths,
2
/
11
Utility,
_,,,114.:125 12 Noon Sun. ititere,11;*
times. Cost $139.96, now $79.77.
Augua 20th, Priced at $22,750.
PLENTY TRAILER space; Bilbrey's,210 East Main.
J23C KENMORE WASHER and dryer,
LISTED a 291 acre farm,
JUST
va•
M%uum
P
aiHighway
living.
beautiful, quiet
cheap. Phone 753-2632 after 4:00
home, New Tobacco
Brick
Has
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division HONDA 50 mini-trail low p.m.
J26C
barn,two large pole barns, Extra
NOTICE
NOTICE
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, mileage. excellent (sindition. also
good fences, lots of stock water,
August2C
Murray,Kentucky.
3-speed spider bike good CAR TAPE player, 8 track, D.C.
200 acres good crop land,balance
J23C power supply. Also aquarium,
condition. Call 753-7676.
good
timber, has some
completely equipped. Phone 767marketable timber, has 51 acre
J22P
PEDAL STEEL guitar and 4409.
corn base, 2.1 tobacco. This farm
Ampeg amplifier. Phone 753is a good cattle or row crop farm
J23P ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser7280.
less than $240 per acre.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom brick at
phone
Far382-2468,
Sanders,
2 baths,
/
'GLAS'TRON BOAT,50 H.P. mington, Kentucky.
1664 Ryan Ave. has 11
2
/
141
A5C
electric start Johnson motor
Utility, Air cond. Drapes, Anterra, Carpet, Possession with the
skiis, convertible, trailer, As of this date, July 20, I will
mooring cover, and all other not be responsible for any debts
leed.
accessories. Boat 3 weeks old, other than my own Lloyd Sills,
A LARGE 4 bedroom house on
$2050.00. Phone 7534344. J27NC Route 6 Murray, Kentucky
large lot this house is in very good
J22P
Lloyd Sills
condition and can be bought at a
real bargain, it is listed at $9750.
FOR RENT OR LEASE
SECRET BIDS are now being
We will present any reasonable
taken for' upkeep of Ivy
bid. Possession with the deed.
LARGE FOUR bedroom house, Graveyard. Persons interested
ALWAYS CHECK with Roberts
lease or rent option to reliable Contact Billy Wells, Mike Falwell
Realty for all your Real Estate
party. For appointment call 753- or Otis Falwell before Saturday,
need, we can help you with your
J27C July 24, at 10:00 am. at which
0949.
Financing. Call 753-1651 or come
RHM/111)-There is specuAUCTION SALE
by and see us at 505 Main St. ITC
time one of the bidders will be
lation • over -relieving of
J220
the Job.
NOTICE
for
selected
Maj. Gen. James L. BaldMOBILE HOME on Kentucky
ANTIQUE AUCTION
win (above) as commander
10 miles from Murray in
Lake,
& COLLECTOR'S SALE
SALE
FOR
AUTOS
of the Americal Division in
Two
Shores.
Panorama
Sat. July 24th 10:00 a.m. - 8 miles south of Paris, on 79
South Vietnam. He combedrooms. 16x16 ft. living room,
usualbut
Highway South. "Selling, Due To 111 Health".
year,
pleted one
E Super SB,
OLDSMOBIL
1962
separate dining room, central
Thousands of dollars worth to be sold, & this is our first
ly a commanding general's
power steering and brakes,
airand
heat
electric
sale.
tour of duty -there is at
Automatic transmission, $200.00.
conditioning, all new appliances,
Antique furniture, marble top dresser, tables, bells, round
Would you like to
least 18 months. Last
J23C
Phone 753-7368.
including washer. On private lot
sappers
Communist
oak dining table, telephones, pressed glass, green glass,
March,
manage Murray's finest
J23NC
Phone 436-5571.
coffee mills, butter molds, kettles, pots, iron ware, pottery,
killed 33 Americans and
brass items, pink glass, ice boxes, rockers, chairs, wheels,
" wounded 76 at an artillery
SHOP?
FABRIC
1966 CHEVELLE convertible 396
base manned by his troops.
dishes of all kinds, trunks, figurines, vinegar creuts, clocks,
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
REAL
cu. in. 4-speed, red with black
& hundreds of items coming up on the auction block.
Send resume or call: interior,
$650, 753-6350.
J23C
Attend this all day auction & carry home a truck load
NOTICE
The Southern Place,
1967 BUICK LaSABRE 400, two,
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Freeland, Owners.
If you do not receive your
314 North Main
door hardtop. Marina Blue with
Paper by its p.m. call 753Hulk V. Hastings, Auctioneer
white vinyl roof. Full power and
Murray
9269 between 6 00 and 6:30
4543, Paris, Tenn,
Phone 642
,
after
4
753-7785
Call
factory air.
pm
ITC
J23C
Phone 753-4854...P m
•
FOR SALE

1

ol

WAREHOUSE
RENT

Captain's Kitchen

* WANTED *

Paper Boys
Immediately
for

ATTENTION 1
LADIES

PAPER
ROUTE
APPLY AT

FAB-N-TRIM

1

THE LEDGER & TIMES 317 Irvan

ft
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

•

Federal State Market News
service July 21, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 10
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 737 Est. 900
Barrows and Gilts Steady to 25
lower Sows steady
US 1-3 IMMO lbs. i19.50-20.00;
US 2-4 190.340 lbs. 819.2549.50;
US 2-4 240180 lbs. 8/8.75-19.25;
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 818.25-18.75;
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. ;15.00-16.00;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 814.00-15.00;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 813.00-14.00;
few down to 812.00.

3lb

WEDNESDAY—JULY 21, 1971

s —MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Apache tribe
finances movie
Cnief Charlie Vigil and his
Jicarills Apache Indian tribe
have financed a Hollywood
western entitled "A Gunfight,"
starring Kirk Douglas and
Johnny Cash.
The tribe expects to recover
its investment in a couple of
months from advance sales of
distribution rights.

Americans Rely
More On Papers

Seven Unions Sign New
Postal Workers Contract
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Seven unions signed a contract
niesday with the new Postal
Service giving 750,000 workers
an average $1,710 pay raise.
Union leaders signed the pact
and traded the hefty pay boost,
which is expected to cost over
81 billion during its two-year
life, for an agreement that will
allow long-sought automation in
the handling of mail.
Elsewhere on the nation's
troubled labor scene, most of
500,000 communications workers returned to their jobs in the
Bell telephone system, but a
strike
against, two major
railroads continued.
Leaders of the Conununications Workers of America
(CWA) ordered their members
to end a week-old strike against
the Bell system at midnight
Tuesday.
An agreement in the dispute
reached Monday will give what
union leaders have described as

a 33 per cent boost in wages
and benefits over three years.
The pact still must be approved
by a mail ballot of CWA
members.
Not all locals complied with
the return to work order. In
New York State 26 locals voted
to continue the walkout. Picket
lines were re-established in.
New York City and others were
maintained by CWA locals at
Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz., and
Gainesville, Fla.
More talks were schedule(
today between railroad management and the United Transportation Union (UTU), which
is striking the Union Pacific
and the Southern Railway in a
works rules dispute.
The UTU has threatened to
strike three more rail lines
Friday if the dispute is not
resolved. No progress was
reported in talks Tuesday.

v
mountainous northeastern Kentucky evacuated their homes at
the urgent request of the Engineers. Bulldozers worked all
yesterday to raise the height of the dam but by this morning the
UPI Photo
water had risen to within four inches of the top.

THIN DIRT LINE—A spillover at a temporary cofferdam on
the rain swollen Licking River sear Morehead, Ky., appeared
lmmiaent,' the U.S. Army Corps of Kiegiseers mid this morning. Residents st a 611-square-infie area beneath the dam hi

Benton High
Girl Named
Fair Queen

Today's Stock
Market

Candidates To Speak
At Leaders Conference

Mil • • .

(Cestiored from Page 1)
Army engineers and workers
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks LOUISVILLE (ENS)— from the Guy H. James
opened mixed in moderate Candidates for governor and Construction Co. of Oklahoma
trading Wednesday.
state superintendent of public Qty, Okla., which had contractShortly after the opening, the instruction will speak August Sat ed to build the dam, used
Dow Jones industrial average the opening session of the annual bulldozers Tuesday to raise the
MAYFIELD, Ky., Judy 20 — was off 0.07 at 892.23. Advances leadership conference of the height of the dam about a foot.
Petite Miss Pain Sutherland. a topped declines, 142 to 106, Kentucky Education Association Work was abandoned when
Benton High School senior, was among the 375 issues crossing (KEA) at Eastern Kentucky the water continued to rise and
chosen tonight from a nekl of the tape.
State University in Richmond. the top of the dam became to
61 contestants as Queen of the
General Motors picked up hi
The program will begin at 2 narrow to support the weight of
Purchase Area Fair.
to 78%, with Ford up a similar p.m. at Donovan Laboratory the bulldozers.
Miss Sutherland, l'hyear-old, amount at 64%. Chrysler held School with KEA president The residents in the area, at
5-Iloot-2-incb raven haired beau- unchanged at 28%. American Claude Purvis of Louisville the foot of the Appalachian
ty, is the daughter of Mr. and Motors gained Vs to 7%.
presiding. About 300 educators mountains in northeastern KenMrs. Donnie Sutherland, PineIn the steels, US. Steel are expected to attend.
tucky, were evacuated Monday
Benton.
Drive,
crest
surrendered hi to 31%, but
when the danger became
First nmoerup to the Benton Bethlehem rose /14 to nyi, and Also scheduled for the opening
apparent. They returned to
High cheerleader was Miss Car- Republic hs to ZN. Armco and day of the three-day meeting is a
their homes Tuesday afternoon.
olyn Hurley, daughter of Mr.
Jones & Laughlin held steady at discussion of the National But they were ordered out
BenHurley,
James
and Mrs.
Education Association (NEA) again Tuesday evening when
4 and 15%, respectively.
1
17/
ton. Second runnenm was Miss
in
45
to
ha
eased
report entitles "Education in Col. John T. Rhett, chief of the
Monsanto
Linda Pritchard, daughter of Mr.
the chemicals, but Dow Chemi- Kentucky: A Legacy of Unkept local Army Corps of Engineers,
and Mrs. James P. Pritchard of
4. Allied Promise
1
99/
said, —water is still rising. It
Hardin. Miss Debbie Snow, cal picked up 44 to
at 33.
steady
was
Chemical
should have peaked out but it
DelMrs.
daughter of Mr. and
hearing
Haubner,
Paul
In the oils, Phillips added Vi
did not. Cenplete evacuation is
bert Snow of Mayfield was third
committee
NES.
the
for
4, with Occidental and examiner
/
to 341
the danger is
runnenip.
that conducted the investigation necessary and
Twasity-sta quer terrlinalists Natamas up es apiece at 17% on which the report is based, will Imminent."
4, respectively. Texaco
1
officials said
were first picked in the annual and 85/
summarize the document. Civil defense
contest which began at 8 p.m. lost hs to 30%, with Standard of Haubner,of Washington, D. C. , about 15 to 20 residents refused
Eleven semifinalists were nam- California and Getty also down is senior staff =iodate of the to leave their homes and waited
ed and then the field was cut Vs each to 57% and 87%, in that NEA
Commission
on Out the threat'
order.
to five finalists.
ProfessionalRightswe and
Weselectronics,
the
Among
Monday
here
opened
fair
The
4, Responsibilities(MR),which
/
with motorcycle racing and con- tinghouse gained vs to 911
published the report in late May.
tinued today with a hog show while General Electric rose %
Seminars on 10 topics are
this morning and the beauty to M. Control Data rose hs to
56%, and Burroughs was % scheduled for Augutst 6 and 7.
contest tonight.
The subjects will cover memOn Wednesday the beef cattle higher at 118%. Honeywell lost
bership, local association
show is scheduled to begin at hi to RN.
4 to 107%, management, human relations,
/
Polaroid fell 11
9 a.m. followed by the Graves
County junior dairy show at 1 while American Telephone Instruction, public relations,
special services, theory and
p.m. and an automobile dare- dipped /
4 to WS.
1
application of group processes,
devil show at 8 p.m.
political involvement, goverFriday will be "Kid's Day"
nance and accountability, and
with youngsters being admitted
negotiation, teacher rights, and
grievances.
free with 5 p.m. k will also be
Ken Melley, who heads the
4-H and FFA day. The Western
UniServ program whereby NEA,
horse show will open at 1 p.m.
local associations, and state
The featured event of the day
will be the Loretta Lynn show
associations jointly finance field
with country and Western music
at
Second Lieutenant Stephen H. services tolocals,
at 8 p.m.
Arnold, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe 8:15 p.m. August 6.
Saturday's events will be a H. Arnold, Rt. 6, Murray, has Dr. J. M. Dodson, KEA
tractor-pulling contest at 10 been awarded his silver wings at executive secretary, will speak SCHOOL BOARD AT 17 —
a.m, and motorcycle races at Laredo AFB, Texas, upon August 7 at the closing luncheon. Lawrence Hamm, 17, is
shown at his desk in City
8 p.m., ending the fair.
graduation from U. S. Air Force
Hall in Newark, N.J., after
pilot training.
POP PROP
being appointed to the
Lieutenant Arnold is remaining RAYLEIGH,England (UPI) ninemember Newark
at Laredo where he will fly the T- —Drams lecturer Bill Bursel School Board. He
has a
He
aircraft.
received a shotgun licensi summer job 6 there.
X Talon jet trainer
Mayor
From The
will be in a unit of the Air Tuesday—for a cannon weigh- Kenneth A. Gibson apwhich ing three-quarters of a ton.
Training Command
pointed Hamm to the unprovides flying, technical and "I wanted to use the cannon salaried three-year term to
basic Military training for U.S. for staging battle scenes," give it "new leadership" in
By Uatted Press latematissel Air Force personnel.
wake of a teacher strike.
Bursell said.
LOS ANGELES — Francis A 1906 graduate of Overton
tary Powers, the U2 pilot shot High School, Memphis, he
down over Russia in 1980, on received his B.B.A. degree in
his new job as for a radio Wetness management in 1970
station spotting traffic from a from Memphis State University
small plane:
where he was commissioned
"There is sure a lot of air through the Air Force Reserve
traffic up here. Fortunately, it's Officers
Corps
Training
all friendly."
program. He is a member of
Delta Sigma Pi
WASHINGTON — James V. The lieutenant's wife, Joanne,
Schaefer telling a Senate Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
subcommittee Gregory Scarpa, Heber H. Carter Jr., 332 Qiuckcurrently in jail, was a major wood, Memphis.
fence for stolen goods in New
York:
WRONG BATH
"I was afraid of him.. we
might wind up getting killed " SIOUX CITY, Iowa ((PI)-Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., a
Room Air-Conditioners
GLENDALE, Calif—Pitcairn Democratic Presidential hopeIsland radio officer Toni ful, was introduced Tuesday at
as low as
Christian, in pis weekly broad- the state dinner of the Midwest
cast to a radio program of the Governors Conference by Gov.
Seventh Day Adventist Church, J. J. Exon of Nebraska.
on the tiny Pacific Island's, But while Bayh stood in the
reporting Pitcirn's jailhouse dark waiting to make his
door has rusted in an open appearance, four overhead spotlights zeroed in on a white
position:
"It is true that we haven't haired man escorting his wife
Chestnut Street
had anyone in the jail except to from the dance floor.
sweep it out as long as I can The man mistaken for the
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2571
remember, but to have the door dark-haired, youthful Indiana
to
threat
a
senator, was J. W. Jones,
stuck open could be
the day when it might be general manager of the Armour
and Co. plant
needed'

Stephen Arnold
Receives His
Silver Wings

Quotes
News

Air Condition
NOW

During our Super Special
on
Fedders Air-Conditioners

$12995

NEW YORK (UPI)—Americans rely on newspapers more
than any other medium to give
them information about subjects in which they are
Interested, the Bureau of
Advertising says.
The bureau has released a
booklet entitled "News about
the News Media," based on a
series of questions about the
media asked of 2,023 men and
women aged 18 or older.
per. cent
of all
Fifth
respondents named newspapers
as the medium in which they
would be most likely to find out
all there is about news in which
they are very much interested,
and 48 per cent named
television. Among high school
graduates, 56 per cent named
newspapers. For those with
family incomes of more than
810,000 it was 55 per cent.
When asked which medium
would give them enough facts
to fully understand very complicated stories, 36 per cant
named newspapers and 19 per
cent named television.
—11•11111IMINIW
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SWANNS MARKET.1
... New ...

* MEATS *

MARTHA WHITE
BLUEBERRY or STRAWBERRY

MUFFIN MIX

239S

RIB STEAKS

lb

99

No. 303 can

BUSH'S

,SWEET POTATOES 3/7!
DEERWOOD CREAM STYLE

No. 303 can

CORN

TENDER

MINUTE STEAKSli

5P1

FRESH PORK

SMOKE
many other sm
special "sm.

No. 303 can

SPINACH

2/35'

SANTA ROSA

No. 303 can

lb. 99i
COUNTRY STYLE

3/57' SPARE

TOMATOES
ZESTA

69'

RIBS

1 lb.

CRACKERS

39'

SLICED1/4PORK LOIN lb.69t
SLAB BACON 49$

MIRACLE WHIP A os
Pint
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ICE CREAM CUPS
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25' COFFEE
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rr
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-
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SPECIAL MICE
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39'
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VAI UAEILE
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7 28 71
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

for $1
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•

BANQUET

MISSOURI

5c

3
3/s1

CHEF'S CHOICE FRENCH FRIED
2 lbs

TOMATOES - BUTTER BEANS
- OKRA - SQUASH - PEAS -

VAL UAE.31. E

59c

6% oz

•
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Antismoking campaign
works on some
not all

a
he
Lnd
all
ers
iey
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By ALAN MERRIDEW
Copley News Service
The dedicated smoker is Ott
his way to becoming a second-ate citizen.
His very right to exist is under attack.
He is reminded daily by
newspapers an4. magazines
that smoking hurts his health.
might even cause cancer.
As he drives to work, chances
are he will see at least one
bumper sticker that tells him
''Morticians Dig Smokers."
He is criticized not only for
endangering his own health,
but for being bothersome or
harmful to others.
The U.S. surgeon general
wants smoking banned in public places. Supreme Court Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger has
protested in a four-page letter
to the Federal Aviation Agency
about smokers on aircraft.
Some airlines have set up
special "smokers' sections"
and one rueful smoker said it
was probably a conspiracy to
hasten the end through mass
asphyxiation.
Pressure is applied on the
smoker in business and inchistry,, where "risk-factor" programs aimed at health and
safety are increasing.
Employers concede that they
stand to increase profits and efficiency if only a fraction of the
incredibly high number of man
years lost through smoking-associated illness were cut.
They point out the personal
benefits to the smoker who
quits. Scene predict the theme
of the '70s will be the social responsibility of firms to their
employes.
A Los Angeles concern
warned a secretarial applicant
she would have to stop smoking
to get a job in a department
manned by nonsmokers — and
es-smokers.
Companies in other parts of
the country have sent memos

Dol
th
an

nit
ler

-urging" smokers to luck the
habit, offered bonuses and put
up grim posters and slogans.
.The Bank of California allows
male employes to smoke "anywhere" but says women must
not smoke where they deal with
the public or where visible to
the public.
A spokesman said no question of "discrimination" was
involved.
Some firms have put up
signs, such as "No Smoking,
Please. It's Hazardous to My
Health," but as a hint rather
than an order.
While the efforts are reaching many, obviously, there are
"the dedicated, hard-core
smokers who are well read on
the subject but still prefer to
smoke.
Their reasons are sometimes
interesting.
Said Bob Bourgeois, 31, a
certified public accountant who
smokes 11
/
2 packs a day:
''Frankly, I couldn't care less
about how nonsmokers try to
make me stop.
"I think we're living in a
community and state in which
people do their own things.
"Smoking is one of the lesser
social evils you have to put up
with,and for the most part nonsmokers don't bother you.
"The people most likely to
get at you are those who've quit
themselves.
"Some people,if you're at the
dinner table, and inadvertently
blow smoke in their faces, will
express their annoyance and
that's about it."
More privately, and particularly between the smoker
or ex-smoker and "nonsmokers' rights" activists,
much harsher words flow.
Smokers, it is said, are "extremely careless." "thoughtless," "rude" and "selfish."
,The argument goes something
like this:
'Smokers insist on fouling

SMOKE SCREEN--Dave Delaney encounters adverse reaction from Mark Otterlei, right, that
many other smokers are getUng from nonsmokers. Stewardess is Kathy Kay. Many airlines have set
op special "smoker's sections."
autriOntation from the r.
secretary of state.
International Nickel has converted some 700 acres of tailings
dumps at its Ontario, Canada,
operations to grasslands. Formerly dusty, barren wasteland,
the tailings dumps now supNEW
YORK (UPI) - or
through
Cuba"
was port seed grasses and
attract
'2.ommunist China no longer is forbidden
without special
wildlife.
xff limits to the American
traveler. But don't start
packing your ping-pong padffles - Peking has given no
indication yet that it is ready
to roll out the red carpet for
visitors from the United States.
The Nixon administration
opened the road for the
American tourist to Mainland
WE RE-tif iiVt !HU RIGHT
China after about 20 years by
dropping all travel restrictions
Tf1 I IMIT (MAN TITIES
earlier this year.
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tics Board for permission to
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operate flights from the United
States to Peking, Shanghai and
Canton.
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on the State Department
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SALE
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be
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of next May 5 IF visas are
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Don't hold breath
until trip to China

their environment with cancerinducing, irritating
byproducts of their own addiction.
"Their spouses, children,
friends and complete strangers
are defenseless against eye
irritation, nasal congestion,
scratchy throat, itching skin,
asthmatic wheezing, strench,
fumes. .. "
Taking the argument further: "Smokers have a legal
right to commit fractional suicide, but does that give them
the right to commit fractional
murder"
Just as smokers' rights activisits get vocal, so can
smokers, including doctors.
Dr. Emory C. Vandagrift, in
Fiorida, wrote to the Medical
Tribune!
•'Dr. Beasley and I are
hooked, so you say.
"My question is, 'What is
your hook-up?'
-John 3:167 Painting? Good
books? Little phobias?
If smoking makes us more
tolerant of our fellowman, a little less critical of those around
us, then what right do you have
to tell us what is right and
wrong?
-The only thing Harry Truman said that I agree with was:
'If you wish to live a long time,
pick ancestors who lived a long
time.'
-If all you self-righteous nonsmokers would only leave us
alone and tend to your own
knitting or Bible-waving!
-Obesity, self-esteem (egotism ), too much milk, sugar,
pills, tranquilizers, booze,
religion, sleep, golf, bowling,
fishing, boating, cards, etc.,
can be just as harmful, and you
know it — perhaps even more
so.
Now You Know
By United Press International
The city of Washington, Pa.,
originally Was called "Catfith's
Camp," after an Indian chief
who had camped there.
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blefield McCreery, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Opal Mate Fulton,
1001 Main St., Murray, Mrs.
Lizzie Smith, 206 East Poplar St.,
Murray, Bluford Harvey Dixon,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Linda Lou Filbeck and Route 1, Kirlcsey, Matthew Jones,
Baby Girl, Route 5, Benton, Mrs. 401 Cherry St., Murray, William
Vickie Marie Horn and Baby Henry Dunn, 1501 Story St.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary St. John,
Girl, Route 5, Murray.
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Lucy Bell
Colson (expired), Route 5,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Fredia Ann Thurman, Benton.
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Lavera
May Elkins, Route 5, Benton, EXPERT'S TAX TROUBLE
BRUNSWICK, Ohio (UPI)—
Ftexie Jackson, Route 1, Hardin,
Wildy Coleman McKee!, Route 4, Three years ago when James
Murray, Mrs. Mavis Young, Coughlin was chairman of'City
Route 1, Alm°, Miss Vickie Sue Council's Finance Committee,
Kirks, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. he drew up an income tax
Florence Balentine, Route 3, ordinance, set up a tax
Murray, Mrs. Tennie Colson, 203 collection office and hired an
North 16th St., Murray, Mrs. income tax administrator.
Coughlin is now being sought
Melissa Gail Manning and Baby
Girl, Route 1, 'Grimy, Mrs. on warrants for failing to file a
Linda Lou Brady, 203 North 16th city income tax return, Mayor
St., Murray, Mrs. Mavis Stub- Carl Ola said
July 17, 1971
ADULTS $13
NURSERY 11

ROCKET BRAND
NO-PEST STRIP
INSECTICIDE
MASKING TAPE

$ 1 29

BRIGHT SIDE

Hospital Report

CREST

Yo7efLeddi
DISCOUNT

—
110-Pest
Strip
404.
.0*

"HI, HUBERT." "HI, EDMUND."—Running mates in the
last presidential election and possible candidates in the
1972 race, Sen. Hubert Humphrey (left), D-Minn., and
Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, greet each other at a
meeting of the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee
in Washington. Muskie is chairman of the subcommittee.
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A train ride in China:
miles and miles of fields
PEKING, People's Republic
of China — Train rides eLsewhere miwaimply be a means
of getting fa= one place to another, but In this comparatively
unknown country it is an experience worth remembering.
During the 36 hours it took to
travel the 1,500 miles from
Canton to Shanghai we saw the
backbone of China's strength
and the seat of its power : agricultural development.
As far as the eye could see on
both sides of the tracks through
all our waking hours stretched
fields of grain, vegetables, orchards, chick-breeding farms
and eves) "green manure," a
aop that apparently increases
the Nitrogen content of the sod.
We could see hills being
leveled and farmed. And we
were told that the work was
done by human labor. Machines, although produced
here, are not ordinarily used in
public works projects unless
absolutely necessary.
China's trains run on schedule — and our tram which
traveled 1,500 miles arrived on
the dot in Shanghai.
Contrary to the general impression in the outside world,
there are different classes here
so Ear as trains are concerned.
One can travel on "Yingzuouche" or "hard seat" class;
on the "Yingwoche" or "hard
sleeper" class or one can travel
in style on the "Ruanwoche" or
•'soft sleeper" class.
Hard seats are really hard

because they are made of
wood. The same goes for the
hard sleeper cars which have
the bunks in tiers of four. Most
of the travelers on the train
brought blankets to serve as
cushions or mattresses.
The soft sleeper class, however, can compare with European railways.
They are in fact patterned
after the European sleeperettes with small roans that can
hold four people.
Tea is available on request
and each cabin has spotless
porcelain tea mugs complete
with covers to keep the tea but.
Attached to the soft sleeper
car is a dining car which serves
both Chinese and sinapie European food.
Each cabin is provided with
an electric fan and a loudspeaker that can be turned on
or off — as compared to the
loudspeakers in the other
classes that cannot be turned
off by individual travelers.
At the stops along the way,
visitors can get off and walk for
a few minutes, buy Chinese
sweets, 'sin pao" or Chinese
dumplings with meat inside,
cigarettes, wine and other
kinds of snacks.
The Cninese along the way
were friendly and many went
out of their way to do us favors.
When a member of the Filipino trade mission wanted to
buy some Chinese biscuits, for
example, a soldier who was
traveling bought some for him.
Soldiers here, unlike many
countries in Asia, do not carry
weapons. When off duty they do
not mind having their pictures

taken. But on duty, when they
are armed, they do not allow
their pictures to be taken.
Our guide, Soong Wen Wah,
told us that the military do not
wear insignia because everyone in every unit knows everybody else — and who is supposed to give orders.
Soldiers, we observed, do not
salute one another. And the
ally title used is "comrade."
"The only way to guess the
rank of the soldier is to see how
old he is," said Soong.
-And at that, you'll be guessing," he said.
The trains, like everything
else in China, are immaculately clean.
The cabins are cleaned when
the occupants are dining. The
but water Thermos jugs for the
tea are refilled at that time.
Traveling by air is a little
more like traveling by air anywhere else in the world. But
there are, of course, differences.
The stewardesses and stewards wear the same type of
clothes worn by practically
everyone in China — blue or
gray pants with white, blue or
gray shirts. Even the pilots
wear the same outfits.
And of course there are pictures of Chairman Mao Tsetung and of Vice Chairman Lin
Piao in the airplanes — fourengined Fokkers or possibly
Russian planes which look like
Fokkers.
We heard the only English
announcements we came
across in China aboard the
Snanghai-Peking flight.

Christian County High school, School. Elizabethtown; July 29FRANKFORT, Ky.—The 23,
July 26-27, Daviess 30, M. C. Napier High School,
wpionsville;
Division of Pupil Transportation won High School,Owensboro; Hazard,
of the Kentucky Department of
26-27, Warren East High Aug. 2-3, Johnson Central HRih
Education will conduct 16
Bowling Green; July 29- School, Paintsville; Aug. 2-3,
School,
regional driver training schools
Pulaski County High Sehnni
for Kentucky school bus drivers
sununer.
this
The drivers attending will
receive some training in all areas
that relate to the operation of the
school bus and their duties and
responsibilities as drivers.
There will be films, demonstrations, and group discussions
in traffic laws, State Board of
Education regulations, rules of
the road, defensive driving, papa
and
control,
discipline
emergency procedures, fire
fighting, first aid, accident
prevention and public relations.
The Kentucky State Police will
instruct the drivers concerning
traffic laws and acciden
procedures.
The 1971 school bus dri
IT'S NO HORSE-LAUGHING MATTE as veterinarian
training schools will be held:
J Tumlinson vaccinates Mrs. Dolores Locke's animal at
Harlingen, Tex., in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, where
July 19-20 and Aug. 23-24
Thomas Jefferson High school an equine sleeping sickness has killed more than 100.
It's technical name is Venezuelan equine encephalomyeLouisville; July 22-2 Lane
litis. It strikes humans, too, but not fatally.
High School, Paducah; July

Somerset; Aug. 12-13, Turkey
Foot Junior High School, Ft.
Mitchell; Aug. 12-13, Knox
Central High School, Bar
horn-nine: Aug. 16-17, Rowan

County High School, Morehead;
Aug. 16-17, Edmonton Elementary School, Edmonton; Aug. 1920, Estill County High School,
Irvine; Aug 1D-20,Mercer County
High School, Harrodsburg.

APOLLO 15 TO LAUNCH SUSSATIMIT11--'This 80-pound,
31" x 14" subsatellite will be launched by the Apollo 15
spacecraft and will orbit the Moon for a year. It will
radio scientific data to Earth.

r
We purchased a trainload of dependable TempMaster and Delmonico Freezers
at tremendous savings for this once a year sale. We pass these savings on
to you See our complete line of feature packed freezers today!

SPACE AGE REPORT

Private industry gets
fire protection spinoff
Prototypes will be tested this
summer in fire departments all
over-the canonry.
,
A few suits provided by the
Manned Spacecraft
agency's
the
in
Fire strikes terror
Center already are being used
heart of a spaceman.
A blase in the pure oxygen or • by the Houston Fire Departhigh-oxygen content of a ment.
Out of the terrible Apollo
spacecraft interior's atfire also has come
spacecraft
only
spell
can
mosphere
the development of special
disaster.
All this came homie to flame-resistant sheet's, pillow
American space officials on cases and patient gowns for use
Jan. 27, 1967, when three'. S. by patients who must be
astronauts were burned to treated for cancer in hyperdeath in an Apollo spaceship as basic chambers with a high
oxygen content atmosphere.
it sat on the test pad.
Ever since that tragic day a
Oxygen is highly flammable
part of the space effort has and once ignited is virtually
been directed toward the impossible to extinguish.
development of nonflammable
Intumescent ( fire resistant)
materials in the design and paints, studied for years by
building of spacecraft, space NASA's Ames Research Center
nuts and other equipment.
at Mountain View, Calif., were
In less than 4102 years the developed first for spacecraft
National Aeronautics and and equipment assigned to
Administration's space missions. Now they have
Space
( NASA fire safety programs been found to be a major fire
have made such strides that buffer or retardant when apnow some of the breakthroughs plied to conventional materials
are being used by fire depart- on earth.
merits across the nation. Other
The paints tend to hold down
government agencies, industry the spreading of flames once
and private groups are they have started. They also
studying what the space possess
high
insulation
program already has learned qualities that protect materials
about how to prevent and curb from flames, Ames officials
point out.
For example, the InMost of the new Amesternational Association of developed materials — foam,
Firefighters has asked the paint, fiber laminates and glass
space agency to develop — have possible use in airprotective suits from new planes as insulation, carpeting,.
nonflammable
materials.
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
(Copts) News Service

seats, head rests, decorative
paneling, curtains, flame
barriers nd protection of
electrical devices.
Tests of the most promising
of these materials are
scheduled for next fall at the
Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston.
Private industry, which has
helped Ames develop its fireresistant line of materials,
nevertheless is slow itself to
accept such innovations, NASA
has discovered, for it is
governed by such factors as
costs, technical development
and marketing.
Philip H. Bolger, assistant
director of safety programs
and research for NASA,says he
understands industry's
caution.
"We are pulling together the
whole world of fire technology,
and this can be applied
anywhere," he explains. "We
would not expect it to be accepted in a revolutionary
fashion overnight. Assimilation
of this kind of thing is naturally
a slow process.
-We are just emerging from
the embryonic stage with these
new materials and new applications."
Even so, some of the nonflammable materials are being
marketed for limited use.
While NASA still is the best
customer for much of the
output, new materials are
available for domestic applications, Bolger says.
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Travelers to Moscow
are in for a surprise

rehead;
me
Aug. 19School,
• County
g.

body bathed in yellowish rays
of light.
Travel barometers point to a
record year for American
MOSCOW - Because of its tourists to visit Russia and
reputation, visitors to Moscow Siberia.
Many are expected to bypass
invariably expect the Kremlin
to be a grim, gray fortress Moscow in favor of Leningrad,
inaccessible to all but furtive often described as one of the
world's most beautiful cities. It
men in overcoats.
Far from being bleak, the was built in the 18th Century
Kremlin is a beautiful ar- and is interlaced with canals
chitectural monument - a reminiscent of Amsterdam.
shrine, graveyard, museum, Peter the Great called
park, theater, treasury and Leningrad, St. Petersburg "window on the west."
church - all rolled into one.
Other Soviet Union visitors
From a distance it looms as a
fairyland of domes and will go to Sochi, Russia's Black
crosses; many of them Sea resort which served as the
shimmering with rubles "Riviera for the czars" and is a
mounted in gold and sporting playground for thousands of f
Russians.
fresh coats of gold paint.
High on the list of every
Khabarovsk, the Siberian
visitor to Russia is a trek metropolis on the Amur River,
through the Kremlin - seat of will lure many Westerners, as
the Soviet government and a will Irkutsk, the hub of Siberia,
vast storehouse of Riissisin on the Angara River.
treasures.
Much of this year's anUntil the death of Joseph ticipated upswing in travel to
*lin, the Kremlin's streets Russia and Siberia
will be
aqii buildings were off limits to attributed to an exclusive
thi public, including Russians. agreement worked out between
Tilday most of the 65 acres Alaska Airlines and Soviet
ustide the walls of this city agencies last year. The U. S.
hin a city host Western avil Aeronautics Board has
es in mini-skirts and maxi- given the program its stamp of
mitts and felt-booted peasants approval.
io:.padded jackets. They come
Both countries believe the
to wander among the tombs of program will further
aid unatprs and to gape at the derstanding between the two
cathedrals and steep spires nationalities and lessen the
off with red stars.
tension between the two
internation
d
al visitors are countries.
fascinated by the . newly
The airline will make 12
aWakening Soviet tourist in- scheduled trips - all
dry and the cordial welcome originating in Anchorage,
bi English-speaking Russian Alaska. The first is set for June
who delight in sharing 12, the last, Sept. 4.
old
buildings and
Six flights will go to
'to:
'
orals, particularly with
Leningrad
and
six
to
ors from the West.
of the Kremlin's biggest Khabarovsk. Flights to other
rist attractions are the points in Russia and Siberia
gest bell in the world -that will be made aboard Aeroflot,
naver has rung - and the the Soviet airline.
Since scheduled flights by
gest-bore cannon - that
Aeroflot are not allowed to take
has roared.
The cannon, an 890nun, was off until all seats are filled,
cist in 1586 for use as the private Aeroflot charters will
Kfemlin's first line of defense. be used to expedite the travel,
an Alaska Airlines spokesman
?The bell, weighing 200 tons, said.
rasts on a pedestal nearby. The
The tours are all packaged
ten-ton chunk that broke off into 15-day plans costing $1,396.
when workers heaved it out of Flights, hotels, meals and
the casting bit lies nearby.
guided tours within Russia are
ifieereiggatios
all included.
•
Kremlin viaitorsWthe line of
Travel to Russia requires a
authorized travel-away from
LAND TRANSFERS
office buildings which still are
Records filed on micro-film in
closed to the public.
pert to the Kremlin is Red the office of the Calloway County
Sltuare, another major at- Court Clerk Marvin Harris intraction to tourists. In a clude the following compiled by
dignified tomb of red granite, the staff of the Ledger and Times.
well lighted arid guarded, lies
They are:
the body of Vladimir I. Lenin.
Harold Grogan and Dorothy
International tour groups are Grogan to Steve Mason Andrus
allowed to join the lines of and Martha Andrus, part of lot in
Russians that move steadily E. B. Irwin Addition of Murray.
pest the bier of the most
Curtice Cook and Nelda Cook,
famous of all Soviet leaders. to George Durham and Catherine
Guards scan the lines of Durham, tract of land in
visitors with a constant Calloway County.
reminder to keep their hands
Omie Jones, Ruby Craig, Clyde
out of their pockets. No Wrather
and Novie Orr (heirs of .
cameras are allowed near the
E.M.Miles and Emma Miles), to
bier of the founder of the Soviet
Charles H. Humphreys and
state.
The eerie walk past the bier Delyghte Humphreys, tract of
lasts about ten seconds and less land in Calloway county.
Herman C. Witty and Ines R.
than 2,000 visitors can be accommodated in a single day. Witty to Wilson Christeriberry
It's a solemn procession that and Lela May Christenberry,
moves along the moldy, tract of land on south right of way
dungeon-like tomb. Visitors are of Kentucky Highway 121.
Joseph Beard and Naomi
warned against any display of
disrespect for the reposing Beard to Charles Robert Armingeon and Viola Armingeon,
lot in Kentucky Lake DevelopI'S. Minutes Buy More
ment Subdivision.
While the U.S. consumer
Phil Waldman, Jr. and
works 24 minutes to purchase
Jeanette L. Waldman to Albert L.
me pound of sirloin steak.
Dockins and Elizabeth Ann
consumers must work 110
Dockins, tract of land in
minutes in France, 132 minCalloway County.
utes in U.S.S.R., 118 minutes
in Brazil, 269 minutes in D. W. Shoemaker and Louise
Japan, and 27 minutes in Shoemaker to William E.
Reamer, Sr. and Shirley M.
Canada.
Reamer, tract of land on north
right of way of Highway 121.
Calloway Resorts Inc. to Cletus
Colson, lot in Center Ridge
Subdivision.
Kathryn Palmer Smith and
Albert Smith to Raymond Miller
and La Verne Miller, two lots in
Harvest Hills Subdivision.
Articles of Inc. of Joyce
Properties of Route 5, Murray,
formed by Michael Joyce and
Charlotte Joyce, with Larry
Campbell as resident agent, this
July 1, 1971.
Rex Billington and Daisy Dean
Billington, to James F. Collins
and Maloy Collins, tract of land in
Murray north right of way of
Sycamore St.
Cecil B. Smith and Lucille
Smith to Ruth Ann Hill, tract of
land in Murray beginning. intersection of South 7th and
Sycamore.
Mabelle Schroader Farmer to
Murray Art Guild,tract of land in
Murray.
USAF'S FIRST woman genW. W. Perry and Annie Perry
eral is Jeanne M. Holm,
who just reached brigadier to Eugene R. Smotherman and
r,ink and just turned 50. Joette Smotherman, tract of land
in Calloway
By BILL HILL
Copley News Service

Wir

T
It

Iver

passport, of course, and a visa.
Visitors going to Russia on
their own must decide well in
advance the cities they will
visit and the length of stay in
each. The major cities have
accommodations for tourists
but many of the smaller cities
do not.
lntourist, the special service
4or fopeign visitors, -has
representatives in many U. S
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For Smiles Send to the Table Sandwiches
Featuring Meat as the Main Ingredient
August is Sandwich Month
so start celebrating by serving new and appetizing combinations to your family.
Meat as the most popular
filler gives the possibility of
great variety to sandwich
preparation, says Reba
Staggs, home economist of
the National Live Stock and
Meat Board.
From ready-to-serve sausages and prepared meats,
create special and hearty
sandwiches such as the submarine, poor boy and hero to

6
6

rolls
large lettuce leaves
slices Swiss cheese, cut
in half diagonally
green pepper rings
tomato slices
stuffed green olives

Cover with bun tops, securing each with small skewer
threaded with 1 cocktail
frankfurter and 1 stuffed
green olive. 6 sandwiches.

12
please individual or family
6
tastes. For a satisfying hot
Pork Sausage
6
sandwich, count on juicy
Reuben Sandwiches
oval-shaped pork sausage
Blend mayonnaise and 1 pound pork sausage
patties to add new flavor to mustard. Slice rolls in half
2 tablespoons water
the Reuben.
lengthwise and spread with 4 slices rye bread with
mustard mayonnaise. Place
caraway seeds*
Individual Sub Sandwiches lettuce leaf on bottom half
1,4 cup Thousand Island
18 slices cooked ham .
of each roll. Arrange 3 folded
dressing, if desired
12 slices pickle and pimiento slices of ham and 2 folded
34 cup sauerkraut, well
slices pickle and pimiento
loaf
drained
12 slices liver sausage
loaf. Arrange on top of sau- 2 slices (2 ounces)
Swiss
6 cocktail frankfurters
sage on each sandwich: 2
cheese, cut in half
triangles cheese, 2 slices
14 cup mayonnaise
diagonally
2 teaspoons mustard
liver sausage, 2 green pepper
Shape sausage into 4 oval
6 rectangular sandwich
rings and 1 slice tomato. patties, 34 inch thick. Place

in a cold frying-pan, add
water, cover and cook slowly,
5 minutes. Pour off drippings. Cook patties slowly
on both sides until well done.
Toast bread. Spread each of
the slices with 1 tablespoon
dressing, if desired. Top
dressing side of each with
2 tablespoons sauerkraut, a
cooked sausage patty and a
triangle of cheese. Broil 3
inches from heat until cheese
melts. Yield: 4 sandwiches.
If closed sandwiches are desired, toast 4 additional
slices of rye bread and use
to top sandwiches when removed from broiler.

(=>

Ban
Spray
Deodorant

00
1
OCAC3Cite

Colgate
Toothpaste

4 or

Rexall
Emerald
Bright
Shampoo

Alka
Seltzer 10

VOWDELSEY

2 Roll

2•PLY SATI4i0OM TISSUI

36's
Foil
Wrapped

Delsey Bathroom Tissue

Saw iSmase

Family Size

MEIN

$1.19 Value

$1.09 Value

$1.00 Value

.1. •slue

$1.15 Value

EIEWOR3

09'6577 79 03' 170
SUMMER
SE1.1.011/

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT Feeilel
Central

Sh • in Center Murra , K .

d

DRUG STORE

Prices Good Thru July 28, 1971 Quantity Rights Reserved While Quantities Last
1971 Marks Our
.50th
Year of
s
—
Reliable Drug.
• •,
"
Service
Anchor Hocking Glassware

ummuccauximakvigz.
man •••••

omm.

Beautiful 7 Piece

I

BEVERAGE SET

I:4

Perfec• for Summer Refreshments!

!.1

16 oz Tumblers
— 64 oz Heavy Glass

I1

rMiss Clairol
Creme
Formula
Hair Color

ST 99 Value

without Coupon 81.77

§,r

FunN y iY VY

$1.76. Value

Candle
Citronella

Pack of 100
Cold Cups

Kodak Instamatic 44 Camera

7 oz
98C Value

790 Value

A44E

57's 77(P
Tiki Tapers
Z

Perfect Patio Companion
-Runs Bugs Away

$119
Elmer's Glue
% oz. Tube 23C

Value

15i$
Crest
Soap Box

Phisohex
Antibacterial
Skin Cleanser

2154 Value

13'$

$3.04 Value

FLEXIBLE WALL

Phillips
Milk of
Magnesia

1.95 Value

569

12 or. 98C Valu

Pistol Grip
Hose Nozzle

$6.99 Value

984 Value

$588

69's
Deluxe
Green Rubber
Garden Hose

Auto Litter Basket
$1.19 Value

Reinforced

$989

5/8inch x
50 feet

OSCILLATING

•

LAWN SPRINKLERS

79's

OZ.

Begley's
Milk of
Magnesia
16 oz 89C Value

$777

Chic Heavy Duty
Vibrator

Metal
Tape Rule

POOLS

$9.95 Value

93'$
Wood Camp Stool
$1.49 Value

99$1
Lord Chesterfield
Windproof Lighter
694 Value

430

Coppertone
Suntan
Lotion
4 oz $1.60 Value
$1 65
Value

Barnes-'ind
Wetting
Solution

$1°7

Triple Lanolin
Hand Lotion
8 oz. $1.76 Value
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Fossil Museum
Is Highlight
Of Big Bone
The Northern Kentucky site of
by giant
a salt lick used
prehistoric mammals will be
developed into a nationally important historical attraction,
Governor Nunn announced.
Speaking at the dedication of a
new camping area at Big Bone
Lick State Park in Boone County,
the governor said plans call for
historical, natural and environmental development of the
park.
The highlight will be a perhousing
museum
manent
fossilized remains and replicas of
the ancient bison, mastodon,
sloth, mammoth and horse which
watered at the lick thousands of
years ago.
The governor said the Parks
Department is seeking October
delivery of reconstructed
skeletons ant' lifessize replicas of
the bison and mastodon.
Big Bone Park, he said, is
-vital in our plans" for 1974 when
the state will observe the 200th
anniversary of the first permanent settlement west of the
Alleghenies (Harrodsburg) and
the 100th running of the Kentucky
Derby.
He noted that the National
Park Service recently designated
Big Bone Lick as a national
historical site, making it eligible
for federal aid. He said he will
soon meet with the U. S.
Secretary of the Interior Rogers
Morton concerning funding of the
expansion program.

Bakery prices good thru Sat.,
July 24. All other prices good
thru Tues., July 27. Limit Right Reservec

SHOP WHERE EVERY DAY IS DISCOUNT-DAY

j;()
((-4e7

:nle
A GRADE A all

YORK. Pa. (UPI) not the heat; it's the humidity."
You ii hear that lament •
lot this summer and although
many people have come to
regard it as an "old chestnut"
oit's a fact, accoeding
by now,
to York Division of BorgWarner Corp., manufacturer of
air conditioning and refrigeration equipment.
Excessive humidity or
moistun- in warm summer air
makes it feet hotter than it
reaBy is because the more
sattrated with moisture the
air the more the human body's
ability to CQ01 itself by evaporation is limited.
Modern air conditioning systems are designed to take the
humidity factor into consideration in providing a comfortable
whole-house environment They
extract moisture from the warm
air in addition to lowering the
temperature, says York.
In winter the problem is
just the opposite: too little
moisture in the air. Ca air
is relatively dry because it cannot hold as much moisture
as warm air and so when dry,
winter air is taken indoors and
heated the resultant warm air
tends to absorb whatever moisture is available, including
moisture from the human body.
Moisture, therefore, must
be added to the air in winter
to maintain a comfortable humidity level.
In this instance, too, an air
conditioning system can help.
Whole-house systems that cool
and remove moisture from the
air in summer and heat and
Ali moisture in winter are
avalhi‘ie

Tokyo has
bargain' bar
TOKYO (UPI) - Tokyo's
beat bargains in drinking are
Fold in a basement bar appropriately named The Cocktail.
The Cocktail's menu lists
81 mixed drinks, most of them
priced between 100 to 200 yen
(27 to 55 cents), a fraction of
the prices charged in most
Tokyo ban.
Reason for the bargains?
The Cocktail is operated by
the Tokyo Bartenders School
as a laboratory for its students
and is open to the public. It is
located in Shiriuku (New Inn)
Ward. one of Tokyo's liveliest
entertainment and shopping
districts.
Susan Scully, editor of the
Tokyo %.-ek,wder, a weekly
newspaper, calla The Cock tail
a "gift to the serioue drinker
a serious expense
is
account.FLOODS KILL 21
TOKYO UPI )-National police said today 21 persons were
killed and 85 others injured hi
mudslides and flooding caused
by nine inches of rain in six
hnirrs In west central Japan
List iieekend.
More than 5.200 houses were
flooded and highways washed
we in fINe olaces

's

DOVE
LIQUID

PILLSBURY'

-KROGER
• EGGS 1

FLOUR
Plain or Self-Rising, 5-Lb. Bag

"Special Label"

*
i
S

1 11,
.
••••••••1•MI.

0

59c.,

4
44-4
lair•

U.S. CHOI.

ALL
17'
F esELATIN3- Pkg13' DING RATION0D
JEI-l
8 986
SNACK-PACK GEL4-63c BURGER
34'
TISSUE
INSTANT PUDDING 15' FACIAL
vairrEORCOLoR
48c
JELL
IAFr
58' CHARMIN TISSUE
All Flavors
KROGER
CHARCOAL LIGHTER' 49c
ICE 12-gall4
BIG K DRINKS
19'
MILK

KRAFT S VELVEETA

CHEESE
FOOD

$o 1 09
Loaf II

Pkg 7'
99'
INSTANT COFFEE
78'
C9FFALPtATE
88'
LIPTON TEA
6-oz. jar

CARN

1-lb. jar

8-oz. pkg.

2-lbs. 4-oz.

240-ct. pkg.

Y

15

4;

Pint

KRAFI

KRAFT 1000 ISLAND

8-- 41'
39' COCONUT
"a- 41'
DRESSING
35' CRISCO OIL
WAFFLE SYRUP
98'
26'
EKETCHUP
SPOTLIGHT
'
68
BEE STEW
COFFEE
69'
A-1 SAUCE
1-lb. bag
VIENNA SAUSAGE tu'il 24'
3-lb. bag 9..99
:I
CLOROX Jr dp%
n-'"ar 45'
PICKLES
BLEACH "ali,j1r
MAYONNAISE
46'
BP-T3A-Q SAUCE
37'
496
' SPRAY STARCH
CHICK & DUMPLINGS 55
MISS GEORGIA 3
KR0GER
59'
9L-oz
TUNA
,
CHUNK
PEACHES/89;
SAUCE
BAR-B-Q
lib. 13-oz. cans
RICELAND RICE
49
23'
SAKT),VIRGTRAdimA lKERS
21' CIDER VINEGAR
S HOUSE
PORK & BEArti
34' SCOTAPPLE JUICE
INZ
CIDER VINEGAR gt 38' GRAPE DRINK
38' TISSUE Roll I
396
69' FLEECE TISSUE
b9,23' PR
DIAL SOAP
WORTH $1.00
!ro,.ier
39'
E
77'
2-OT. BEVERAGE
27'
KANDY BLEACH
FLUFF RINSE Qt 37
SERVER
'
29c
'rowels
CLEANALMON
SER
229 ;329
CAT FOOD
r I
44'
CAT CHOW
I2-oz. bottle

FOR FRYING!

1-qt. 1-pint

1-1b. 8-oz. can

49'
12,-ct.$
Pigs. I

'
• ts.

Ea

FIX

HELLMAN

Pint

GOLDEN

HOME PRIDE

22-01. Can

BREAST o'CHICKEN

89

'1 59 Size

LISTERINE
$FiTs

$1"Size

me She

EXTRA DRY DEODORANT

ARRID SI 29 L9(p
SPRAY Size ‘10

1-pint $
2-0z. 1
bottles

LONG GRAIN

2:$41

can

HEAD & SHOULDERS $s145F $1"
73'
RIGHT GUARD
B-C AsEibsitHE POWDER71'
44'
FEMS
P's °'

1-1b. Sox. eau

bottle
1-pint

POUND')
CAKE 1h,
20-OZ.

HEINZ

3-lb Pkg
CAMPBELL'S VEGETABLE-BEEF
10,-2-oz. can

RU

Qt

WELCH

lit. 14-oz. can

SUNSWEET

lit. 8-oz.

PIES °f 4 rolls

RI F

B

EE M

2-oz.
/
JERGEN'S 91bottle
LOTION
with this coupon at Kroger thru Tues., July 27.

Limit: one. Subject to applicable state and local
taxes.
4-01 DEODORANT

Englis
u.s.c.c:
Cube
YE
OD;
RAY

HOLE

POR
SHOI

PITE

9c

BATH SIZE

U. S. CHOIC

Phil

LECTRA SOL 1-lb 4.°1 Pkg

THERM-O-WARE

lbe

ROLLED or

FRESH,
Groom
Chop ,
SH

GROUND

R.

TEXlZt

1 1130
'

Es.

WITH COUPON

large roll

ry

$

PURINA

0000 THRU MAY 29.

"
SPRAY
DIAL
this
it Kroger -thru

Bc
111

KELLY

Ring
R
o or ,
ecauaTea m
Almond
p
L'kg.
n59
,

JUNIOR-WE

134

NZ

ARMOUR

12-oz Plig

S. CHOI•

SANDWICH SPREAD 51'
DRESirilik:4 47-747.1 39'

14-oz bottle

COUNTRY OVEN

JELLY ROLLS
PASTRIES
SANDWICH BUNS

CHOIC

KRAFT

qQ

Pint

8-oz. $
loaves

Club
U.S.
Whol.
u.
Swiss

SALAD DRESSING 4t

AKER'S

KARO

1-lb.

STE'
U.S.CHOI.

EMBASSY

PINK LOTION for DISHES

SYRUP

3

ALL FLAVORS

TEXIZE

Qt534;t

SALAD
DRESSING

WIZARD

AUNT JEMIMA

KRuGER SANDWICH

MIRACLE WHIP

jar

JIF

BISCUITS

ROYAL VIKING

2-432.

GRAPE JELLY' -o48'
1.1101UT BUTTER:69'

KROGER

BREAD

141).

U. S. CH01 0

BUSH

KLEENEX

4-ox. pkg.

JELL-O

Chic
K.C.
I
RIB

HUNTS Sliced or Halves,
1-lb. 13-oa. can

KEN-L RATION

HUNT'S

Chic

1402.44€
CbsCKTAIL JUICE lit.
33'
PEACHES
MEXICAN BEANS 1&v. eak14'

154-oz. can

oruitrATTY

Humidity
controls

111'

1-1b.

r!r 1 er

EXTRAc
EXTRA A 150 EXTRA° 200
100
TOP VALUE STAMPS
TOP
TOP VALUE STAMPS

VALUE STAMPS

OLYMPIAN
with this
S5 00

trierrn-o-ware

NOW ON SALE!
ware

See this colorful and durable plastic
on display. . . you will Want to build a
complete set! Weekly features1

with coupon
9-01.
Tues., July 27. Limit: one. Subject to applicable CUP
: state and local taxes.

91

MANY
COMPANION
PIECES, TOOI

ens
ena
•

ems

coupon and
purchase,

eieJudinc; tobacco and
trt sh or Iroyen
products
Mcr, be combined with
oth..r Triple Header
coupons for up to 450

trunps
envi
•011,
0iNv/ V

hipices
Ill,
one

•••

with this coupon and
SIO 00 purchase,
I- I/ I lading tobarro and
(red, 0, froyen mill
pa-niter 0,.

May be romhined with
other Triple Header
coupons for up to 450
stamps I .p,r,“
t.cenillvinit one
iv v •

•trw

1111111111111fii

0.9e

.

11111111411111111. 'cer

or.

with vitt% coupon and
S I 00 purchase,
eialuding tobacco and
fresh or 01,,/en milk
prodortv,
Moy be combined with
other Tflpfe Header
coupons lot imp to 450
stomps

I spot,
one

TOP
tit41.14

1
111111 13

M"
g

*5-lb
'54b
•5411
•54
'54b
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Canadian
tax reform
due in '72

DISCOUNT PRiI

PLY

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

PLUS DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
SLICED AS CHOPS

Pork Loin
VS CHOICE 1 END ER AY

RIB HALF

LB.

79'

LB.

794

FOR 643-031

Pork Riblets

CHUCK
ROAST

WATER
MELON

FRESH. LEAN

Country Style Ribs

LB.

3 TO 5-LS
AVERAGE

Le

69(

LB

494

iE17417(10ZERibs

67

NE

WHOLE

Pork Smolder
DEEP
CUT
SPECIAL

0

FRYING
CHICKEN

U. S. CHOICE TE NOE RAY

Chuck Steak

446
33'

U. S. CHOICE TENDE RAY

LB-

694

BONELESS

Chuck Roast

LB. 89$

Family Pak Mixed Parts

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY BONELESS

K.C. Steak

14'

L.. $1.99

THOMPSON SEEDLESS

RIB
STEAK

Grapes

COASTAL

U.S. CHOICE TENDER/AY

Fish Sticks

Family Pals
!,
steaks

3

Catfish Steaks

Le

Butterball
.

39'

51'

L.$1.29

Club Steak
U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Whole Rib Eye
Swiss Steak

ach
pkg.
3 Breast Clti
DEEP 4-contains 3 Leg Otrs7
CUT
2 Wings
SPECIAL
2 GibletF

$2.29
LB $1.09 FINE FOR
Split Bf01,4fS
HAY
ROLL Fryer Quarters
LB

U.S. CHOICE TENDE RAY

La

694
Potatoes
49'
RED

SUNNY SLOPE

Peaches

U.S. CHOICE

PORK STEAKS

FRESH, TENDER

394

LB

FAMILY PAK

374

FRESH

Fryer Breast
Fryer Leg.

79c.

YELLOW CORN

MIXED

BOSTON

LB 29t

FAMILY PAK

BONELESS
SHOULDER-CUT

39'

Ut

Turkeys

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

RIPE AND SWEET

Cantaloupes

FAMILY PAK OF 4 TO 5

$108

49'
2 F.894
ar U.
LB.

e-oz. ti
PKGS. ip I.

19

Center Cu Family Pak

Pork Chops

LB.

99'

BOSTON-STYLE

FAMILY PAK or
3 TO 5-LEIS.

LB

54h Pork Butt Roast

1.13

49C

L. 594

FRESH

A is

FAMILY PAK OF
3 TO 5-15S.

i96
U.S. CHOICE TENDE RAY BONELESS

English Roast
Cube Steak

9'

'1
3'

39'
39'
27'
29c

44'

nrc
,
mier_ ,±e AI LIAO:.

$1.39

.

TENDERAY

Corned Beef

89$

COUNTRY STYLE

PORK
SHOULDER

49

L. 57' Fresh Picnic

MORRELL PRIDE

Boneless Brisket

LB

Ground Chuck
Chopped Sirloin

LB.

GROUND ROUND or

LB

894

li
c
71.,
,
;
-

9

1143es_ar

,:
ereatti

L. 394

Kroger

CENTER-CUTS...LB. 59c
FIRST CUTS,

3

COUNTRY CLUB,
5 lb $
pkg

894 ALL-BEEF
994 HAMBURGER

LS.

49 Sliced Bologna

25

mildNer

.

534 Pork Hocks

12-0Z.
PKG.

ROLLED or FLAT

FRESH, LEAN

L. 454

FAMILY

LB

69'

59

PORK
STEAK

s

15-LB. A
BAG 9
,
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OTTAWA - Canada will
move into a radical new tax era
in 1972 that will see one million
citizens removed from income
tax rolls and with reduced
payments for another 4.7
million Canadians.
But there will be substantial
increases for other citizens,
particularly with the introduction for the first time in
Canada of a capital gains tax.
In his drive to correct tax
inequities, Finance Minister
Edgar Benson is boosting basic
income tax exemptions from
$1,000 to $1,500 for single
persons and for married
persons from $2,000 to $2,850.
This will be the first major
tax reform in Canada since 1917
and it marks the culmination of
nearly a decade of planning.
Benson estimates that his tax
changes will bring the
government an additional $850
million in revenue by 1977.
Much of the extra cash will
come from the capital gains tax
and from a key decision to tax
unemployment insurance
benefits.
The capital gains system will
be very much like that in the
United States, the finance
minister reported. One matter
worrying Canadians was that
the gains tax would apply to the
sale of their homes. Benson has
assured that no tax will apply
to the sale of a principal
residence but there will be a
capital gains tax where an
individual sells his cottage,
valuable art works or stamp
collections, etc.
had
been
There
apprehension, too, that the
massive tax changes might
include some anti-American
measures, particularly in
terms of U. S. investment in
Canada. These concerns have
proved groundless.
Under the Benson program
and for the first time, ordinary
wage and salary earners will
be permitted to have a
deductible expense account of
up to $150 yearly. There will
also be a tax deduction Of up to
$2,000 per farnily for child care
for working parents.
Along with his major tax
reforms Benson introduced a
regular budget which reduced
income and corporate taxes
and removed annoying sales
taxes from such diverse
margarine,
products as
television and radio sets and
antipollution equipment.
The whole package was so
relatively attractive to longsuffering Canadians, they
immediately began to suspect
that Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau will call an early
general election.
Trudeau has been in trouble
with heavy unemployment and
a lagging economy. Now his
government is introducing
measures clearly ainied at
getting the economy into high

if)
K

.
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LIKES NIXON VISIT-Japanese Prime Minister Eisaku
Seto (foreground) tells the
House of Representatives
in,Tokyo that he is pleased
with President Nixon's
planned visit to Communist China. Behind him is
Kens° Kono, newly - appointed president of Ihe
house:
(Rallis.ohmiq

ast,RRAY, KENTUCKY
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minded citizens who would like to see all long-haired,
bearded youths in jail or worse.
The real issues at stake involve so much more. [I've
never seen a demonstration against the establishment; but
lots for peace, women's rights, ecology.1
If only the young could benefit from the mistakes of
their elders, and the old could listen to the fresh ideas of the
young How can we ever work together for peace, the environment, etc., when people like you pit one side against the
other by printing that story?
"UNDER 25" IN LOMA LINDA
DEAR "UNDER 25": It is not my intestion to "pit" sae
side against the other, but the same freedom of speech which
:made it possible for "Over 31" to be heard, now makes it
possible for you to be beard. Fair enough?

HotPants perfect
post wedding attire

DEAR ABBY: Thank you from the bottom of my heart
for recommending "A Doctor Speaks Out on Sexual Expression in Marriage" by Donald W. Hastings. Only by the grace
of God did my wife and I manage to remain faithful to each
other for 30 years. Our most intimate moments were marred
because of my extreme insensitivity, and my beloved wife's
shyness. In abort, we were both extremely ignorant about
sexual expression in marriage. Thanks to this excellent little
book, we are finding life more beautiful every day.
HELPED AND GRATEFUL

DEAR ABBY: My daughter is being married soon. She
will have a formal church wedding followed by a reception.
Toward the end of the reception she plans to change into her
going away clothes, for which she has selected a HotPants
outfit. Abby, I have nothing against HotPants, but don't you
think she could have selected something a little more apMOTHER
propriate?

1971 forecasts indicate
producers will continue to
supply the consumer-homemaker with adequate supplies of versatile and nutritious pork. The end of 1970
showed approximately 67.5
million head of hogs on
farms, 19 percent more than
a year earlier; with a further increase predicted for
the first half of 1971.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
Coniunction
Too

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Rose (Mrs. Rosetta
Rose), 1500 Clayshire, Murray,
Baby Girl Brady( Mrs. Linda Lott
Brady), 203 N. 16th, Murray.

13
14
IS
16

1-lawahan
wreath
hh1Phkail
Kdler
whale
Possess me
prOrlOur
Chmbmg

Italy
70 FactIttates
71 Grant
DISMISSALS
use of
Mrs. Annie Ovia Sanders, 73 Kmd of
foot race
Route 1, Farmington, Jerry
75 Interior
Alfred Stanley, No. 41 Hales 77 Speck
Trailer Ct., Murray, Joseph 78 Posed for
ocrtrad
Cullen Jackson, Rt. 4, Box 251,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Louise 33 imPosture
Chastise
Balentine, RI 3, Murray, Mrs. 35 Compass
point
dirolyn Ruth Parker and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. 38 Male swan
38 Evaluates
Margaret Faye Gibson and Baby 39 Precipitous
Boy, Rt. 2 Box 139, Murray, 41 Br lel blatt
of wind
Frank Benjamin Leffler, Box ?A,
42 Choice part
Hazel, Mrs. Ruby Brandon, Rt. 4, 45 Dram
Murray, Mrs. Lillie Sanders, RI 47 Decide
2, Puryear, Tenn., Baby Boy 49 Suntan
Thurman, Mary Lucy Edwards 52 Declare
53 Hebrew
(from Cony. Div.) (expired).
month
54 Pocky hill
55 Mud
56 Erase
(ortntwrig)
57 Greek letter

Education
Needs Local
Approach, Nunn

Governor Nunn believes
Kentucky's educational problems
can be met more effectively at
the local, instead of the state,
level of government.
Kentucky must take a different
approach toward its education
system, the governor said in a
recent interview, "For too long
educational opportunity and the
youth of this state have been
sacrificed on the altar of political
expediency.
"State government cannot
continue to be held solely and
for
responsible
wholly
educational inadequacies," he
added. The people on the lout'.
level "are better able to determine the needs of their community."
He said the true purpose of
educatiion should be "to prepare
individual boys and girls to live
with themselves and each other."
As parents, he continued
"We're going to have to assume
part of the respon.sibility...as to
what we want for our children,
rather than letting legislators
and educational leaders make all
the decisions.
"We can't leave it up to a
candidate for governor GS devise
the whole educational system or
come up with a plan every four
years.
"And you can't leave it up to
professional educators either—
they become involved in administrative affairs and sometimes become bogged down
in physical needs," he said.
A ROISL4NOFF WEDS
CANNES, France ( UPI)—
Prince Alexander Romanoff,
great-grandson of Cater Nicholas II of Russia, married Maria
Valguarnera in a Russian
Church
Orthodox
ceremony
Monday.
They had been married in a
civil ceremony 15 days ago in
New York

3 Space
between two
obtects
4 Desert
dweller
5 One defeated
6 Holy
7 Patio
8 Present tune
9 Goddess of
discord
10 Skin ailment
11 Tattered
cloths
17 Tidier
19 Arnow poison
21 Covers
22 Units
24 Tennis stroke
26 More opulent
28 Soak
thoroughly
29 The sweetsop

By RAY
Chid, Washin
Copley Ne

LOOK— irs
POINT-it-4'00~
—MEAK1114

SWIM YNDER

What's your problem? You'll feel better it you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box NM, Las Angeles, Cal,
WOO. For a personal reply ~loge stamped. addressed
estvelope.

DEAR MOTHER: Possibly not.
DEAR ABBY. That anecdote • yoa printed about the
hippie couple taking advantage of government services and
then protesting the establishment made a good point, but was
somewhat inaccurate. I hope you give equal time to the other
side.
In 10 weeks I'll receive a Master of Science degree, and
I never could have made it without free clinics, government
loans, a grant, and food stamps. I am grateful to the government for these services but cannot condone all the government does. That same government allows the right to free
speech, assembly, and the right to dress the way I choose.
Some people think anyone who wears Indian love beads and
sandals is against the country. It just isn't so!
The youth movement has a violent minority (who, of
course, are the ones we hear about on the news) that I can't
agree with, just as the establishment has some narrow-

Editor's Note:
returned recent!
that took him to a
in black Africa,.

If means GREATER SAVINGS
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Existed
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CAPITAL IDEAS

African 'dialogue' idea
may spur understanding
Editor's Note: The writer
returned recently from a tour
that took him to a dozen nations
in black Atrial.
By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — It was no
surprise when the Organization
of African States rejected Felix
Houphouet-Boigny's proposal
for a "dialogue" with the
apartheid government of South
Africa.
Clearly, the president of the
Ivory Coast put forward an
idea whose time has not yet
come.
Its defeat at the OAU
meeting in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, however, someday
may be recalled as a first step
toward understanding.
It has been said that hatred of
South Africa and white-ruled
Rhodesia,
Mozambique,
Angola and a few other enclaves is the "glue that holds
black
Africa together."
Demagogues in half a dozen
countries have invoked it to
distract attention from their
own personal ambitions. The
Soviets and the Chinese
Communists have tried to
capitalize on it to turn fledgling
independent states against the
West.
The words at Addis Ababa
had, lost none of their
vehemence, but in the black
states from Senegal on the
Atlantic to Kenya and Tanzania
on the Indian Ocean a visitor
may wonder how many
Africans really fume in angry
frustration over the white-ruled
regions to the south.
The day-to-day problems of
extracting a living from underdeveloped, unstable, often
unviable economies is a fulltime challenge to most.
In many lands the frustration
is not over apartheid or white
rule, but over the realization
that the gap between their own
states and the south. as been
widowing steaditua slice independence.
South Africa makes up only 5
per cent of Africa's territory
d only 6 per cent of the
pulation, yet it accounts for
per cent of the continent's
ustrial production, 56 per
nt of all
electricity
enerated, 48 per cent of
rice's telephones,42 per cent
of its motor vehicles, 20 per
cent of its agriculture.
Rhodesia, despite Britishinduced sanctions, has seen its
gross domestic product grow 11

per cent a year since it
declared itself independent in
1965. The private economy has
grown 25 per cent. Industrial
output is up 30 per cent.
Portugal has made dramatic
economic
progress
in
Mozambique and Angola,
despite the guerrilla raids of
Frelimo insurgents based in
Tanzania and Zambia and
trained by the Chinese Communists. The Cabora Bassa
dam on the Zainbini River in
Mozambique promises to
revolutionize industry and
agriculture not only in that
colony, but in Rhodesia and
South Africa as well.
It is significant that it was the
president of black Africa's
most .successful independent
state who dared to call for
discussions with President
John Vorster of South Africa.
The Ivory Coast in a decade
of independence has become a
beacon in an otherwise
disappointing black African
story. Houphouet-Boigny has
been denounced by his critics
as "a black Frenchman." The
Ivory Coast,they claim, is little
more than a French colony.
French influence cannot be
denied. Once a minister in
Paris cabinets in the middle
1950s and a member of the
French National Assembly,
Houctiouet-Boigny deliberately
cast his country's lot with
France when independence
came. He encouraged French
investment, gave tax incentives, permitted the export
of profits. But he also insisted
on government ownership of
substantial shares of any undertaking.
And he insisted that native
lvorians be educated and
trained so that ultimately they
could takeover the operation of

industries and businesses.
The per capita income in the
Ivory Coast has now risen to
$350 a year, the highest in black
Africa. It rivals the level of
Southern European countries
in the late 1950s.
Houphouet-Boigny's success
at home earned hen jealous
enemies in several other
African states even before he
dared to raise the dialogue
issue. The fact that he was
forced to retreat at Addis
Ababa and join in new
denunciations of South Africa
could be a measure of this
jealousy and suspicion.
OPPOSES NUCLEAR TEST
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Sen.
Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, said he
would ask the Senate today to
force cancellation of a fivemegaton underground nuclear
explosion planned this fall in
the Aleutian Islands.
Gravel said the test was
unnecessary because it is only
designed to advance "a large
warhead for an inferior, firstgeneration Sprtan mssile, which
even Pentagon experts concede
will soon be out of date ..."
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
WASHINGTON (UPI I—The
unemployment rate in the
poorest neighborhoods of the
nation's 100 'arrest metropolitan areas rose to 10.1 per cent
during the period from April
through June, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics said today.
The figure compared with a 9
per cent rate during the
previous three months and was
nearly twice the 5.8 per cent
jobless rate in other urban
neighborhoods.

Step into the
Wonderful

FLORIDA
WORLD
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E0
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DAYTONA BEACH

LONG LIVE THE KING—Holding aloft his No.
10 jersey,
Pete (Edson Arantes Do Nascimento)
runs around the
stadium at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, after
playing in his
. last international soccer game.
Believed to be the
world's richest athlete, the 30-year-old
Pele, called the
King of Soccer, says he will keep on
playing for his
home team of Santos until 1974.
(Cahlephoto)

Bring your lighthearted spirit .. we
supply everything else to romp or
rest by the sparkling see
•All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and Mai private
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• 2 Olympic pooh,
1100 ft. of private beech
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
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• Golf &Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping center,
bowling, theatre
• Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing,
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing
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ANTI-POLLUTION—John Mills kisses his bride Nancy
aboard a borrowed bus following their marriage in
Springfield, Ill.. en route with their wedding party to
the reception They used the bus instead of a
fleet of
Card "to fight pollution."

HIGH DIPLOMACY—Cutting short his vacation in San
Clemente, Calif., President Nixon confers with William P. Rogers (left) and Dr. Henry Kissinger aboard
Air Force One en route to Washington. Rogers is sec-

retary of State. Kissinger, US. security affairs adviser,
flew to Red China to start arrangements for a Nixon
visit to Peking, a plan that stunned the diplomatic
world. A series of high-level briefings awaits them.

EYE ON CUBA

Padilla's defenders
stir Castro's an ger

By THEODORE A.EDIGER
Copley News Service

MIAMI — An international
war of words ignited by poetry
has escalated to the point
where Cuban Premier Fidel
Castro made a speech about it.
It's not true, said Castro, that
Cuban poet Heberto Padilla,
the central figure in the controversy, was tortured to make
him confess to writing counterrevolutionary verse.
Sixty-one leftist European
and Western Hemisphere intellectuals, indignant over
Padilla's arrest in Havana, had
questioned the spontaneity of
the self-criticism that sprang
the poet from prison.
Padilla's arrest March 20 for
writing poetry lacking in
revolutionary zeal triggered a
barrage of protests from leftist
literary figures who long had
admired Camro.
After receiving the letter
from the 61, Castro considered
the matter so important that he
devoted most of an entire
speech to it.
Castro said:
"We want to express our
repudiation and our indignation
at the group of wretches who
tried to give the impression
internationally that a selfcritical statement by a writer
who maintained a counterrevolutionary position
resulted from physical tor.

The 61 intellectuals had
written Castro from Paris that
Padilla's "confession with its
absurd
accusations and
delirious assertions" recalls
-the most sordid moments of
the era of Stalinism r in the
Soviet
Union)
with
prefabricated verdicts and
witch-hunts."
Among the signers of the
letter were writers Jean-Paul
Sartre of France, Alberto
Moravia of Italy and Susan
Sontag of the United States.
Also signing was Carlos
Franqui of Cuba, once a
prominent figure in Castro's
revolution. Franqui broadcast
propaganda from the Sierra
Maestra where Castro began
his revolution. Later he was
editor of the Havana daily,
Revolucion.
The letter from Paris continued: "The contempt for
human dignity implied in the
act of forcing a man into
ludicrously accusing himseif of
the worst treasons and indigniUes does not alert us for
the reason that it concerns a
writer, but because any Cuban
comrad — peasant, worker,
technician or intellectual — can
also become. victim of similar
violence and humiliations.
"We would like the Cuban
revolution to return to what
made us consider it a model in
the realm of socialism."
Castro bristled in his speech:
"The assertion that even one
single citizen in this country
has been the victim of physical
torture is an act of the greatest
meanness, one of the most
infamous of calumnies that has
been uttered against the
iCuban) revolution.
"This revolution will not ever
be able to pardon the wretches
who haVe even insinuated that
our revolution could resort to
procedures of physical torture

to attain any objective."
The Inter-American Human
Rights Commission reported
recently that torture is commonplace in Castro's crowded
prisons.
Two days after Castro's
Miami-monitored address, the
widely circulated Paris Match
published a statement by the
French writer Jean Cau, for-

merly Sartre's secretary.
telling of torture in Cuban
prisons.
Cau quoted former Cuban
prisoners as saying they had
been forced to dig graves, then
lie in them for hours,under the
tropical sun. He said others told
of having to live with two
celLmates in a "gaveta," or
box-like cell, 77 inches wide, six

feet long, and a little over six
feet high.
The Padilla debate was not
one-sided. There were many
who sided with Castro.
Eighty intellectuals, entertainers and artists in Chile,
where Marxist Salvador
Allende is president, issued a
statement saying the Paris
dissenters were "completely
wrong" in their assessment.
A similar group in Cuba,
including the ballerina Alicia
Alonso and poet laureate
Nicolas Guillen, also issued a
statement supporting Castro.
In Moscow, the Soviet press
took a pro-Castro stand.
Padilla's abject, 4,000-word
recantation was obtained 38
days after his arrest. The 39-

year-old poet described himself
as traitorous, untruthful,
cowardly, ignoble, unjust.
The poet later replied to the
61 erstwhile Castroites who had
gone to bat for him:
"We see you as you really are
— fierce enemies of socialism,
regardless of how much you
deny it; dandies of the arts and
philosophy thousands of miles
from our coasts and our
problems."
A group of intellectuals in
Paris meanwhile urged Castro
to release the French journalist
Pierre Golendorf, who was
arrested at the Havana airport
the same day as Padilla. He
had some Padilla manuscripts
in his pocket, apparently intended for publication in Paris.
Padilla now works for the
Cuban Book Institute in
Havana. He had been an ardent
Castro supporter in the early
'60s. What got him into trouble
was a collection of poems,
"Fuera del Juego" ((kit of the
Game ), for which the Cuban
Writers Uruon granted him its
top award.
One poem in the 1968 book
begins,
though
as
prophetically:
''Cuban poets dream no
longer 'not even at night 1.
They close the door to write
alone
When suddenly the wood
creaks:
The wind buffets the garret;
Hands seize them by the
shoulder..."

—OUTRAGED REFEREE
BRIGHTON, England (UPI)
—When the referee ordered a
kick against her side, Eileen
Bourne, 20-year-old goalkeeper
for the Brighton Post Office
Soccer Team, became annoyed.
"The ball didn't go over the
bloody line, ref!", she yelled. I.
And that is how she became
the first woman plater in the
Sussex League to be sent off
the field for swearing.
Said Charles Adams, the :f
referee: "Nobody swears at
me, whether it's a man or
woman."
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